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Abstrac t 

Author : Ahmad Nur Fuad 
Title : The Bibi Movernent in Iran: From Religious Dissent to Political Revolt, 

1844- 1853 
Department : Institute of Islamic Snidies, McGiil University 
Degree : Master of Arts 

This thesis is a study of the development of the Bibi movement and the political 

implications embodied in its religious teachings. The thesis basicdly assumes that in its 

early development (1844-1848), the movement may be seen merely as refigiously 

dissenting from the mainstream of SG'i tradition. In the course of history, however, and 

especially after the Bab, its founder, claimed in 1848 to be the r e m  of the Hidden imam 

and proclaimed the abrogation of Qur'anic shan"a, the Bibi movement showed radicai 

tendencies, thus threatening the established religious and political authorities. This later 

developrnent (1848-1853) was characterized by m e d  revolts by the B5bis against the 

government troops. This thesis also examines the nature of Bâbl religious dissent and 

demonstrate that the Bab? revolts were to a large extent based on religious motives. 



Résumé 

Auteur : Ahmad Nur Fuad 
Titre : Le mouvement Bab7 en Iran: De la dissidence religieuse à la révolte 

politique, 184.4- 1853 
Département : Institut des Études Islamiques, Université McGill University 
Deplôme : Maîtrise 2s Arts 

Ce mémoire porte sur l'étude du dbveloppement du mouvement Bibi ainsi que 

des implications politiques de ses enseignements religieux. La thèse présume 

essentiellement que le mouvement, dans ses premiers développements, a peut être été 

perçu simplement comme une dissidence religieuse de la tradition Shi'ite. Cependant, 

tout au cours de son histoire; particuliérement à l'époque du Bab, son fondateur, qui 

proclama en 1848 le retour de l'Imam Caché ainsi que l'abrogation de la shar7a 

qur'anique, le mouvement Bab? a manifesté des tendances radicales menaçant les 

autorités religieuses et politiques. Ce développement ultérieur ( 1848- 1853) fut caractdrise 

par des r6voltes d e s  menees par les bSb7s contre les troupes gouvernementales. De 

plus, cette Ctude examinera la nature de la dissidence religieuse bàbie et démontrera que 

ses révoltes furent, dans une large mesure, fondées par des motifs religieux. 
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Introduction 

The Bab? movernent constitutes an interesting phenomenon in Islamic history, 

particularly in that of Twelver (IthnZ 'Ashan) Shi'ism. The movement was founded by 

Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad (1819-1850), a young merchant of Shiraz, who in 1844 claimed 

that he was the gate (ba3) to the Hidden imam. The doctrines which were formulated by 

the Bab in his various works were largely inspired by Shayktii thought, developed by 

Shaykh -ad Alyà'i (d.1826) in the early nineteenth century, and then further 

elaborated by his disciple, Sayyid K-im Rashfi (d. 1844). As will be seen in this study, 

the Bab's daim in 1844 to being the gate, and in 1848 to king the Mahdi (the Qâ'im), 

seems to have been based on Rashfi's prophecy and on the Shayw doctrine of the 

progressive nature of divine revelûtion.' The Bab's higher claim thus abrogated the 

Islamic shania and proclairned the coming of a new shunqa or religion. 

Iran of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries was to a large degree a 

society whose religious and political undercurrents favored the emergence of Shi? 

messianic and millenarian movements.' From a theoretical point of view, such 

'sayyid m m  Rashfi's view on this subject is expressed in his Sharh ai-Qa~idP ai- 
&ja ,  which was written in 125811842 at the request of 'M Ridi Pashi, the governor of 
Baghdad. A lithograph of this work was published in Tabriz in 1272/1855. See Vahid Rafati, 
' n i e  Development of Shaykh? Thought in Shi? islam, W.D. dissertation, University of 
California Los Angeles, 1979, 133 and 173. See also Todd Lawson, 'The Qur'h Commentary of 
Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad, the Bâb," PhD. dissertation, Institute of IsIamic Studies, McGiII 
University, 1987.306-8. 

* ~ e e  Said Amir Ajornand, "Millemial Beliefs, Hieromtic Authority, and Revolution in 
Shi'ite iran," in The Political Dimensions of Religion, ed. Said Amir Arjomand (Albany: State 
University of York Press, 1993), 220. For M e r  discussion of Islamic messianism, see, for 
example, Douglas S. Cmw, ''Messianisrn: Islamic Messiaoism," ER 9,477-481; and Abdulaziz 



movements tend to develop in societies where Little distinction is made between religion 

and politics. Such movements also acquire mornenaun particularly in societies where 

social discontent, injustice, discrimination and economic m o i 1  exist. Iranian society of 

this time therefore may be seen as a fertile soil for the rapid growth of milienarian 

movements..' Moreover, there as elsewhere, these movements, more ofien than not, had 

political implications. 

Scholars have paid considerable attention to Babism as a socio-religious 

movement. They have studied the movement fiom many different perspectives, and have 

laid particular emphasis on different aspects of the movement? Ivanov, for example, sees 

the Bab? movement as "a popular mass movement, born out of definite social conditions 

Abdulhussein Sachedina, Isfamic Messianism: The Idea of the Mahdi in Twefver Shi'ism 
(Albany: State Univenity of New York Press, 198 1). 

'A few centuries preceding the Bab's daim, as Arjomand points out, "the leader of the 
Safavid movement, Shah Isma'il (1501-1524), claimed to be the Mahdi, and was wonhipped by 
his Turkman followers as the reincarnation of 'Ali and the other Imam -indeed as the incamation 
of God. However, the Safavid rulers modified their millenarian claims to king the lieutenants of 
the Hidden Imam.'' Arjornand, "Millennial Beliefs. Hierocratic Authority, and Revolution in 
Shi'ite iran," 222. See also Said Arnir Arjomand, The S W o w  of God and the Hidden Imam: 
Religion. Poiitical Order and Socieral Change in Shi'ite Iran from the Beginning to 1890 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), 182. The movement of millenarian tendencies that 
developed in late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, such as the revived Ni'manillàhl S Ü f i  
order, will be discussed in the last section of Chapter One. 

b e  works on the Bab? movement include, arnong others, Abbas Amanat, Resumection 
and Renewal: nte Making of the Bubi Movement in Iran 1844-1850 (Ithaca: Comell University 
Press, 1989); Mangol Bayat, Mysticism and Dissent: Socioreligious niought in Qajur Iran 
(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1982). particularly 87- 1 3 1 ; Lawson, 'The Qur' 5n 
Cornmentary of Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad, the Bàb," Ph.D. dissertation, bstitute of Islamic 
Studies, McGül University, 1987; Denis MacEoh, The Sources for Eariy Ba%; Docnine and 
Hisrory  A Suwey (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1992); Denis MacEoin, "From Shaykhism to Babisrn: A 
Study in Chaismatic Renewal in Sbl? Islam," P h 9 .  dissertation, Cambridge University, 1979; 
Moojan Momn, 'The Social Basis of the Babi Upheavals in Iran (1848-1853): A Reliminary 
haiysis", IJMES IS (1983): 157-83; Peter Smith and Moojan Momen, "The Babi Movement: A 
Resource Mobilization Perspective," in Shrdies in Bcibiand BaMiHisrory 3, ed. Peter Smith 
(Los Angeles: Kalimat Ekss, 1986); and Peter Smith, The Bubi curd Bah'i Religions; Front 
Messianic Shi'ism to a World Religion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Ress, 1986). 



and directed against the ruiing class."* He also describes the Bab7 revolts as uprisings of 

"peasants, artisans, urban poor, and srnall trades-people" against feudalism and the 

"enslavement of the country by foreign capital.'" Another scholar, Peter Avery, contends 

that Babism "may be taken as a sign that the mercantile class and some of the religious 

classes associated wiih merchants were aware of the necessity for taking the rnatter of 

reform and modemization into their own bands."' However. it is difficult to observe 

whether the Bàbis aimed pt-imarily at reforming certain aspects of Iranian life. Avery 

moreover maintains that among the elernents which constituted the basis of the Bàb? 

movement was the element of protest against social and econornic injustice, the protest 

against the subordination of the onhodox 'dama to the government, and the protest 

against spintual decadence.' An observer, Joseph Arthur Comte de Gobineau, observes 

that the Bàb's ideai was to establish "a government at once monarchical, theocratic and 

dem~cratic,"~ ail of which implies the political nature of the Bab's mission. 

Viewing it frorn a historical perspective, Bayat regards the Bab1 movement as 

having represented the continuation of the tradition of dissent in Shi? Islam. The advent 

of Babism also marked the occurrence of messianic revolts as weii as the beginning of a 

%. Minoaky, "Review of Ivanov's Bobidski Vostanii," BSOAS 11:4 (1946): 878. 

6M. S. Ivanov. "Babi Uprisings," in Great Soviet Encyclopedia, 2 (New York: Macmillan 
hc., 1973)' 52 1. 

7 See Peter Avery, Modern Iran (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1965),52. 

'~very, Modern Iran, 52. See also Farhad Kazemi, "Some Prelimiaary Observations on 
the Early Development of Babism," Muslini World (1973): 1 19-3 1. 

'~uoted by Nikkî Keddie, "Religion and Ineligion in Early h i a n  Nationalism," 
Comparative Studies in Society a d  History 4 (1 962): 269. 



politickation of religious dissent.'* Moreover, she argues that the Bàbi movernent 

"constituted a revolutionary social movement irreconcilably hostile to the established 

political and religious order."" However, this view c m  be questioned, particularly with 

regard to the extent of this "hostility". In addition, Bayat maintains that the popularity of 

the Bgbi movement lies paaicularly in the "strong laicization trends impiicit in the Bibi 

systern." The non-existence of the Bab7 clergy "proved to be extremely appealing to those 

members of the religious institutions who traditionally rebelled against the authority and 

social influence of the mujtahids."" 

Abbas Amanat has offered an excellent study based on historical andysis of the 

Bab1 movement, which includes its birth, growth and the formation of the Bàbi 

community. He maintains that the movement constituted a response to the prevailing 

socio-moral atrnosphere by advancing the necessity of reforming religious d~ctrine. '~ 

Amanat also observes the importance of messianic and millenarian beliefs embodied in 

the BZbi doctrine, such as those which concem the notion of progressive revelation and 

the advent of the Hidden Imam. 

From one perspective, the Bibi movement may be described as a "value-ociented 

movement," which may result in religiously inspired revolts. In such a rnovement 

religious beliefs and doctrines provide the most important basis for challenging the 

10 See Bayat, Mysticism and Dissent, 87. 

Il Mango1 Bayat, Iran's Fimt Revolution: Shi'ism and the Constitutional Revolution of 
19054909 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 199 1), 53-54. 

12~ayat, Iran's First Revolution, 54. 

"sa Arnanat, Resurrection and Renewal, 406. 



legitimacy of the existing politicai a u t h ~ r i t ~ . ' ~  Moreover, this challenge may also lead to 

an attempt to establish an independent political entity. However, the development of such 

a movernent depends mostly on the response of the political regime. The movement will 

flourish when supported by the political elite, but in most cases, it wiU face suppression 

and persecution, which rnay bring about its collapse or transformation into a new 

movement. 

One of the most vital elements in such a movement is charismatic leadership, 

which normally serves as a symbolic focus of identification and, to some extent, a source 

of a~thorit~.'~ Although in such a movement there are atternpts made by leaders to 

influence or manipulate religious collectivities in order to serve political purposes, the 

Bab, as will be seen, was not a leader of ihis type. However, it may have k e n  that the 

growing admiration for the Bab served as a source of motivation for the B&T revolts, and 

to a large degree led the BZbis to become religiously and politically militant. The 

symbolic hinction of leadership was particularly evident when the Bab was arrested. His 

death in 1850 at the haads of govenunent troops significantly increased the militant spirit 

of the Bibis, as they fervently believed in the Bàb as a prophetic figure. 

14 See Arjomand, ''Millennid Beliefs. Hierocratic Authonty, and Revolution in Shi'ite 
Iran," 219. The term 'value-oriented rnovement' is described by Smelser as a "collective attempt 
to cestore, protect, modify, or create values in the name of a generalized belief." Neil J. Smelser, 
Theory of Collective Behuvior (New York: The Free Press, 1962), 3 13. This definition includes 
the phenornena of 'messianic movement,' 'millenarian movement,' 'religious revolution.' and 
'political revolution.' 

%ee Peter Smith, "Millenarianism in the Babi and Baha'i Religions." Ui Millenniulism 
and Charisnru, ed. Roy Wailis (Belfast: The Queen's University, 1982), 235. For a useful 
discussion on this topic, See Hillel Schwartz, ''MiMülenarianism," ER 9,521-532. See also Yonina 
Talmon, ''Pumit of the Millennium: The Relation between Religious and Social Change," in 
Studies in Social Movements: A Social Psychological Perspective, ed. Barry McLaughlin (New 
York. The Free Press, 1969), 410-41 1. 



In light of these diverse scholarly viewpoints on the Bàbi movement, and from a 

certain theoretical perspective, this thesis will concem itself primarily with two central 

elements of the Bab7 movement, Le., "religious dissenty' and "political revolt." In a literal 

sense, 'Yo dissent" means "to differ from an established church in the matter of doctrines, 

rites or g~vernrnent."'~ What is meant by religious dissent in this study is the Bab1 

opposition to the mainstream interpretation of certain aspects of Shi7 doctrine held by the 

SLiici theologians ('ulama). As wiIl be seen, the Bab, having been inspired by Shaykiïi 

teachings, interpreted many eschatological teachings such as "resurrection" differently 

from the way in which SWi 'dama had tindeatood them. The Bab's beiief in the 

perpetuation of the prophetic revelation also constituted a point on which he differed 

from the 'ulama. The Ba held that God sends a new prophet and a new revelation in 

every age in accordance with human progress towards maturity. Moreover, the Bab's 

daim to king the gate to the Hidden Imam, and to king the Mahdi and the bearer of 

divine revelation, formed the basis of Bab7 dissent which would have political 

implications, in the sense that the Ba chaiienged the legitimacy of the political regime. 

The Bab seems to have believed that in the presence of the Imam no temporal mler can 

daim any authority, be it religious or political. The Bab's claim to mahdihood therefore 

ihreatened the political order and the religious authonties. This brought the B X s  into 

severe conflicts with the govemment in armed revolts. The terni 'revolt' is generally used 

to si@@ an ''uprising against legitimate authority," and "a movernent or expression of 

16wcbster's Third Ncw Intemationni Dictionary (Springfield, Massachusetts: G & S. 
Memam Company, 1968), 656. The term 'dissent' is n o r d l y  used in conjunction witb such 
other terms as heresy, and beterodoxy, and in contrait to orthodoxy. 



vigorous dissent or refusal to accept."" The Bab? revolt can be said as representing the 

Bibi opposition to the existing political ordcr, i.e., the Qajar government. 

This thesis is about the Bab? movement with particular emphasis on its change in 

orientation nom a movernent merely dissenting from the prevalent religious thought of 

the time into one that launched revolts against the existing political order. This thesis 

therefore will proceed with the assumption that in the course of its development the Baa? 

movement underwent a significant shift in its format. As argued by wnters such as Denis 

MacEoin and Peter Smith, in the early phase of its growth (18441848) the Bibi 

movement may be viewed as an expression of Islamic piety which remained within the 

realm of Shi'isrn, although the Bab's c l a h  to being the gate and his early doctrines have 

been viewed by the 'ularna as a deviation from mainstrem orthodox Shi'ism. However, 

with the Bab's higher daim to being the retumed Hidden Imam and the bearer of a new 

revelation in 1848, the BZbi movement becarne not ody dissenting in light of religious 

doctrines, but also a challenge to the political authorities.18 In light of this, the BZbi 

revolts in different places were thus the products of Baa? religious dissent. This thesis 

seeks to demonstrate that the doctrines espoused by the Bàb, considered as religiously 

dissenting, entailed from the very beginning political implications, and that the Bàbi 

revolts against the politicai regime were largely inspired by religious motives. 

?he other ternis which have almost the same meaning as revolt, and have been used by 
scholars to describe the Bàbi conflict with the state, are "uprising," "insurrection," "'rebellion." In 
this study, these ternis are often used interchangeably. See Webster's Third New Intemationul 
Dictionary, 1892 and 1944. 

" ~ e n i s  MacEoin, "Babism 1. The Babi Movement," EIr üi. 309; Smith, The khi and 
B a h  'i Religions, 3 1. Cbapter one (al-mulk) of Tclfsr'r SSur YiW:iIf shows the Bab's attitude 
towards the temporal culers. See Lawson, 'The Qur'in Comrnentary of Sayyid 'AIi Mdymmad, 
the Bab," 277. 



As such, this work is a socio-historical analysis of the transformation or 

development of the Bàb7 movement. It tries to andyze historical sources as weil as the 

scholarly works on Babism by modem scholars. Accordingiy, this thesis will benefit fiom 

the works wtitten by the Bab, and by BX-Bahi'i writers such as Mutpunad NabX 

Zrtrandi, Shoghi Effendi and H. M. Balyuzi. Although their writings cannot be considered 

as historical works in the contemporary sense. they serve as Unponant sources for the 

study of the Bibi movement. In addition, this thesis relies heavily on the works of such 

scholars as Abbas Amanat, Denis MacEoin, Peter Smith, Moojan Momen, Vahid Rafati, 

Mangol Bayat and Todd Lawson. These scholars have shared opinions regarding the 

generai understanding of the Bab1 movement. However. they also have divergent 

viewpoints on several aspects of the rnovement. This thesis thenfore attempts to observe 

critically these diverse viewpoints, demonstrating in the process its agreements and 

disagreements with these analyses. Nevertheless, this thesis would never have been 

possible without these snidies to draw on. 

This thesis contains three chapters. Chapter one discusses the religious and 

political milieu of eighteenth and early nineteenth century Iran in order to give a sense of 

the historical background for the nse of the Bab? movement. The discussion will touch on 

the place and significance of religion and politics in Shi'ism, the dispute between the 

Akhbàn and U s a  schools and the religious controversy which arose from the emergence 

of the Shayldii school, particularly in the early nineteenth century. Politicai developments 

and the growth of messianic tendencies also wiIl be recounted. 



Chapter two discusses the rise of the Bab7 rnovement and reiigious dissent. It 

includes a discussion of the Bab's life and his role in the making of Bàb7 doctrine, and the 

dissemination of the Bab's claims and teachings. It goes on to explore some particular 

doctrines formulated by the Ba, especiaüy those most contnry to the beliefs held by 

orthodox SE5 theologians, and their relation to the theories of Shaykh @ad @siil. 

Further, this chapter will discuss the political implications of Bàbï reiigious dissent and 

the reaction of the ShayMs to the Bab's teachings. 

Chapter three focuses on the process of radicalization of the Babi movement. This 

process led to conflict between the BZbis and the state authorities, often in the form of 

amed revolts. This chapter seeks to offer an analysis of the religious motives behind the 

Ba"bi revolts. 



Chapter One 

THE RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL CLIMAT' 
OF LATE EIGHTEENTH AND EARLY 

NINETEENTH-CENTURY IRAN 

A. Politics and Religion in Shi4ism: An Overview 

Islam recognizes no separation between religion and politics, and is believed by 

Muslims to consist of teachings on dl aspects of human life. Muslims believe that the 

Prophet MuQammad was sent to bnng not ody a body of rnorai and ethical precepts, as 

embodied in the Qur'k. but also to establish a community of believers. All believers 

have to abide by the law of Gad, derived from His BookT in their individuai and 

communal &airs. As such. it c m  be said that Islam is both religion and polity, and that 

the Prophet was simultaneously a religious and politicai leader.' 

According to Shi? Islam, the leadership of the community after the death of the 

Prophet passed to the Imams who continued the cycle of charismatic authority (walàju or 

imo'ma). This was so because the cycle of prophecy (nubuwwa) had corne to an end with 

the death of the hophet. Accordingly, Shi% beüeve that hams are designated to guide 

- - - - - - -  

f Much bas been written on this subject. See. for example. W. Montgomery Watt, 
Muhumniad ut Mecca (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1953); and Muhummud at Medina 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1956); and Muhummal: Prophet and Staresman (Oxford: 
Oxford University Ress, 196 1). In these works. Watt tried to demonstrate that Muhammad's 
religious mission carried social and politicai implications. Hodgson also interestingly d e s m i s  
how Mulpmmad founded a religious cornm~ty (umma) and a new polity at Medina. See 
Marshall Hodgson, The Venmre of islam (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1977), vol. 1, 167- 
180. John L. Esposito. in his article entitled "Islam and Muslim Politics." maintains that 
"political and nügious leadership was vested in Muh- God's mssenger on earth, who 
served as both Rophet and political leader of the Islamic community/state." Voices of Resurgent 
lslrm (Oxford: Oxford University Ress. 1983), 4. 



the commWUty of believers, as illustrated by the original meaning of the word "imàm."* 

According to Stii<i belief, the Imams are the bearers of wal@a? In brief, it can be said 

that the functions of the Imams consist of the following: "to rule over the Islamic 

community; to explain the religious sciences and the law; and to be a spiritual guide to 

lead men to an understanding of the inner meaning of things.'4 In addition, thanks to his 

personal qualities bestowed upon him by G o d  the Imam is the leader and spiritual 

instnictor of Islam, and the successor to the prophet.' These facts clearly demonstrate that 

the Imam, in Shibism, assumes both religious and political leadership in the sarne way 

that the Prophet does in "Meciinan" Islam. 

Consequently, given the Imam's unique personal qualities as well as his role, he 

cannot possibly be elected by the mass of believers. As the spiritual guide, the b a r n  

receives his authority o d y  fiom the Divine, and his appointment is not done through 

election but through designation (nos)  by the Prophet and the preceding Imams on the 

3The word "imam" means IiteralIy "the guide of the community." Yann Richard. Shi'ite 
Islam: Polity, Ideology and Cree4 trans. Antonia Nevill (Oxford: Blackwell, 1995), 6. For a 
generai discussion on Shibism, see Mahmood Shehabi, "Shi'a," in Islam the Straight Path, ed. 
Kenneth W. Morgan (New York: Ronald Press, 1958). 209. See aiso Seyyed Hossein Nasr, 
Ideals und Reulities in Islam, nvised edition (London: Aquarian, 1994). 87, 16 1. 

3 ~ n  the development of the concept and usage of wal@u, see Hennann Landolt, 
"Waiiiyah, ER 15, 3 16-323. See also Todd Lawson. 'The Dangers of Reading: Inlibration. 
Communion. and Transference in the Qur'an Commentary of the Bab," in Scripture und 
Revelarion, ed. Moojan Momen (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 176-177. 

' ~ ~ n a z  Goldziher, Introduction to Islamic Thcology and Lmu, m s .  Andras and Ruth 
Hamori (Rinceton, New Jersey: Princeton University Ress, 1981), 183; Heinz Halm, Shiism 
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1991). 8; Yann Richard, Shi'ite Islam, 6. For a useful 
discussion on the general development of Twelver Shi'ism, see Moojan Momen, An Introduction 
tu Shi'i Islam (New Haven and Lundon: Yale University Ress, 1985). 



basis of divine commando6 

traditions to survive and to 

Moreover, it is beiieved that in order for the religious 

be in their purest form, the Imam must be infallible or 

protected from committing shs (ma ';Üm). Accordingly, the claim to the imamate is not 

merely political, but is based on a specific characteristic, that is the possession of 'ilm? 

On this point, Marshall Hodgson States: 

The idea of imarnate by nass. restricted to a defullte individual out of di the 
'Alids, continuing through al1 political circumstances, was complemented 
by that of an imamate based not pnmarily on a political daim, but on 
special knowiedge, 'ilm? 

Hodgson, however, asserts that the daim to the office of irnarnate was not initiaily 

a matter of knowledge ('dm), but rather one of authority, which the Imam inherited from 

the Prophet or fiom the previous imams, Le., "authority to decide ca~es."~  As an 

exclusively authorized source of knowledge, the Imams cany out important fùnctions, 

such as guiding the community to righteousness and establishing a just socid order.'' 

In line with Hodgson's opinion. Sachedina maintains that most of the eariy 

debates on the subject of the imamate took a political form at f i t .  However, the 

discussion eventuaily and perhaps inevitably would have religious implications. 

7 M o h d  Ali Amir-Moezzi discusses, in an interesting marner, the nature of 'ilm 
(initiatory knowledge) possessed by the imams in his ntc Divine Guide in Early Shi'isrn: The 
Sources of Esotericism in Idam. trans. David Streight (Albany: State University of New York 
~ S S ,  1994), 69-78. 

'~arshall Hodgson, "How did the Early Shi'a Becorne Sectarian?," JAOS 75 (1955): L 1. 

%odgson, "How did the Early Shiba become Sectarian?," L 1. 

'%odgson, "'How did the Early Shiba becorne Sectarian?," 11. Despite the signifiant 
political role of the Imams. it is 'dm that forms the primary basis for the Imams' authority. 



Sachedina claims that "klam as a religious phenomenon was subsequent to Islam as a 

political reality."" He also argues that the rise of several individuals as leaders, Imams, 

and zealous foliowers clearly shows that there was an endeavor to actualize the formation 

of a just society, including its political ~r~itnization.'~ 

Therefore, it is not wrong to assert that, seen from the historical perspective, 

Shi'ism was from the very outset an opposition Party. to a certain extent. This view was 

expressed by Ignaz Goldziher who said that from the beginning Shi'ism had been a 

protest against the fierce repression of divine right, Le., "the usurpation of the right of the 

'Alids, who alone had a legitimate daim to ru~e."'~ indeed, it can also be argued that 

Shi'ism has been frequently employed as a vehicle or instrument with which many 

disappointed Muslim groups rebelled against existing regimes. This fact led some 

scholars. such as Mangol Bayat, to assert that the emergence of Shi'ism had been mostly 

a "result of a social discontent or politicai dissent, rather than a cause for it."I4 It must 

also be noted that the increasing social discontent and political unrest hieled a messianic 

tendency among certain Muslim groups. 

Therefore, one can argue that the aspiration for a world fiee from oppression, and 

the search for a just sociai order, had contributed significantiy to the transformation of 

political opposition into a sectarian religious movement. This transformation also brought 

doctrinal implications with regards to the nature and function of the rightfil leader, Le., 

t l  Sac hedina, Islamic Messianism, 4. 

12~achedina, Ishmic Messianism. 4. 

13~oldziher, Introduction to Islamic Theology und Lmv, 199. 

'%ango1 Bay at, Mysticism and Dissent, 3. 



the Ima~n. '~  And as such, one can observe that the protest movernents, which were 

organized under the leadership of some members of the ah1 al-bayt, were an attempt to 

achieve political goais on the basis of religious sentiments and prerogatives.'6 

From a historical perspective, SGci opposition came to a head with the violent 

conflict between the third Imam and the Umayyads. However, from then on the hams  

abandoned a i l  activities that could be considered politicai. Instead, they retained only a 

spiritual and intellecnial opposition to the temporal r ~ l e n . ' ~  The quietist tendency of 

Twelver Shi'ism in the ninth century led to a state of affairs intensifying the separation of 

the religious sphere from the political. This tendency also eventually encouraged a 

significant break beiween the imamate and actual political rule? This break was 

facilitated by the widespread acknowledgment of the Imam's possession of divine 

knowledge ('ilm). By that time, the imam was believed to be the abode of God's 

knowledge and the interpreter of His revelation. Consequently, the implication of this 

tenet was that the duties of the Imam were totally separate fiom those of the d e n ,  

making the former the "final authority in matten of salvation. conscience and sacred 

iaw.-l9 

lS~ayat, Mysticism and Dissent, 3. 

16 Sachedina, Islamic Messiunism, 7 .  

17 AmV-Mowi calis this pend the "radical apoliticalism" of the early development of 
hamism. Amir-MoePi, The Divine Guide in h r f y  Shisisrn, 68. Watt, however, prefen to cd1 
the early stage of Shi5 development "protoShi'ism". See Montgomery Watt, 'The Sipificance 
of the Early Stages of h k ï i  Shi'isrn," in Religion and Politics in Iran: Shi'ismfrom Quietism to 
Revolution, ed. N i  R. Keddie (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1983)' 2 1-32. 

18 Arjornand, The Shadow of God und the Hidden Inuun, 37. 

19 Ajo-d, nie Sh<idow ofCod and the Hidden Imam, 36. 



Nevertheless, the SLU% were faced with numerous challenges and with much 

resistance and hostility when they tned to define and defend their identity through their 

concept of salvati~n.*~ As is weli known, the SE% not only strove for the recognition of 

the legitimate Imam as a leader with a messianic role, but more importantiy, they 

questioned and often threatened the right of the extant regirne to d e .  This issue seems to 

have become a pivotai point for al1 those who regarded themselves as being set apart from 

or abused by the ruling political elite? Early SWk, by opposing the caliphate, 

consolidated their support for 'Al' as the Imam (leader) after the Prophet. and theû 

aspiration for a just order under the authority of 'Ali and his progeny. 

From another perspective, but still in relation to what has been described above, 

one can note that Shi'ism came into being as a movement centered on the question of 

authority over the cornmunity of believers. When the h a r n  was stU dive, the influence 

of the SK'i 'ularna had been notably confined by the appearance on e d  of a paramount 

center of authority, i.e., the Imam. However, the void in leadership due to the Imam's 

absence gave the 'uiama wider room to expand, theoreticaily and practically, the basis for 

their own authority over the Sfi'i community." As a result, with the absence of the 

%e word 'salvation' (naj5) cm mean the "redemption from ultirnate damnation 
through divine agency," or the "saving of a person's sou1 from etemal punishment and its 
admission into heavenly beatitude." See Webster's ïïtird New International Dictionory, 
According to Shi? klief ,  it is impossible for a person to gain salvation if he does not believe in 
the role of the Imam as the only agent to guide the believers to the right path and establish a just 
social order. The idea of salvation also has a messianic implication. See Sachedina, Isfamic 
Messimism, 2-3. For further discussion, see Mahmoud Ayoub, Redemptive Suffering in Islam: A 
Sliufy of the Devotiond Aspects of '&hüra-in Twelver Shi'ism (New York: Mounton Publishen, 
t 978). 

"sac hedina, Islizmic Messiunism. 8. 

n~enis  MacEoin. "The Shi'i Establishment in Modem Iran," in Islam in the Modem 
Worid, ed. Denis MacEoin (New York: St. Martin's Ress. L983), 92. 



Imam, the primary concern of the community was to identifj and legitimize authority in a 

situation where a single individual no longer held ultimate authority. Therefore, the 

legitimization of authority took severd forms, one of the most important of which was 

the formulation of the role and status of the Slii'i 'ulama, who had started to gain 

increasing importance.u 

Moreover, Erom the period of the occultation of the twelfth Imam (260/873-4) 

onward the question of authority increasingiy came to dominate the scene. During this 

period, fundamental questions ernerged, such as: "who would be the center of authority 

and what would be the source of legisiation?"24 In answer to these questions, two groups 

of 'uiama emerged. There were, on the one hand, some SE? scholars who believed that it 

was legitimate to rnake use of d i a l e c t i c a l - r e g  to answer and resolve problems 

which had not been given clear solutions or explanation in the Qur'in and the Traditions. 

On the other hand, many other SG'i scholars believed in the adequacy of the Qur'k and 

the Traditions of the Imams to serve as sources for legislation. The latter rnaintained that 

the use of individual reasoning, for answenng religious problems and social queries, was 

not needed because the Qur'k and the Traditions of the Imams contain definite solutions 

for every problem. 

Although there were important differences between these two orientations in the 

early period, they did not seriously fracture the aiready difise SE5 community. In the 

late f~eenth century, however, the struggle for power, which was based on tribal 

%ee W. Madelung, "Authority in Twelver Shi'ism in the Absence of the hm,'' in Lu 
notion d'autorité au Moyen Age. Islam, Byzance, Occident. Colloques internatio~ux de la 
Napoule, Paris, 1982,163-173. 

'kafati, 'The Development of Shayklii Thought in Shi5 Islam," 2 1. 



impulse, and was taking place in northwestem Iran, to some degree infiuenced the 

religious thinking of the Shi? 'dama in that they affiiated themsetves to a certain 

religious (juridical) school. Needless to say, this state of affairs led to p a t e r  friction 

between the two groups which came to be cded the Akhbifis and the U@Iis. 

B. The UsUn-Akhbiri Dispute 

The conflict between the Q Ü f i  and Akhb8 tendencies can be traced back to the 

very beginning of Imanii Shi'ism, dthough it became more intense in the course of 

thne? During the first juridical penod (fiom the fourth to fifth centus, of the Hijra) the 

I m Z  jurists residing in Baghdad, such as al-Mufid (d. 1021), Sayyid Murtada (d. 1044), 

and Shaykh Mdpmrnad ibn &Hasan al-TÜsi (d.1067) outlined the principles of u~u?. 

These scholars are said to have k e n  influenced by both alShafi'i and Mubtazili 

 doctrine^.'^ Al-Shafi'i is regarded as the fmt Muslim jurist to elaborate on the principles 

of Islamic jurisprudence (zqd al-fiqh) in his work entitled al-Risala. The Mu'tazila is 

known as a school that had adopted a rationalist approach to islamic thought, which had 

=The works on this subject are rnany, arnong which are: Andrew J. Newman, 'The 
Development and Political Significance of the Rationalist (U$Ii) and Traditionalist (Akhb%i) 
Schools in I d  Sh75 History From the ThircVNinth to The TenthISixteenth Century A. D." Ph. 
D. dissertation (University of California, Los Angeles, 1386); Norman Calder, 'The Structure of 
Authority in Imàmi Shi? Jurisprudence," Ph. D. dissertation (School of Oriental and African 
Studies, London, 1980); H. Modamssi, "Rationalisrn and Traditionalism in Shi5 Jurisprudence: 
A Prelirninary Survey," SI 59 (1984): Ml- 158; Juan Cole, "Shibi Clencs in Iraq and iran 1722- 
1780: The Akhbari-üsuli Cofic t  Reconsidered," 1s 18, 1 (1985): 3-34; Andrew J. Newman, 
'The Nature of the Akhb&i/U$ï Dispute in Late Safawid. Part 1: 'Abdallah Mamahiji's 
'Munyat ai-Mumàrish'" Part 2: The Conflict Reassessed," BSOAS 55 ( 1992): 22-5 1 ; 250-26 1. 

'%ee Momen, An Introduction to Shi'i Islam, 78-79 



greatly helped the SE9 'ulama formulate their scholastic theology ('ilm al-kaliin).'' 

However, before these SE? 'ulama, there had been the Irnariii jurists and traditionists 

residing in Qum and Ray, such as M@arnmad ibn Yabqiib al-Kulayrii (d.3291940) and fin 

Babüya al-SadÜq (d.38 1/99 l), who were more inclined to a traditionalist position.28 

Regardless of the tendencies of these early Siii'i 'ulama, the ternis "Akhban" and 

"UsUli" did not appear in the early works of the Imam7 'ulama Rather, Shaykh T i s i  had 

caiied the AkhbZs utha3 al-jmzol (Iiteralists), i.e., those who did not make use of 

reason, but based the fwidarnentals of religion on the text of the Traditions (kafith). The 

fmt writer to mention the terms AkhbZs and Usülis was 'Abd al-JaIil Qazviiï (d. 1170), 

an IthnZ 'Ashaii author who described the AkhbiEs as strict traditionali~ts.'~ 

It was during the Safavjd period, however, that Imarrii SEc' thought underwent a 

crucial development. This development came as a result of the intense reiigious debates 

that had arisen within the Stilci community c o n c e h g  the question of authority. With 

these debates, the friction between the two groups, i.e., AkhbZs and UsSs, became 

more serious. 

n ~ .  Madelung, "Akhbiriyya," EI', 56. See also Martin J. McDermott, The Theology of 
al-Shaikh al-M&d Ld.4 13/1022] (Beyrouth: Dar el-Machreq Editeurs, 1978), 1-8; Ahmad 
Kazemi Moussavi, "The Establishment of the Position of Marja'iyyt-i Taqlid in the Twelver- 
Shi'i Community." IS L8:l (1985): 36. Sayyid Murtadâ was intluenced by al-ShEfi'ibs 
methodology and the theology of the Mu'tazila when he wrote the f i t  Shi9 book on q u i  al- 
fiqh, namely al-llhnnia. It was Shaykh TÜs7. howevet, who established these principles in his 
treatise 'Uddat al-U@.." See also N. Calder, "Doubt and Prerogative: the Emergence of m 
Imami Shi7 Theory of Ijtihid," SI 70 (1989): 60-6 1. 

al-~ulap? wmte an important work entitled al-K$, while Ibn Babüya al+adÜq 
produced a work entitled Mun Lü- YNuruhu al-Fuqih. See McDermott, The Theology of al- 
Shikh al-M@d, 78. See Abdulaziz Abdulhussein Sachedina, The Just Ruler (al-subaul al- 'Üdil) 
in ShPite Islam: nie Cmprehemive Authority of the Jurist in Iwmite Jurisprudence (New York 
and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), 10- 1 1. 



Akhbarism is a school in linaaii Shi'ism that maintains that the traditions 

(akhbür) of the Imams constitute the main source of religious knowledge. This position is 

in contrast to the U s a  school that admits the use of speculative reason in the principles 

of theology and religious law?' With regard to the AkhbEs, later SE7 writers 

commoniy considered them as innovators who came ont0 the scene only in the 

seventeenth century with the rise of Mulla Muhammad Amin AstarZbZdi (d.1033/1623- 

4):' The refonnation of the AkhbC school at that time obviously represented an 

opposition movement against the increasing influence of the mujtahids and agains t the 

development of U s a  doctrine. 

From the Akhbii point of view, the elevation of the mujtahid's role to that of 

someone having the authority to interpret the command of the imam is a concept that 

does not have a strong foundation in Imanii teachings. Therefore, according to MacEoin, 

it would not be wrong to Say that the AkhbGi position seems to be less innovatory than 

consemative. Moreover, one ha to note that after the victory of the Usas  the true 

positions of these two schools became much di~torted?~ 

Mulymmad A d n  Astaraidi believed that the AkhbZs represented the most 

original Line of thought and purest doctrinal teaching within Shi'ism. AstaribZdi is 

%. Kohlberg, "A.l&Eya," EIr i. 7 16-7 18. 

" ~ e  studied hadith under Muhammad ibn 'Ali ibn Husayn a L b h l i  (d.ca.L6OO), and 
received the @ ~ l  at the beginning of 1598. He also spent some years in his youth in Shiraz, and 
later lived in Medina and Mecca, where he died in 1626/7. See E. Kohlberg, "Asi;trâadi. 
Mohamrnad An&," EIr i, 845. 

32Denis M. MacEoin, "Frorn Shaykhism to Babism," 25. 



regarded as "the fmt to open the door of reviling against the rn~jtahids."~~ He wrote a 

book entitied al-FawÜ'id al-~adanijuz," which he completed in Mecca in 1622. In this 

book, Astariib5di sought to formulate a coherent argument to challenge the QÜE school. 

The author States that the book was wtitten at the instruction of his master, Muhammad 

'Ali Astariibiidi (d.1619), who told him that he had been designated to revive the rnethod 

of the ~ k h b ~ s . ~ '  

Muhammad Anïin Astariibgdi aimed primarily to renovate the SG? doctrines that 

he believed to have been espoused by the Imams themselves. Astariibidi himself 

maintains that the single most important source of law is the Traditions of the Imams. 

Moreover, since the Traditions provide the community with an infûllible guide for al1 

aspects of Life, they are aiso central to a correct undestanding of the Qur'k and the 

Prophet's teachings. Indeed, without the exegesis and the Traditions of the hams, the 

Qur'Zn would remain beyond human perception and could never serve as a source of 

i a ~ ? ~  

The revival of the UsÜIi school, on the other hand, cannot be mentioned without 

acknowledging the great role of the Persian 'ulma or the 'ulama of Persian descent who 

" ~ a c ~ o i n .  "'From Shaykhism to Babism," 25. 

%uhammad Amin Astaribàdi. ai-Fm2id al-Madonba (Iran: DG al-Nashr li Ah1 al- 
Bayt, 1984). 

36~starabadi, in his al-Fmuiid, asserts chat it is prohibited to depend upon the law 
produced by the dialectical process of ceasoning. Al-Fmvc7id, 131; See also Kohlberg, 
"~b iü iy i , "  7 17. 



had received tbeir formal training in the '~tabiit." In many instances, these 'dama were 

influenced by the earlier Traditionist school of [sfahan, as developed by Muhammad 

Biqir Majlisi (d.1699) and his disciples. One particulu figure who contributed greatiy to 

the reformation of the modem UsÜfi school was Aqà Muhammad BZqir B ihbahs  (1 1 18- 

l205/1706- l790)? He is credited with being the 'Ymt to reaiize the need for a more 

critical approach t o m  ~uris~rudence)."~~ 

He fmt studied under his father, before undenaking ~ ~ O ~ O U S  studies under such 

distinguished 'dama as Shaykh YÜsuf B- ( 1695- 1772) and Sayyid Muhammad 

Tabapbi'i (d.1826)." Bihbahd's views on the authority of the 'ulama to legislate Shi? 

laws were universally accepted in Shi7 circles thanks to the efforts of some of his 

important students who worked to make the US$ doctrines more popular. 

- --- - -- - - -  

37 r Atabât, literally, means "thresholds." It refen to the "Shi'ite shrine cities in Iraq - 
Karbala', Kaamayn, Najaf, and S a m e -  containing the tombs of six of the imams as well as 
secondary sites of pilgrimage." Hamid Algar, "'Atabi~" Eir ii. 902. 

Jacole has traced the development of the conflict between the UsÜGs and the AkhbZs, 
and has even proposed a new perspective conceming this conflict. He claims that there was a 
moderate tendency within AkhbSsm as represented. for example, by Shaykh YÜsuf alBalyini 
(d.1772) who "moved away from a strict Akhbarism to a neo-Alchbai position which had Usuli 
elements." See Cole, "Shi'i Clerics in Iraq and Iran 1722-1780: The Akhbari-Usuli Conflict 
Reconsidered," 14. In the same way, Newman nassesses the nature of the dispute between 
Akhbiùïs and Usùfis, and notes that within the AkhbEs there was a group of pure Akhbiüis 
(mu&&iith) and a group of moderate Akhbaris (rnubddith-mujtahid). Newman, 'The Nature of 
the Akhban/v@ifi Dispute in Late Safawid Iran, Part 2: The Conflict Reassessed," 26 1. 

"since Bihbahani wrote numerous works on UsÜli thought, he became well known 
amoag the Shi'a as "Muassis BihbahZnl, Mufawwij Bihbahk?, Ostad-i Akbar, Ostad-i Kull." See 
Rafati, 'The Development of Shaykhi Thought in Shi? Islam," 25. 

40 Accorcüng to Amanat, these scholars are ail coasidered to have ken AkhbZs, since 
their main emphasis was on the theory that in addition to the Scripture. the entire body of akhbür 
provides the only other premise for juristic investigation. See Amat ,  Resurrection and 
Renewal, 34-35. 
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The U@ school, which carried on the thought of al-Mufid or al-'Allima Kasan 

ibn Yusuf ibn Mutahhar al-IjiE (d.726/1325), as mentioned above, was reorganized at 

this t h e ,  and the idea of ijtihüd became one of the methodological bases of Irnkii Shi? 

jurisprudence!' Moreover, the revival of the Usdl school in the eighteenth century 

elevated the mujtahids to a dominant position within the SE? community by means of 

the doctrine of taqla. This doctnne exhorted ali Stii5s to follow the teachings of the 

living mujtahid on al1 matters of faith and practice?2 Hence, ijtihid brought signifiant 

political and religious power to the jurists and theologians, i.e., the mujtahids. Thus, the 

doctrine of ijrihüd contributed to the promotion of the mujtahid to the rank of generd 

representative of the hidden Imam (na7ib 'Ümm), with the four agents (wuhlui, sing. 

wakil) of the period of the minor occultation from this time on king called the particular 

representative of the Imam (na7ib fi@!)." 

Mahmood Shehabi argues that the relation of the 'dama to the Hidden hm is 

similar to that of the imams to God. According to hm, the 'dama are, in a limited sense, 

intermediaries between the community and the Imams, with sorne of the authority of the 

latter reflected upon them. They also serve as the proofs (hujaj, sing. hujja) of the Imams. 

Likewise, the Imams are intermediaries between the community and the source of divine 

guidance." However, as Algar argues, "it would be wrong to conclude 

possessed any authority similar to that of the Imams, or that they could 

that the 'ulamii 

legi timately lay 

41~mir-~oezzi, The Divine Guide in Eorly S h i ' h ,  139. 

42 Calder, 'The Structure of Authority in hanii Shi5 Jurisprudence." 235,239-240. 

Q ~ r - ~ o e z z i ,  nie Dbine Guide in Early Shi 'ism, 139. 

44 See Shebabi, "Shi'a", 202. 



claim to infailibilit~.'*~ This is so because they were not members of ah1 al-bayt, and 

therefore not protected from committing sins. Moreover, as the S E %  believe, the Imams 

are designated through divine command. 

Contrary to the U$ïk, the AkhbGs held that only the Imam is infallible, 

protected fiom sin, and therefore deserving of leadership. AU persons, including leamed 

scholars (the mujtahids). are to follow the Imam. Consequently. they held that the Qur'b 

and the traditions nveal the will of God, and provide sufficient instruction for the 

practice of ~hi'ism? The Akhbàns, who dorninated the shnne cities of Iraq in the period 

between the decline of the Safavid dynasty and the corning of Qajar nile, rejected the 

mujtahids' function as incompatible with the authority of the imams. In addition, the 

division of the community into muqallid (imitator) and mujtahid was rejected by them in 

favor of the 

The 

C .  

earlier concept of the whole community k ing  muqallid to the 1rnamd7 

rationalists (Usfifis), on the one hand, asserted that the mujtahids, as genenl 

representatives of the Hidden hm, could replace the Imams in performing such tasks as 

giving legal judgments, irnplementing dings ,  receiving and distributing alms, Le., zak5 

and khums (religious t a ) ,  comrnanding holy war (jihcùr) and leading the Friday 

congregationd prayers. The Akhbiis, on the other hand, accepted that the narrator 

(mu&àdith) of oral reports from the Imams could perfom the function of a judge. 

 a am id Algar, Religion and Stute in Iran 1785-1906: The Role of the Ulaw in the 
Qajar Period (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1969), 6. 

%domen has listed three dornains in which the UyTs and AkhbZs have differeni points 
of view on a number of religious mattea. See Momen, An Introduction to Shi'i Islam, 223-225. 

n ~ g a r ,  Religion und State, 7. 



However, as Cole says, in practice the Akhbzs also made use of interpretation in 

explainhg SG " i~c t r ines .~~  

Historicdy, the rise and decline of certain schools of thought largely coincided 

with the social and political circumstances of the the. The victory of the @uTi position 

in the eighteenth and nineteenth cennuies, for example, cannot be separated fiom the fact 

that the contemporary ruiers supported the U s a  'ulama (mujtahids). and made them the 

state officiais. The need of the Sfi'i community for guidance also caused the role of the 

'dama to flourish. 

The decline of the AkhbEs, by contrast, was caused by various factors. The most 

important factor, in Kohlberg's analysis, was "their refusai to consider any role for 

intermediaries between the believers and the Hidden barn.'" Moreover, the AkhbiZs 

seem to have ignored the practical and emotionai needs of the Shi7 populace for the 

'ulama to help them comprehend and apply SE7 teachings. In short, the growing power 

of the mujtahids and their social significance certainly contributed to the decrease of 

Akhbari influence. 

C. Religious Controversy: Shaykhism 

On the religious and inteliectual planes of the early nineteenth century, there 

emerged a theological school caiied the ~ha~kh i ' j a :~  which was founded by Shaykh 

%ole, "Shi'i Clencs in Iraq and Iran 1722-1780: The Akhbari-UsuIi Conflict 
Reconsidered," 13. 

m~teven Scholl, "Sbayüllyah," ER 13, 231. The foliowers of the ShaykE school were 
also called "Posht-i Sa&" which literally means "behind the heaâ". When visiting the stuine of 



Alynad AipZ'i. Shaykh -ad was bom in Rajab 1166/1752 in the village of Mutaymfi 

in the region of Al@, a hinteriand of ~atpayn? In the early 1790s, Shaykh @ad left 

his native country, and went to Iraq. Here, he came into direct contact with the 

controvenies existing at that time arnongst the Twelver 'ulama, especiaily with those 

called ~ilàsaiis? Disputes between ShayWs and Balisafis began with the 

excommunication (tayir) of Shaykh A i y a d  by Mulla Muhammad Ta# Baraghani 

(d.1847), an uncle of the futun Bgb? Tahira, Qurrat al-'Ayn, and other 'ulama around 

123811822. This conflict becarne more intense during the leadership of Shaykh @ad's 

successor, Sayyid KMm Rashii (d. l 2 W  l844)." 

However, Shaykh -ad did not intend to establish a new sect different from the 

teachings of the Imams. Moreover, the tem "Shaykhi" itself came not frorn Shaykh 

@ad but from his opponents who coined this term in order to identify the foilowers of 

an imam, Shaykh Alynad norrnally stood at the foot of the tomb showing respect and politeness. 
His followers then adopted this practice. and it is this that distinguished them from other Shi'a 
who were called "BàIà S d s "  (literally, "above the head"), "because they circumambulate the 
pves of the imams." See Momen, An Introduction to Shi'i Islam, 227. The Shaykhis are dso 
known as Kashflyu, because God has lifted the veil of ignorance from them and removed 
uncertainty from their hearts. See Rafati, 'The Development of Shaykh? Thought in Shi7 Islam," 
48. See also C. Hum, "Shaykhi," EI' 4,279; Henry Corbin. En Islam iranien: Aspects spirituels 
et philosophique (Pans: Gallimard, 1972), iv, 205-255; A. L. M. Nicolas, Le Cheikhisrne (Paris: 
Emest Leroux, Editeur, 19 1 1). 

51 For a more detailed account on Shaykh W d ' s  Me and spirinial experiences, see 
Muipmmad Nabil Zarandi, The Duwn-Breakers, ed. Shoghi Effendi ( W i t t e ,  Illionis: Baha'i 
hblishing Trust, 1962), 1-18; also Denis M. MacEoin, "From Shaykhism to Babism," 75-81. 
105-1 15; also Husayn 'Ali Mefi@ St'rat al-Shaykh Ahmad al-A!zsà'ï (Baghdad: Matba'at ai- 
M a ' s .  1957). 

%ee Denis M. MacEoin, "Baliisaiis," EIr iü, 583-585. 



this doctrine as disciples of the shaykh." Bayat maintains that Shaykhism may be seen as 

representing the tradition of dissent in SP'i Islam, and that it has become a new school of 

theology w i t h  I m g  ~hi'ism." Despite this position, it is necessary to take hanat's  

point of view into account. He maintains that the Shaykhi school may be considered the 

result of a fusion of "three major trends in post-Safavid Sfi'ism; (1) the Saciri7 

theosophical school of Isfahan. which itself benefited from the theoretical sufism of Ibn 

al-'Arabi, as well as the iliuminist theosophy of Suhrawardi; (2) the AkhbS traditionist 

school of Baiyayn which traced its chah of transmission to the early narntors of hadith; 

and (3) the diffuse gnosticism that was strongly iduenced by crypto Ismi% ideas as 

weli as other heterodoxies of southem and south-western 

Thenfore, it may be asserted that Shaykhism represents a very cornplex "system" 

or body of thought. As for its founder, Shaykh -ad, he is said to have been an heir to 

the philosophicai school of Sadr al-Din S Erik?, known as Mulla Sadrà (d. M O /  1) and the 

library of Ibn Ab? Jumhür al-Alpi? (d. after 904/1499), although he was a critical and 

selective heir, and therefore can be seen as the champion of gnostic ~hi'isrn.'~ Moreover, 

in spite of the fact that he had studied under many prominent and Akhbàn 'dama in 

the 'AtabZt, he did not stnctly adopt the thought of either of these two groups. According 

to Ammat, it was Ba@ al-'UlÜm (d. 1797) who had exerted a special influence on 

%enry Corbin, History of Islumic Philosophy, trans. Liadain Sherrard (London 
New York: Kegan Paul International. 1996), 352. 

" ~ a ~ a t ,  Mysticism and Dissent, 37 

'%nanat, Resurrection und Renewai, 48. 

?Sec Todd Lawson, "Ebn Ab1 Jomhùr AlpZ'i," Elr 7, 662-3; W. Madelung, 'Bn 
Diumhür &Ahsi%" E I ~ .  Su~olemen~ 380. 
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thought of Shaykh A@x~ad.~~ However, even though he benefited much fiom those 

m e r s ,  it is important to note that Shaykh @ad developed an original body of thought 

and a peculiar understanding of Stii? teachings. On some points, he also disagreed with 

Ibn al-'Arabi (d.1240). MuHi Sadr& and Mullà Muhsin Fayd Kashan? (d.1680),5~ 

particularly on the doctrine of God and His at t r ib~tes .~~ It is not the purpose of the present 

study to examine these points of disagreement. However, it is worthwhile to take 

Moussavi's analysis of this point into account: 

In contrast to the theosophic tradition of Mulla Sadr& Alpi7 seems to be 
against the idea that it is possible for man to have personal experience of 
God. In his celebrated work, Sha. al-Ziyüru '1-Jümi'a '1-Kabircr. iQsà'i 
attacks Mulla Muhsin Fayd who, as undentood his view, equated 
mankind with God by declaring in his W i j  that they are al1 God's 
emanation. A similar attack is made against Ibn 'Arabi who, according to 
Ahs57, spoke of God as identical to his mature. AlyS9 refers to people 
and their relationship to God in terms of man's servile status vis-a-vis God 
as follows "No Muslirn can change his relationship since he is no body but 
a slave servant who possesses nothing but the Divine command." Here 
Mpii'i appears to be reacting to the school of wuwat al-wujd (unity of 
king), especially that of Mulla Sadr; who exalted human beings by 
declaring them capable of entering the divine realm.6' 

S'~manat, Resurrection and Renewal, 50. 

5g~ee  Corbin, History 4 Isfamic Philosophy. 344; Henry Corbin, Spirirual Body and 
Celesrial Eunh: From Mazdean lran to Shi'ite Irm, tram. Nancy Pearson (Ptincetion. New 
Jersey: Princeton University Press. 1977). 176- 179. 
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Shaykh -ad himself, as the founder of this school, has been described as an 

'Ükif (gnostic) amongst the 'ulama and an ' d im (clenc) amongst the gnostics.62 As a 

result, one rnay argue that this combination of perspectives was the main factor that led to 

his distinctive contribution to modem Shi'ism. In addition, early Shaykhism may also be 

seen as an anempt to pur@ what Shaykh Alynad regarded as innovations, and to revive 

the tme teachings of the Imams. Shaykh @ad also endeavored to reconcile revelation 

with reason, and theology with philosophy.63 In other words, one can argue that Shaykh 

-ad not only intended to reconcile theosophy ( h i h )  with the shanqa, but also 

endeavored to implement his theological approach to various issues that were subject to 

coniroversy in the SE? milieu, such as prophecy, imamate and res~rrection.~ 

One of the central teachings of Shaykh -ad was the belief that it was essential 

to purify Shi'ism of intellecnial innovation. Such purification could only be achieved by a 

r e m  to infallible sources of guidance, namely the Qur'Zn, the Hadith (the Traditions) 

and the ~mams.~* Shaykh Ahmad aiso believed that human beings cannot reach and 

cornprehend God's essence, because God is beyond human comprehension, and because 

God is not comparable to human beings. According to Shaykh -ad, as Momen asserts, 

the knowledge of God possessed by humans is only a figrnent of the latter's imagination. 

'kjornand, The Shadow ofCod und the Hidden Imam, 253. 

9eter Smith, The Babi and Baha'i Religions: F m  Messiank Shi'isrn to a World 
Religion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 10. 

%manat, Resurrection ond Renewal, 48. See also Rafati, 'The Developrnent of Shayüii 
Thought in Shl'i Islam," 102-103. 

65 Smith, nie Babi cuid Bahdi Religions, I L ;  Rafati, 'The Development of Shaykiïi 
Thought in Shi? Islam." 69. 



Le., an image or reflection of God that cm never attain His reality.66 Shaykh @ad's 

view of God essentiaiiy negated the S Ü f i  concept of waMar al-wujd (the oneness of 

being) and the mystical union with God. In order to arrive at knowledge of the divine 

attributes, it was necessary for human beings to have intermediaries to guide them. These 

intemediaries were the prophets and the imams, who constitute "the causal and creative 

agents of the Primal ~il l ."~ '  

Neveriheless, the most controversial element in Shaykh Alpnad's teachings was 

his doctiine of eschatology, particuiarly the issue of resurrection. Indeed, it was this issue 

that fomed the ground for the initial proclamation of excommunication (taylr) against 

hirn. In sharp contrast to orthodox Slii'i views, Shaykh +ad maintained that on the 

Day of Judgment, creation would return, not to God as its source but to the Primal Will. 

He m e c  asserted that the resurrection will take place, not in the material body but in a 

"subtle body" which cornes into king in the inter-world, a realm which is between the 

material and heavenly realms, and is normaliy referred to as hirqulyi6a 

The issue of resurrection had actuaily been a subject of debate Ûmongst the 

theologians and philosophen before Shaykh @ad. Mulla Sad& a philosopher, also 

66 Shaykh wmad Msi'i, &yÛi al-Nafs (T'ab&: DEr al-TabZ'a ai-Ridi'i, 1337), 10-1 1. 

67 Rafati, 'The Development of Shaykh? Thought in Shi? Islam," 83-85; See Shaykh 
AIpad Alpii'i, Sharh al-Zryuia al-Juhi'a al-Kabika ( K i d :  Ma!babat al-SabZda+ 1980), vol. 1, 
22-23. Smith, The Babi and Bahu 'i Religions, 1 1. Momen has noted that another aspect of 
Shaykh Alpd's thinking bringing him into conflict with mainshwam Twelver Shi? theologians 
was his view mgarding the knowledge of God. Shaykh Apnad has asserted that God had two 
types of knowledge: "an essential (dhai  knowledge which is inseparable h m  His Essence, and 
a created (mu&th) howledge which cornes into being when God acts within creation." 
Momen, An Introduction to Shi'i Islm, 226. See also Wà'i, HayZ al-Nofs, 4. 
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insisted that the world of images and its contents are m l :  "a reai body, a real paradise, a 

real hell with its fue, none of which are  nat te rial.''^^ Sadr& however, believed in the 

theory of b6essential motion" (!zuroka jawhari~a).7~ and explained how the human fonn 

and everything else go through a constant process of renewal. Accordhg to him, the 

body, upon death, sheds its profane matter, and acquires a purified spiritual body in the 

intermediary world. thus experiencing a minor resurrection. Moreover. in the 

intermediary world, the body prepares itself for the final transformation, thus undergoing 

a p a t e r  resurrection in order to reach the naims of the intellect?' 

Mulla Sadra, therefore, refused the corporeal resurrection of the body in its 

worldly form. Sa&ii9s doctrine of essential motion, which is perceived to be irreversible, 

does not d o w  for a physical resurrection. In the same manner, S a d 6  also refuted the 

theologians' conception of a physical afterlife?' He asserted that the Qur'ân "repeatedly 

(%dur Rahman, The Philosophy of MullÜ Sadr6 (Albany: State University of New 
York f ress, 1975), 257. 

7 Vhe 'essential motion' of king is "the source of ail motions in the accidents of place 
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tells us that the afterlife is a new creation, a new level of existence. This clearly means 

that we cannot look for a reappearance of earthly elementd bodies tl~ere."'~ 

Shaykh -ad endeavored to explain the doctrine of resurrection in a way that 

phiiosophy could accept it?'$ He maintained that each human king possesses four bodies 

(two are referred to as jasad, and two as jism), which undergo purification and 

development during the course of tirne?' The fmt two form the accidental body. whereas 

the second two fom the essential body?6 Shaykh -ad drew a somewhat complex 

scheme in which he described his thoughts on resurrection. Basing his analysis on Corbin, 

Todd Lawson clearly describes Shaykh -ad's scheme as foliows: 

The first jasod is the elementd body, which decomposes after death. The 
second jasad is aiso composed of elements, but these are the elements of the 
interworld, Hirqaly& or the 'a?am al-mithal. h survives after death and will 
be reunited with the spirit at the t h e  of the Great Resurrection. 'ïhe fint 
jism is composed of the element of the heaven of Hürqalya; and is an astral 
body, occupied by the spirit at the time of its descent to this world. It also 
accompanies the spirit at the t h e  of depamire from this world and 
depending upon the circumstances, enters either paradise or hell; it 
disappears at the time of the great resurrection. The second jism is the 
essentid, archetypal body, both imperishable and inseparable from the 
spirit. At the time of the Great resurrection it will be finally united with the 

n Rahman, The Philosophy of MulliSadrtz, 225,252,254. 

7 '%id Lawson. ''The Qur'ân Cornmentary of Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad, The Bab,'' 36. 

''shaykh Mmad Al@?, Sha* al-Zy&a al-JÜmi'a al-Kubh vol. 4,26. Lawson. 'mie 
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Developrnent of ShaykhG Thought in Shi7 Islam," 108. 109. 
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second jasad, fonning the complete resurrection body, or in alchernical 
tenns, the body of diammd, in the Aeon to corne? 

Accordingly, Shaykh Aipnad diRered from the orthodox theologians who believed 

in the physicai resurrection of the body on the Day of Judgment and in a physical 

afteriife. The theologians applied a literal understanding of the Qur'anic staternents on the 

subject. A case in point is Muhammad BZqir Majlisi who. in his BihÜr al-Anwai the 

collection and exposition of Imami SIG7 aWtbir (traditions) and theology, discussed the 

issue of resurrection and understood it in a Literal ~ense.7~ Likewise, Majlisi confiirmed 

that the Imam's r e m  to this world at the end of tirne will mark the physical resurrection 

of human beings?' 

In contrast to this belief, Shaykh -ad maintained that the bodies of the Prophet 

and the imams would not be exempted from physical decomposition. Shaykh -ad also 

believed that the Hidden Imam lived not in this world, but rather in hÜrquly6 Likewise, 

the manifestation (quhür) of the Imams would not occur in this world, but in h ~ r ~ a l ~ a ? ~  

n~awson, The Qur'ân Comrnentary of Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad. the Bab," 36-37. See 
Corbin, Spiritml Body and Celestid hnh, 186- 188; Denis M. MacEoin, ''Aipii'?," Elr i, 677. 
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Needless to Say, these ideas were diametricdy opposed to the mainstream of Imanii Shi9 

doctrine. 

From this point, one cm note that the hÙrqaly& or the 'alam al-mitha? (the world 

of images), occupied an important place in Shaykhi teachings, particularly in Shaykh 

@ad's thought." For the Shayfis, it is this hGqalyàthat constitutes the abode of the 

Hidden Imam, as well as the place of the resurrectioa of the body.B2 In Shaykhi belief, as 

Lawson asserts. "the hidden hm, residing in the 'a7am al-mithal, is accessible through 

the spintual imagination of those members of the SE'a who are capable of purifjhg their 

consciences to a degree which allowed the Hidden Imam, or QZ'irn, to appear to them 

(i.e. the Perfect SG'~)."*' 

Therefore, according to ShayM teachings, the mujtahid cannot serve as an 

adequate intermediary between the community and the Hidden imam. A more 

authoritative incarnation of divine guidance is necessary for such a task, one which, as 

has been stated, can be found in the "Perfect Shi'a" (ShPa KrUnil), described by the later 

Shaykhis as the fourth pillar (al-mki al-rabi'). The authonty of the Perfect SE'a, who are 

said to have direct contact with the Hidden Imam, would of course put to an end the 

function and role of the rn~j tah idr .~~  

Besides these views, Shaykh -ad also taught that the Prophet's night joumey 

to heaven (micro> was made only within the created realm and with the Prophet's subtle 

81 Rafati, 'The Development of Shaykhi Thought in Shi? Islam," 107. 
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rather than materhl body?' The theologians, on the other hand basing their ideas on a 

iiteral interpretation of the Qur'h, have asserted their belief in the physical mi'raj: 

Shaykh -ad rejected this view, and understood mi'ru] to "mean a spintual experience 

symbolizing an ascent to the highest level of cognitance of the divine."86 

In rnatters of jurisprudence, Shaykh @ad appears to have adopted an 

intermediary position between the UsÜlis and the Akhbzs. He did not deny the validity 

of i j t ihd ,  but recommended that it nmain within the area determined by the Traditions 

of the hna~ns.8~ Moreover, he states that his method of arriving at conclusions in religious 

Iaw was essentially that of the UsÜlis who base their thinking on the Qur'àn, ijmi' 

(consensus), and logical reasoning, except that Shaykh Atpad emphasized the use of 

evidence from intuition (h iha)?  Momen, however, contends that although Shaykh 

Aipnad's method of jurisprudence was U@ in nature, "his pious veneration of the 

Imams and his use of argument based on the Traditions of the Imams rather than on 

rational discourse is very reminiscent of Akh6a15 t h o ~ ~ h t . " ~ ~  

However, what spurred the severe opposition of many 'ulama to Shaykh -ad's 

doctrine was undoubtedly their fear of Shaykh Alpnad's preference for intuitive 

- .- - 
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knowledge, which he claimed to have obtained through direct inspiration fiom the 

Imams. This claim led to the description of Shaykh @ad as a Perfect Shi?, and hence 

to him being the gate (ba3) to the Imams. Shaykh Aipnad's teachings thus threatened the 

authority and influence of the mujtahids who based their knowledge on the rational 

processes of ijtihüd. With respect to Shaykh @ad's preference for the intuitive 

uncovering of knowledge (kashj), his school is also called "Kashfiya." Shaykh Ahmad 

similarly believed that his knowledge was granted him directly by the Prophet and the 

Imams. He writes: 

The 'ulamii derive their knowledge one from the other, but 1 have never 
followed in their way. I have derived what 1 know from the Imams of 
guidance, and error cannot find its way into my words, since al1 that 1 
confm in my books is fiom them and they are preserved from sin and 
ignorance and error. Whosoever derives his knowledge from them shall not 
err, inasmuch as he hm encountered the hm.''w 

Mer  the death of Shaykh @ad in 1826. the Shaykhi school was led by his most 

important pupil Sayyid Ki@m Rashfi (d.1843/4). In some instances, Rashfi further 

developed the Shaykhi teachings and elaborated certain ideas which had been espoused 

by Shaykh Alynad, such as that of the Perfect SE? and that of a new revelation? In 

Rashti's tirne, the interpretation of the role of the Perfect Shi5 seems to have gone in a 

messianic direction, which eventually gave cise to the Bab7 movement. 

%nis MacEoin, "Orthodoxy and Heterodoxy in Nineteenth-Centucy Shi'ism," JAOS 
110:2 (1990): 327, quoting Shaykb Ahmad Alpi?, S h 4  u l - F ~ ~ i d  (n.p., 1272/1856), 4. 
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Rasha's ideas on certain doctrines, see MacEoin, "From Shayldiism to Babism," 96-124. See 
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In spite of the fact that the messianic aspects of Shaykhism developed in his time, 

Rashfi made an attempt to situate Shaykhism as a theological school, within mainstream 

SE'ism, even though there were still many bones of contention between Shaykhism and 

the orthodox S E 5  theologians and jurists of the time. Rashii also argued that he never 

sought to establish a new madhhab different from SE7 Islam?' Amanat asserts that 

Rashfi even tried to conform numerous Shayktii teachings to UsÜIi doctrine, particularly 

in extemal mat ter^?^ This attempt to move Shaykhisrn doser to orthodoxy was made in 

order to avoid the criticism and penecution which had ken  inflicted upon ShayMs at 

the end of Shaykh -ad's Life and throughout RashCi's leadership (from 1826 to 1844). 

In order to avoid being accused of deviation. Rashfi also attempted to justify his ideas. 

and even, to some extent, to situate Shaykhism within mainstream ~hi ' isrn?~ At the end 

of his life. Rahsii alluded to the possibility of the coming of post-Muhamrnadan 

revelation from God shortiy after his death. Accordingly, his disciples began to expect the 

arriva1 of a more significant figure than either Shaykh A e a d  or ~ a s h i i ?  Therefore, we 

find that claims to leadership, after Rashii, proliferated within Shaykhi communities 

9 2 ~ a c ~ o i n ,  b"'Orthodoxy and Heterodoxy in Nineteenth-Century Shibism," 328, refemng 
to Sayyid Kazim Rashti, Da12 al-Muta.Yyi& (n.p.. 1276/18S9-60), 64. 

93~manat, Resurrection and Renewal, 58. 

44 See Arnanaî, Resurrection and Renewal, 58. 

95 Amanat, Resurrection and Renewal, 6 1, refemng to Rashti, Risala-yi Folsi dar U~u1-i 
*Aq2id, 186-89; and Risala (in ceply to Muhammad Ri@ Mirzaii. Collection of two treatises. 
INBA no.4. 

Yazd, Adhaibayjih, Mazandaran. Kirnian and other cities kcame important bases for 
the Shaykhi community. This was so because many Persians had studied under Rashfi in the 
'Aiabat, and had then established teaching chles and nligious oetworks in their villages. 



The most important claim was made by Sayyid 'AIi Muhammad, the Bab 

(d.1850). whom his foilowers believed to be the one Rashti had aIiuded to. At this point, 

it may be argued that these ShaykKs wen a group within the Shi? cornrnunity that had 

expected the coming of the Imam after the greater concealment. According to Donaldson, 

over nine hundred years had passed since the close of the lesser occultation, after the 

death of the last agent (wakt?). In their support of Sayyid 'AZi Muhammad some Shaykhis 

(later called the BZbis) were virtually affimiing the corning of the expected 1rnam.9' 

However, not dl the Shayktus accepted Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad's clairn. in 

Kirmiin, there was Hadï Muhammad Kaiim Khan ( 18091 10- lWO/l). with a considerable 

number of followers, who would not admit the claim of the Bab. Henceforth, the Shaykhi 

school was divided into two important groups: the Kirmihi Shaykliis and the  ibis?' 

Although the doctrine of the fourth pillar (al-rukn al-rabi') had its root in Shaykh 

-ad AipaPi's works, and was even developed by the Bàb, it dso became one of the 

Kirniani Shaykhi doctrines. According to orthodox SE? doctrine, there are five supports 

of Shibism: the unity of God, the justice of God, the authority of the Prophet, the 

Irnamate, and the Resurrection. The ShayEs reduced these five to three by arguing that 

the justice of God and the resurrection are embodied in the authority of the Prophet. They 

added another doctrine to the remaining three (the 

97 Dwight M. Donaldson, The Shi'ice Religion: A 
(London: Luzac and Company, 1933), 363. 

9# According to Algar, "it is true that Babism 

unity of God, prophecy, 

Hisfory of Islam in Persia 

and the 

and Irak 

had many roots in Shaykhism; but 
Shaykhism was not bound inevitably to develop in the direction of Babism. lndeed, the direction 
it took under HadT Muhammad Kaiim Khàn was strongly opposed to Babism." Aigar, Religbn 
and State, 69. This opposition may be understood partly in iight of struggle for authority, since as 
a relative of the Qajars. Kanm Khân had ai least a partial interest in gaining support from the 
dynasty . 



imamate) called the fourth piiiar. This doctrine argues that there must always be a perfect 

Shi?, capable of serving as an intermediary between the Hidden Imam and the 

be l iever~ .~~ The other faction, the Bàbis, however, made use of the fact that Sayyid 'Ali 

Muipmnad appemd just about one thousand years after the occultation of the twelfth 

Imam, and some even believed that he was the return of the Hidden ~ m a m . ' ~ ~  

D. State-Wama Relations and Messianic Trends 

Late eighteenth and early nineteenth century Iran was marked by significant 

social, political and religious transfor~nations.'~' During this period, there was a 

noticeable Western influence and dominance in the economic and political affain of the 

country. This period also witnessed the emergence of several social protests, either caused 

by economic problems or stimulated by religious fervor. The important feahues of the 

period were repnsented by the intense relations and sometimes tensions between the 

-or hirther discussion of Kirmihi Shaykhism, see, for example. Bayat, Mysricism and 
Dissent, 59-86. 

'm~manac to a certain extent, disapes with Corbin's assessrnent that the Bab? 
movement deviated from the mainstream of Shayktiï thought. Corbin. En Islam iranien, iv, 228, 
283. Ratber, he asserts that Babism was the ''final outcome of almost half a century of Shaykhi 
speculation on the problem of Resurrection." Amanat, Resurrection and Renouai, 69. 

101 The general history of Qajar Persia has k e n  studied extensively by rnany scholars. 
The relation between the state and the 'ulama, and the role of the latter in this period has been 
dealt with by Algar's Religion und State in Iran. a work cited elsewhere here. In addition, R. G. 
A. Watson's A Hisrory of Persia fiom the beginning of the Nineteenth Century to the Yeur 1858 
(London, 1866), although very old, is also usehl. Discussion of political, social and cultural 
developmcnt during the Qajar dynasty cari be found in Qajar Imn: Pufiticul, Social and Cultural 
Chnnge 18004925, eds. Edmond Bosworth and Carole Hillenbrand (Costa Mesa, CA: Mazda 
Pubiishers, 1992). A comprehensive study of a particular personality of the Qajars, Nqir al-Din 
Shah, has been done by Abbas Ammat, Pivot of the Universe: Nasir al-Din Shah Qajur and the 
Iranian Mmarchy, 18331-1896 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1997). 



'ulama and the statelo2 as weii as the emergence of messianic trends and tendencies which 

were reflected in what Amanat signifies as "the revived Sufi orden and the widespread 

popular prophecies."103 The latter tendency appears to have caused the conflicts between 

the orthodox 'ulama and the Sifis of millenarian persuasion, and provided a basis for the 

later messianic claim of the Bab in 1844. 

In the penod fiom 1797 to 1834 the Qajar dynasty was mled by Fath 'Ali Shah 

(d. 1834) who favored the 'ularna and developed a religious policy which endoaed the 

doctrines of the orthodox 'ulama against al1 hentical tendencies, and also against various 

süfi movernents of the time, as will be seen later. in short, there was a kind of ailiance 

between the 'ulama and the state during his nign, against any doctrine or movement 

which threatened the religious and political authoritie~.'~ During the reign of Fa@ 'Ali 

Shah, the position of the Usüfi 'ulama was strong. Under the influence of Kgha 

Muhammad Biqir Bihbahaiii (1 1 18- l2OS/ 1706- 1790) they dorninated the religious circles 

in the 'Atabit, and put an end to the predominance of the Akhbibis, and even denounced 

the AkhbZs as infidels (kafir).Io5 In short, both the 'ulama and the d e r  supponed each 

other' s religious and po titical influence over the population. 

102 See, for example. Algar, Religion and State, 26. 

103 Amanat, Resurrection and Rennval, 70. Amanat ' s c hap ter "hophe ts and Prophecies" 
provides a comprehensive picture of messianic tendencies in Iran prior to the Bb's daim in 
1844. 

1 %chel M. I. Fischer, Iran: From Religiuus Dispute to Revolution (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Ress, 1980), 10. 

105 Algar, Religion and State, 34-34. 



Despite this close relationship betsveen the 'ulama and the state, Fa@ 'AIi Shah's 

religio-politicai policies in effect produced two contrasting results: "binding them [the 

'ulama] to the regime," on the one hand, and "preparing the way for their later 

autonomy," on the other.'06 However, as Algar rnaintains, Fa@ 'Aii Shah appears not to 

have played any decisive role in religious disputes amongst the 'ularna, specificaily in the 

case of the ShayMs. Rather. this decisive role was assumed by 'AIi Na@ Miai ,  the 

governor of Qazvin, who made a serious attempt to defuse religious controversies, 

particularly when Shaykh @ad Ahsii'i was accused by Mullà Muhammad Ta@ 

Baraghàiii , an uncle of Bibi Qumt al-'Ayn, of being an infidel (hfir).lo7 

The reign of Muhammad Shah (1 834- 1848) witnessed the growing dominance of 

foreign powers, particularly Britain, in the economic and political &airs of Iran. This 

dominance brought about the marginalization and dislocation of the Iranian people within 

Iran's economics and politics. Consequently, numerous merchants (bazinS) sent the Shah 

petitions against Western involvement. At the same time, a plethora of religious 

movernents began to emerge alongside the social protests and political revolts of this 

period.'08 One of these involved Iran's IsmàCiIi community. The head of this IsmZSIi 

community, who assumed the title of Aghâ Khh, became involved in a conflict with the 

t O%~idus, A History cf lslurnic Societies, 573. 

'mAIgar, Religion and State, 69. The denunciation of Shaykh Aipad was based on the 
ground of bis belief that cesurrection is spiritual (n$ÜnI) in nature. Ammat, Resurrection and 
Renewaf, 66. refecring to Rashti. Dala al-Muta.Yyink, 52-68. 

108 Lapidus, A Mistory of lslmic Societies, 573. 



provincial govemment and, eventually launched a revolt in south central Iran. He was 

defeated, and as a result fled dong with many of his followers to hdia1* 

Nevertheless, one rnight argue that the relationship between the 'ulama and the 

Qajar regime was cornplex. There were various precedents for collaboration between the 

state and the 'dama, as demonstrated by a tradition of quietism amongst the 'ulama and 

their avoidance of involvement in political activities. They mostly concentrated on 

intellectual, theological and religious activities, and respected the authority of the state, 

which, in tum, appointed them as officiais. Hence, most 'ulama were dependent on the 

state for their salaries, gants of land. and endowrnents for shrines and schools. This fact 

resulted in the subordination of the 'ulama to state authority. 

The tension between the state and the 'ulama became stronger in the reign of 

N@ir al-D?n Shah (1848-1896) uader the ministry of M i n i  Ta$ Khk, AI& KabTr 

(d.1852) when the govemment introduced a political reform intended to strengthen the 

authority of the state.'IO This reform sought to limit the influence and jurisdiction of the 

'ulama by establishing iiew courts. Similarly, the govemment produced regdations that 

limited the role of religious institutions such as mosques and shrines. It also became 

involved in controlling endowments and competed with the 'ulama in the redm of 

education by establishing secular schools.' " The most important feature, for the purpose 

'%ikl<i R Keddie, Roots of Revolutionr an Interpretive History of Modern Iran (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1981). 48. See Hamid Algar, The Revolt of Agha K h k  Mahallât7 
and the Transference of the Ismi'iIi hamate to india," SI 29 (1969): 55-8 1. 

l'%or furtber discussion, see Amanat, Pivot of the Uniiwse, chapters 3 and 4. 



of this study, of Na@ al-Dln Shah's reign was the severe opposition of both the state and 

the 'ulama against the Bâb7 movement, a topic which will be dealt with in Chapter T h e .  

In short, it can be said that under the Qajars, the religious elite, to some degree, 

formed an opposition to the state, with the result that the former could not wholly 

incorporate or control the 'dama. And, dthough the 'ularna were granted allowances by 

the govemment, which might have compromised them, they still demonstrated a degree 

of independence, and therefore were still honored by, and even able to exercise restn.int 

upon, the govemment. More interestingly, they were dso sometirnes associated with 

movements that led to outbreaks of violence in the cities, between the masses and the 

Messianic Trends 

Although the d e r  and the 'ulama attempted to eradicate the S Ü f i  orders, which 

have millenarian tendencies, particularly during the reign of FaQ 'AIi Shàh, the growing 

popularity and wide acceptance of S Ü f i  masters and their teachings among the population 

cannot be ignored. The development of Süfi orden in fact entailed what Amanat calls 

"premessianic" or "protomessianic elements" which exemplified the intense expectation 

to the appearance (phür) of the Hidden Imam. The revivai of the SÜfi orders containing 

denar i an  tendencies was represented by the activities and teachings of Nibmaiulli.€ii 

s ~ f i s . " ~  

112 A.K.S. Lambton. Qajar Persia (London: LB. Tauris & Co Ltd, 1987). 29-30. 

113~manat, Resumction a d  Renewal, 70-7 1. 



The most important Ni'rnatullZhi teacher to make a significant attempt to revive 

the legacy of this Sufi order was Ma'sÜm 'AIi Shah, who arrived in Shiraz in 1776.'14 

MabsÜm 'Ali Shah and his two prominent disciples, Nk 'AIi Shah and Mushtiiq 'Mi 

Shah provided the order with a variety of mystical teachings and a manual of S Ü f i  

practices. They attempted to revive the legacy of the Ni'rnatuilatii teachings as well as to 

lay suficient emphasis on the importance of the shanqa. More importantly. the 

Ni 'matu l l~  teachings contained messianic elements and convictions. The writings of the 

Ni'matuilaiii teachers also inciuded some clairns which in essence became the bais for 

the rise of messianic tendencie~."~ In addition, what made this Süfi order popular and 

attractive was the fact that the common people saw in them saintly characteristics coupled 

with their "claims to a divinely endowed gft to prognosticate and influence the course of 

events.'I6 However, the 'ulama accused them of king infidels, since they felt threatened 

by the growing influence of the SÜfis and individual dervishes.'" The 'dama's hostility 

toward the Süfis also appeared in various works which contained anti-Siifi polernics.''8 

Ii4~manat, Resurrection and Renewal, 71. The Ni'matullahi order was founded by 
Nibmat Allah Wali Kirman7 (d. around 834/143 1). See Corbin, En Islam iranien, i, 89; ii, 286. 

I l5  For example is the poetry of NÜr 'AIi Shah: "1 came again like Moses to reveal the 
Magic Hand; Dmwn Pharaoh and his legions again the Sea; 1 came again like Iesus to cut the 
throat of Antichrist; And by Mahdi's command resurrect the universe with a breath.'* Arnanat, 
Resurrection and Renewal, 73, quoting D&ân-i NÜr 'Ali Shoh IsfahÜni, ed. I. Nurûakhsh 
(Tehran, 1349 ShJ1970). 105-106. 

Il6 Amanat, Resurrection and Renewal, 73. 

117 Algar, Religion and State, 38; Arjomand, The Shadow of God and the Hidden Imam, 
244. 

118 Amanat, Resurrection and Renewal, 76-77. The important anti-sufi works were the 
Risa7a Muryt55a and Qa!' al-Muqu? f l  Radd Ah1 al-Qala7 written by Muhammad 'Ali 
Bihbahini. In the R i d a  Bihbahhi denounced the Sufis For their "master's daim to leadership, 



It is apparent that the question of authority characterized the nature of the Sa- 

'ulama encounter, and particuiarly the 'dama's appeals to the ders to exterminate their 

enemies. The 'dama attempted to gain state support in order to reduce and eliminate the 

political implications of sufism. When the Sufis gained popularity, the role of the 'dama 

in leading the community was chailenged, and their influence was undermined by the 

Süfis'. Therefore. the 'ulama sought to persuade K d m  Khan Zand (r. 1763- L779), and 

then Fa@ 'AIi Shah to support their cause against Mir Ma'süm 'AIi Shah and his 

followers. ' lg 
Beside the Ni 'matul l~  revival, other orders which underwent renewd were the 

Dhahabiya and Nurbakhstiiya. As Amanat notes, the Dhahablya revivd was partly 

facilitated by the efforts of Qulb al-Din Mu~ammad Dhahabi Nayiizi (d. 1 173/ 1760). This 

order was then developed by his leading followers and brought to different cities, such as 

Shiraz where it attmcted a fo l l~win~ . "~  This  is also the case with the NurbakhsEya 

and the SÜtis' ignorance and neglect of the provisions of the Shari'ah." Ma'sÜm 'Ali Shah was 
killed in 1797 in K i ~ s h a h  on the order of Bihbahhl. See Hamid Algar, "Religious Forces in 
Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century iran," The Cambridge History of han 7: From Nadir Shah 
to the Isiamic Republic (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 199 1 ), 72 1. See also William 
R. Royce, "hlir Mab- 'Afi Shah and the Ni'mat Allahi Revivai 1776-7 to 1796-7: A Study of 
Sufism and its Opponents in Late Eighteenth Century h," Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton 
University, 1979, 170. See also Michel de Miras, La méthod spirituelle d'un maître du Soufzsme 
iranien, NÜr 'Ali-Shah, circâ 1748-1798. Lettre-preface par Henry Corbin (Paris: les Cditions du 
Sirac, 1973). 

I I 9 ~ s  Royce observes, "it was the political rather than moral threat which turned the 
mlers against the Süfis. The 'ulama not only appealed to the size and influence of the SÜf i  
movement. but also emphasized its political implications. The records seem to demonstrate that it 
was the authority of the ' d a m  as religious leaders of the comni ty ,  rather than that of the 
rulea. which was potentially threatened by the Sùfis." Therefore. the reason that underpinned the 
'ulama's condemnation and rejection of the SÜfis' role was based on the question of authority 
and political influence. Royce, "Mir Ma'süm 'AG Shah and the Ni'mat Ailah7 Revival 1776-7 to 
17%-7: 191-192. 



whose leader in this period, 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Na'in (d.1212/1797), made efforts to 

renew some rnessianic prophecies embodied in the Nurbakhstii teachings, which were 

initiaily established and fomulated by the founder, Sayyid M@arnmad ~urbakhsh.~" 

The accession to power of Muhammad Shah in 1834 and the appointment of 

Mina Aqk? (prime minister between 1835 and 1848) provided a new atmosphere for 

Sufism, however. The mler even patronized the Süfis, particularly the Nibmatullih%. 

Maammad Shah's süfi tendencies ailowed many SÜfis to hold prominent offices during 

his reign. Moreover, during Muhammad Shah's reign, other Süfi orders such as 

Dhahabiya and Nurbakhshiya developed and flourished significantly.'" By the early 

nineteenth century, the city of Shiraz, where the Bab was bom, had become one of the 

important centers of süfi activities, such as those of the Ni'manillZlii, Dhahabi and 

Nurbakhshi ordea. These orders attracted many followea From a variety of 

ba~k~rounds . '~  It is probable that their leaning to sufism was partiy due to the hope to 

experience spiritual visions, in addition to the fact that the sifi teachings of these orden 

basically contained SE7 doctrine, such as belief in the advent of the Hidden Imam. 

The proto-messianic claims and elements during this petiod can also be observed 

in the revival of some aspects of IsmZ4E messianic teachings with regard to the advent of 

12'Amanat, Resurrection and Renewal, 80, referring to Mab@m 'Ali Shah, Tur2iq al- 
Haqaiiq, 2& ed. M. J. Mahjub, vo1.3 (Tehran, 1349 l966), 247-50. 

in Amuiat, Resurrection and Renewal, 79. Corbin, History of Islamic Philosophy, 313- 
3 17. See also Hamid Algar, "Religious Forces in Eîghteenth- and NineteenthCentury Iran," nie 
Cambridge History of Iran 7: From Nadir Shah to the Islwnic Republic (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 199 1), 72 1. 

"~manat, Resurrection und Renewul, 8 1. For m e r  discussion, see R. Gramlich, Die 
Schiitischen Denvischorden Persiens, 2 vols. (Wiesbaden, 1975-76). 



the Hidden Imam, as well as in the claims made by such individual dervishes as 

M u l y m a d  QGim Bag in 1216/1801.'" But the most interesting feature which marked 

the spread of messianic tendencies in the early nineteenth century was speculation made 

by a historian, M ~ a m m a d  Hishim h a f ,  known as Rustam al-Hukamà'. As Amanat 

observes, Rustam al-Hukama' often Uiterpreted the historicd and political events of the 

the  using millenarian ideas, and linked them with the idea of the advent of the Hidden 

In addition to these phenornena, there had been pre-messianic prophecies 

advanced by some individuals who intensely expected the advent of the Hidden ham. 

One important case was Sayyid K&im Rashfi's allusions to the appearance of the divine 

manifestation soon d e r  his death. Rashfi's allusions appear to have convinced some 

Shaykiiis to seek the penon whose qualities had been described by their leader. Rashfi 

also believed in the progressive nature of revelation or a cyclical concept of 

prophethood.n6 Eventuaiiy, Rashfi's allusions and the anticipation it generated became 

the basis for the acceptance of the Bib's claim by some Shaykhis who later became the 

Bab's disciples. such as Mulla Husayn. 

We have seen that in the early nineteenth cenniry, prior to the Bab's daim, the 

popufar expectation of the appearance of the Hidden Imam (Mir) grew significantly and 

'"See Amanat, Resurrection and Renewal, 83-88. 

l%nanat, Resurrection and Renewal, 89-92. For a detailed study on bas studied Rustam 
al-Hukd"s political theor see, for example, A.K.S. Lambton, "Som New Trends in Islamic 
Politicai 'Ihought in Late 18 and Early 19' Cenniry Persia," SI 39 (1974): 95-128. 

126 See Amanat, Resurrection a d  Renewal, 58, referring to RashU, Sharh al-Qa+ida al- 
LaIrniLa (Tabriz, 127011853) which was compiled in 125711841 towards the end of his Me. 



spread with intensity. In different cities the population speculated on the messianic 

appearance of the Hidden Imam. In Zanjan, for example, messianic militancy also 

emerged.I2' This development was largely provoked by the influence of a prominent 

AkhbZ personality, namely Mulla Muhammad 'Ali Hujjat Zanjani, known as Hujjat 

(18 124851). He was influentid partly because his family, especiaiiy his father, enjoyed 

respect and popularity among the majority of the Zanjan population. The intensity of 

messianic expectation was in fact enhanced by Hujat's belief in the coming of a new 

manifestation. His influence often fnghtened the state authorities. with the result that the 

latter called Hujjat to the capital where he was arrested. Amanat maintains that "Hujjat's 

views on the appearance of the Promised One did not comply with the teachings of 

Akhbàns, who take the Traditions at face value, but were doser to those of ~ h a ~ ~ i ? s . " ' ~ *  

It is not surpnsing therefore that Huuat's anticipation of a messianic manifestation 

inevitably increased the expectation of ~uzuhir, and caused conflict between the state 

authority and Hujjat's followers. Hujjat himself eventuaily became a Ieading follower of 

the Bab, and led the Bibi revolts in Zanjan against the religious and political 

establishment there. We will discuss Hujjat and Zanjan below in Chapter Three. 

Concluding Note 

We have seen fiom the previous discussion that religion and politics have strong 

ties in Islam, and particularly in Shibism. The emergence of Shi'ism can be regarded as 

%man& Resurrection and Renewal, 10 1. 

laAmaaat, Resurrection and Renewul, 102, ~femng to, among others. 'Abd ai-Aîyd 
Zanjihii, "Personal Reminiscences of the Babi Insumction in Zaajan Ui 1850," trans. E. G. 
Brwone, JRAS 29 (1897): 77 1-75, 



the result of cornplex historical events which invoived religious motives as well as 

political aspirations. This relation can be clearly seen in the dispute between the AkhbEs 

and the Usùlis on the issue of authority in the period of occultation. We can see therefore 

that the emergence and the development of religious thought cannot be fuUy separated 

from its social and political contexts. The dispute between the Akhbàns and the Usüfis, 

dong with the political climate of nineteenth cennuy in Iran. inspired the rise of 

Shaykhism which in the course of history paved the way for the rapid growth of a radicai 

messianic tendency amongst the Shi'is. The expectation of the retum (raj'a) of the 

Hidden Imam gained such momentum due partly to Shaykh? teachings, but more 

importantly due to the fact that the early nineteenth century marked the thousandth 

anniversary of the occultation of the Twelfth hm. We wiii address this tendency in the 

foiiowing discussion on the rise of the Bibi movement and Bab? religious dissent. 



Chapter Two 

THE RISE OF BABISM AND RELIGIOUS DISSENT 

The rise and development of Babism cannot be separated fiom the life of Sayyid 'Ali 

Muhammad. Bibi teachings and doctrines can be said to be identical to the thought of the 

Bab. Up to his death in 1850, the Bab had become the central figure of the movement, 

provided its ideological basis, directed the movement, and inspired his followers even 

during his time under arrest. Therefore, it is important Fust of dl, to throw some light on 

the life of Sayyid 'M M@;unmad, and in particular the major role he played in the 

establishment of the BSbi movement and in the f o d n g  of its doctrine. 

A. The Bib and the Rise of the Bibi Movement 

Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad was bom in the city of Shiraz on Muharram 1, 1235 or 

October 20, 18 19 into a distinguished farnily of that town. The title suyyid which he used 

indicates that his origin can be traced back to the Prophet Muhammad. H i s  father, Sayyid 

Muhammad Ri@, was highly honored and respected by society for his piety and virtue. 

He died when Sayyid 'Ali Mdpnmad was still a child. His maternai uncle, Hajji Mirz2 

Sayyid 'Ali, then took responsibility for Sayyid Muhammad's upbringing and 

education. In this phase, Sayyid 'Ali M@ammad was sent to a tutor by the narne of 

Shaykh 'Abid. The latter was known as a man of piety and leaming, and he is said to have 



been a disciple of Shaykh @ad and Sayyid Gqim Rashfi, the leaders of the 

Shaykhi movement. ' 
Since his c hildhood, Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad had exhibited extraordinary abilities 

and qualities. Shaykh 'Abid. the teacher, was surprised at Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad's 

intelligence and wisdorn, a fact that Ied Shaykh 'Abid to retum the child to his uncle 

because "he had nothing to teach this gifted pupil."2 Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad was only 

five years old when he was sent to receive education from Shaykh 'Abid. 

On one occasion some of Shaykh 'Abid's students raised a question that remained 

unanswered after a long discussion. Shaykh 'Abid told them that he would consult some 

authoritative works, and would give the solution at their next meeting. Sayyid 'Ali 

Muhammad, who had been listening, gave reasonable answers which surprised both the 

teacher and the students? These occurrences demonstrated that Sayyid 'AG Muhammad 

was not an ordinary child. rather, one of a high intelligence. These qualities and his 

charismatic personality later become one of the important factors which led many Shi'is, 

particularly Shayktiis, to give allegiance to his claims and support his cause. 

Sayyid 'AIi Muhammad studied at a local maktab (school) for six or seven years. 

Then he began to get involved in the farnily business. When he was fifteen. he went to 

'~uharnmad Naha Zanuidi, The Dawn-Breakers: Nabilf Narrative of the Eorly Days of 
the BawiRevelation, tram. and ed. Shoghi Effendi (Wilmette, minois: Bah57 Publishing Trust, 
1962). 75. For detailed information tegarding the childhood of the Bab, see Stephen Lambden. 
"An Episode in the Childhood of the Bab." in In Iran: Stdies in Babiand Bahsi History. ed. 
Peter Smith (Los Angeles, Kalimat Press, 1986), 1-3 1. And for a detailed account of the life of 
the Bab, see among othea H .  M .  Balyuzi, The Ba% (Oxford: George Ronaid. 1973). See also 
MacEoin. "Fmm Shaykhism io Babism:' 137- 142; Amanat, Resurrection and Renewal. 1 10- 121. 

*saiyuzi, nie Bob* 33. 

%dyuzi, The Bab, 33-35. 



rn Bushihr with his guardian.4 ui the year 12591839-40, however, Sayyid 'Ali Mu@mmad 

left for the 'Atabait in Iraq. There he spent some t h e ,  mostiy in Karbala', where he 

studied under Sayyid IG@n Rashii, the leader of the S baya school at that tirne.' The 

duration of his stay in the 'Atabit varies depending upon sources. Some sources limit his 

study under Rashii in order to minimize the influences of the latter and to show that 

Sayyid 'AIi Mdymmad had deveioped his thoughts independently since his youth. Apart 

from this controversy, however, Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad became close with several of 

Rashfi's students, including a number of penons who later became his own disciples. It is 

somewhat difficult to determine the definite aspects of Shaykiïi doctrines that influenced 

the Bab's thought, or the exact ShaykG-Bibi relationship in generai. The Bab and his 

followers, nevertheless, still regarded Shaykh Aipnad ~ s i ' i  and Sayyid Kiqim Rashfi as 

m the precursoa of theû rnovement, or even as "the two preceding ~ i i b s . " ~  

In 1256/1840-41, Sayyid 'AIi Muhammad's family insisted on his return to 

Shiraz. He then married Khadija Begum, a daughter of his mother's paternal uncle in 

Rajab 1258 or August 1842: It is after this event that Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad began the 

composition of some of his early works, and launched his early claims. 

%mis MacEoin. "Bàb, Sayyed 'AG Mohammad S<rau,'' Elr iii, 279. 

%ac~oio, "Bab," 279. 

6Denis MacEoin, "Early Shaykhi Reactions to the Bab and His Claims," in M. Momen, 

D Studies in Bo6i and Baha 'i History 1 (Los Angeles: Kalimat Press, 1982), 10. 

'~alyuzi, nie Ba%, 46. See MacEoin, "Bàb," 279. 



The Bab's works and claims 

The works of Sayyid 'AG Mulpmrnad are extensive in number and unusual in 

nature, particularly his works of tafsir. The fmt major work written by Sayyid 'Ali 

Muhammad in the early stage of his mission was tufsir surat a l - ~ a ~ a r a ?  However, the 

most important of his writings in this period was his cornmentary on SÜrat Yfiuf,  or 

Qayykz al-Asma', known also as Aban al-Qu*, or simply the tafsir par excellence, in 

which he claimed for himself the title of the bab (gate) and dhikr (remembrance)? From 

that time (1844) onward, Sayyid 'fi Mu~ammad was known as the Bab, arnong other 

titles. 

The Qqyün al-Asmai was widely disuibuted arnong his followers during his 

early mission. The Bibis even regarded the Qayyiim a l - A s d  as their Qur'in before the 

Bab wrote the Persian Bay& which later became the holy book of the Bibis. The Bayân 

was composed during the Bib's imprisonment at M&Ü in 1847-8. Compared to the 

Qayyiim a l - A s d ,  howcver, the Bayün seerns to have not been so widely circulated.1° 

bwson, 'The Qur'àn Commentary of Sayyid 'AG Muhammad, the Bab." 68-77; see 
aiso Todd Lawson, "Interpretation as Revelation: The Qur'ân Commentary of Sayyid 'Ali 
Muhammad Shi-. the Bàb (1 8 19- L 850): in Approaches tu the History of the Interpretution of 
the Qur'<Ui. ed. Andrew Rippin (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 233-242. 

%wson has studied the meaning and significmce of the terms dhib and ba3, which 
frequently appear in the Q a y y k  al-AmÙi'. Todd Lawson, The Tenns 'Remembrame' (dhikr) 
and 'Gate' (M) in the Bib's Comrnentary on the S m  of Joseph," in Srudies in Honor of the 
krre Hasa M. Bufyuzi, ed. Moojan Momen (Los Angeles: Kalimat Ress. 1989), 24. 

10 Smith, The Bubi and Bahdi Religions, 32. 



The Bab also composed the Arabic ~ ~ 5 , "  which is much shorter than its Persian 

version, and which may be considered a "condensation of the Persian ~aybi."'~ 

In addition, the Bab's works include a number of letters to the Shah and his chief 

ministers. To the 'ularna residing in the cities of Iran and particularly in the shrine cities 

of Iraq, the Bab too wroie several letters. He also composed treatises on Islamic law, and 

made commentaries on various Qur'anic verses in addition to the previously mentioned 

ta$sr'rs. Moreover, the Bib formulated a manual or guideline for spiritual exercises, and 

wrote the Kitai al-Asma ' (Books of Names) dong with a nurnber of talismans. l4 

As far as the Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad's works on tafsrr are concemed, it is 

interesting to note that he wrote and completed his works after having a dream or vision. 

It is most likely that these dreams convinced him that he occupied a high spintual station. 

During his early mission, the Bab benefited from "spiritual" experiences. One such 

" The complete text of the Arabic Bay& can be found in 'Abd a l - R d q  ai-Hasani. al- 
Brrb&z wu al-Buh~&Ùnfi H+rihim wa Midihim (Saydà: Ma~ba'at al-'Irfm, l962), 8 1 - 107. 

12 E. G. Browne, Selections from the Writings of E. G. Browne on the Babiand Bahai' 
Religions, edited by Moojan Momen (Oxford: George Ronald, l987), 3 18. The complete text of 
the Arabic Bay& can be found in 'Abd ai-Razziq al-Hasani, al-l)obiyrin wu al-Buha7ijuG fl 
yc?inhim wu M m i m  (Sayda: Mafba'at al-'Man, 1962). 8 1 - 1 07. 

%nong othea are the Tclfssir Sikat al-Kwtthar (Cambridge University Library. E. G. 
Browne Orientai Manuscripu, F.10, dated 129611879), which was written for Sayyid Yahyà 
Damb? (d.1850) who had been sent by Muhammad Shàh (r.1834-1848) to investigate the Ba, 
but then became a follower of the Ba; and the Tafsir S+at Wa'l-'A+r (Cambridge, Browne Or. 
Ms, F.9). which was written for the Sulpnu'l-'Cnatnii, the uMm Jum'a of Isfatian, Mir Sayyid 
Muhammad, between September 1846 and March 1847. The latter tafsir has been studied by 
Todd Lawson, ' n i e  Dangers of Reading: Inlibration, Communion and Transference in the 
Qur'Zn Comrnentary of the Bab," particularly 178-207. The location of Bibi manuscripts is 
based on Denis MacEoin, The Sources for Ehrly BaibTDoctrine and Himry: A Survey (Leiden: 
EJ. Brill, 1992). 

l 'For more detailed discussion and a hiller categorization of the Bâb's works, see 
MacEoin. The Sources for Early Ba-biDoctnne and History. 



expenence happened on Rabi' al-ThZr5 15, 1260 or May 4, 1844 which was then 

foîlowed by another vision in which he encountered the Imam Husayn. This encounter 

marked the beginning of his work on trrfsir, i.e., tufsir sürat YuTruf. Most scholars agree 

that this ta* is unusual and unconventional in nature, shce  it resembles the Qur'iin in 

its style.'' 

Amanat calls the QayyÜm al-Asma- a "Bibi manifesto."16 According to the Bab, 

this work f o m  an explanatory book, which encompasses dl the scriptures of the past.'7 

The fmt  chapter of this commentary, called sGat al-mulk, is characterized by among 

other things the attention directed to two sources of authority; the state and the 'ularnii. 

The Bàb called for them both to be responsible as leaders of the community.'* In this 

chapter, the Bab challenged the nilers of the time, Muhammad Shah and his prime 

minister Mina  Aqiiiï, to subrnit to and obey the command of the remembrance (dhikr), 

that is the ~ i i b . "  

I %ac~oin, "From Shaykhism to Babism"58. See also idem, "Bab," 279; The Bab 
began composing this tafsir in 12601 1844 and completed later that year or in early 126 111 845. 
The Bab States that this work was widely distributed during the first year of his career. The 
QayyÙm al-Asd is divided into one hundred and eleven sûrus, and each sCra is devoted to a 
verse of sürat YuSrrf. This work consists of some 400 pages, and is described as having been sent 
down by God to the Hidden Imam and subsequently revealed by hirn to the Bâb. See MacEoin, 
The Sources for Eorly Ba3iDoctrine und History, 55-56. See E. G. Browne, "The Bibis of Persia 
II: Their Literanire and Doctrines," JMS 21 (1889): p.908. The list of chapters in the QuyyÜm 
al-Asd can be found in Lawson, 'The Qur'in Commentary of Sayyid 'Ali M~ammad,  the 
Bab," 285. Lawson's work is the most important study of the QuyyÜm ai-Asd . The manuscript 
of QayyÜm al-Asnui- exiw in Cambridge, Browne Or. Ms, n0.F. 1 1 (dated 189 1). 

"~manat, Resurrection and Renewal, 20 L . 
1 7 ~ a n a l  Resurrection and Renewul, 202, basing on QoyyÜm al-A~ltul~, X. folio 15a 

18 Arnanat, Resur-rection and Renewul, 203, basing on Qayyrint al-Asmi, 1, folio 2a-2b. 

'%wsoo, 'nie Qur'in Commentary of Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad, the Bab," 277. 



The Bàb claimed that initially sovereignty belongs to him. However, the Bàb 

would accept the sovereignty of temporal rulets as long as they work to implement the 

command of God and the policies of the Bàb. The Bàb would also recognize their 

legitimacy to the extent that they serve as the defenders of religion, and suive for the 

purification of "the Sacred Land" from the in fi del^.'^ The Bab would neither struggle for 

power nor regard the temporal mlen as illegitimate usurpea of power. insofar as they 

fulfiil the above conditions?' It can be said therefore that in this respect the Bab 

differentiated, although not strictly, between the spiritual and political (temporal) powen. 

It is also interesting to observe the relationship of Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad's daim 

and his concept of "baa" to Shi'ism in general. From the early pied of Shi'ism, the terni 

Bâb had been used to refer to the senior disciples of the Imamzz The Shi'ites dso 

m believed that the Prophet had used the term büb in reference to 'Ali. quoting a statement 

from the Prophet, '4 am the city of knowledge and 'Ali is the gate there~f ."~  However, it 

is still not clear when Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad used the term &a3 whether he rneant that 

he was the gate to the Hidden Imam or the Hidden imam himself. But, as Lawson asserts, 

'O~rnanat. Resurrection and Renewal, 203. Later in the Persian Baya%. the Bab stated 
that "God has made it incumbent on every King who is raised up in the Religion of the Bay& to 
allow no one in his land who believes not this religion." Browne. Selections, 392. 

21 Arnanat, Resurrection und Renewal, 203; Qayyüm al-Asnu?, 1, folio 2a-2b, 3b. 

22~enard Lewis, 'Bâb," ~ 1 *  1,832. 

%-~akim aCNaysabÛfi, al-Mustadruk, vo1.3 (Ky#: Maktabat al-NF al-l&idïtha, n.d). 
126- L 27; Donaldson, Shi 'ite Religion, 362. See aiso Lawson, 'The Terms 'Remembrame' 
(dhikr) and 'Gate' ( h b )  in the Bàb's Commeotary on the Sura of Ioseph,"27-28. 



the Bàb eventually appears to have claimed to be not rnerely the gate but the Hidden 

Imam b e l f  in person.'4 

As far as Sayyid 'AIi Muhammad's claim to k ing  the Bab is concemed, Shoghi 

Effendi asserts that it was put foward on May 22, 1844, and marked "the opening scene 

of the initial act of this great in the religious history of humankind. The 

participants in that event were the Bab, then twenty-€ive years old, and the young Mulla 

Husayn Bushilil, the fint to beiieve in the Bab. Their meeting seemed to be purely 

a~cidental,'~ as Shoghi Effendi notes, although Mulla Husayn had sought for a possible 

successor to Sayyid Kgim Rashii, as alluded to by the latter. 

The most important factor which Ied to Mulla Husayn's conversion and allegiance 

to the Bab's claim was the proof that Sayyid ' A ~ I  Muhammad used to endone his claim. 

Amanat says that the proof is basicdly centered on two elements. First is the prophecy of 

Rashfi. Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad did not claim himself to be rnerely Rashii's successor or 

the Perfect SE'i but claimed a position close to that of prophethood. The Bab also alleged 

that the title of ba3 (gate), dhikr (remembrance), and nuq!u (point) which he used were 

authorized for him not simply by the Twelfth Imam but by a divine authority, that is God. 

The second proof was the Bab's writings, especially his skill and efficiency (speed) in 

producing a tremendous amount of verses." It is obvious that what f o m  the important 

ULawson. ''The T e m  'Remembrance' (dhikr) and 'Gate' (bab) in the Bab's 
Cornmentary on the Sura of Joseph." 28. 

25 Shoghi Effendi, God Passes 4, (Wilmette, Illinois: Baha'i Publishing Trust, 1965), 5. 

"6~hoghi Effendi, Cod Passes By, 5. 

?hanat, Resunection and Renewal, 17 1. 



proof of his mission was the immense amount 

together with the speed with which he recorded 

of 'verses' (w) w&ich he reveaied, 

them. This was the most direct proof, 

which he presented invariably as miracle, sign and a revelation from ~oci." 

Shoghi Effendi notes that the dominant features that signaled the rise of the Bab1 

movement, which constitutes "the inception of the most glorious era in the spiritual life of 

~nankind"~' include: 

the c l a h  to be no less than the mouthpiece of God himself, promised by the 
prophets of bygone ages; the assertion that he was, at the same tirne, the 
herald of One immeasurably greater than himself; the summons which he 
tmpeted forth to the kings and princes of the earth; the dire warning 
directed to the chief rnagistrate of the realm, Muhammad Shah; the counsei 
imparted to HaJi Mirza Aqàsi to fear God. and the peremptory command to 
abdicate his authority as grand wozir of the shah and subrnit to the One who 
is the inheritor of the earth and all that is therein, the challenge issued to the 
d e r s  of the world proclaiming the self sufficiency of his cause, denouncing 
the vanity of their ephemeral power?O 

The Dissemination of the Bab's daim 

In the summer of 1844, the Bab left S E r i z  after having instnicted his followen 

known as the Letters of the Living to scatter throughout Iran to disseminate the Bab's 

claim. This new doctrine rapidly gained success and attracted many followers even 

outside and beyond the Shayktll community. Instructed by the Bab, the Letters of the 

%nith notes that "the Qu'Sn itself, revealed over a 22-year period, consisted only a 
littie mon than 6,000 verses. By contrast, according to the Bàb's own account in the Persian 
Buyin (1847). he had by then revealed sorne 50,000 verses, 100.000 of which had been 
circulated." Peter Smith even States that Sayyid 'AIi M~ammad lived in "an atmosphere 
of revelation." Smith, The Babi and Buh'i Religions, 32. See also Amanat, Resurrection and 
Renewal, 172. 

29~hoghi Effendi, God Passes By, 6. 

l0shoghi Effendi, God Passes By, 6-7. 



Living did not mention the name of the Bib explicitly in their preaching, but only taught 

that the gate to the Imam (bu3 al-imam) had appeared and would shortly enter Karbala' to 

Nfil the messianic prophecies. The Letters of the Living dso informed people that this 

bai would give support to the QS' im, who wouid appear soon? ' 
The Bib also assigned his early prominent disciples a specific mission, that is, to 

proclaim the rise of the gate to the Hidden Imam to various cities throughout Iran. Mulla 

Husayn BushrÜli, the fmt to believe in the Bab, was instnicted to go to Tehran to notifj 

Muhammad Shah and his chief minister of the Bab's cause." Another disciple, Muili 

'Ali Bastanii was sent to the 'Atabit to declare the Bab's daim particularly to the leading 

SG'ite cleric, Shaykh Muhammad Hasan al-Najd (d. l850)." The Bab himself prepared 

to perform the pilgrimage (hujj' to Mecca. There he announced his daims to the Shafif, 

the Custodian of the holy shrine of the ~ a ' b a ? ~  

However, the result of these missions was relatively dissatisfying, if not tngic. 

Mulla Husayn did not succeed in approaching the Shah, while Mulla 'Ali Bas@ii was 

arrested, accused before a joint tribunal of Sunni and Shi? 'ulama of propagating 

3 1 Smith. The Babi and Bah 'i Religions, 15. 

32~ac~o in ,  "From Shaykhism to Babism," 188. 

3%fac~oin, "From Shaykhism to Babism." 188. 

Y~mith.  The Babi and Bah 'i Religions, 15. 



I) heretical teachings?' and finaily sentenced to hard labor in Istanbul's naval dockyards. 

The Bàb himself failed to obtain any response in ~ e c c a ?  

After perfonning the pilgrimage, and having failed in his mission, on Safar 24, 

126 11 March 4. 1845 the Bab sailed from Jidda, and reached Bushihr on JumZd2 al-Ül5 

8IMay 15. He planned to go to Karbala, but shortly after his mival at Bushibr, he sent 

Haji Sayyid Jawid bfahan? with a letter to Karbala, to tell his disciples there that it had 

proved necessary to change his plans (bc~da~)~' and return directly to Iran. The BZb aiso 

instructed them to go forth to Isfahan and remain there until the Bab gave further 

commands. His reason for changing the plan is not clear. However, the Bab's change of 

direction appears to have brought about a serious split in the ranks of his followers in 

Karbala. It also led a number of his followen to abandon hirn.'* 

rn In 1263f1847, he spoke of the Hum7 Hayy (the Letters of the Living) as the 

memben of the first w@id (unit) of nineteen, an entity which he himself headed.'g The 

number 19 has a significant place in the Bab's thought. It becomes the basis of the created 

Ml-Things (kullu shay'); it also means that the Bâb shared with the Letters of the Living 

(their number is eighteen) the formation of the unit of nineteen. This implies that the Bsb 

3%or a detaiied discussion of this, see Moojan Momen. 'The Trial of Mulla 'Ali 
Bashii: A Combined Sunnl and Shi? FatwZ against the Bb," Iran 20 (1982): 113- 143. 

36~mith. The Babi and B a h  'i Religions, 15. 

a general view of badci' in Shi'ism, see Mahmoud Ayoub, "Divine Preordination 
and Human Hope: A Study of the Concept of BaM in Imkïi Shi7 Tradition," JAOS t06 (1986): 
623-632. See ais0 EI', S.V. "Bada"' 



also shared with them the formulation of the Bibi religious order? The Lettea of the 

Living are also to represent the fourteen Infailibles, narnely the Prophet, the twelve 

Imams, and Fitirna, plus the four agents (abwa3). Therefore, the number of the Bab's 

early disciples and that of the SG'i infallibles, is equivalent. This implies that the 

"representatives of the past revelation now are regenerated in the Letters of yayy to 

witness the resurrection where each letter represents the corporal existence of a name.'&' 

In March 1847 the Bab left Isfahan (the former Safavid capital) shortiy d e r  the 

death of his patron, Mu'tamad al-Dawla, Manuchir Khh. The Bab then was brought 

under escort towards Tehran. The route took him through Kkhàn, past Qum, and on to 

the village of Kulayn, about twenty miles from the capital. The Bab remained in this 

village for about twenty days, until Hadi Mirzii Aqàsi. then chief minister, instructed his 

escort to remove the Bab to confinement in the town of MakU near the Ottoman border. 

The Bâb and his guards left for Azerbayjk, passing near Qazvin en route to 

Tabk,  where he was kept for forty days until his final removal to Maku. He arrived at 

M&- late in the summer of 1847 and remained there nine months, The Bab left M&Ü on 

April 9, 1848, and anived at his new pison ai Chihriq in the fint days of May, 1848. 

ThRe months later, at the end of August, he was transferred to Tabriz to be examined, 

then brought back to C W q .  It is at this point that he proclaimed himself to be the retum 

of the Hidden Imam in person, and even implied that he was the prophet, thus announcing 

'O~manat, Resurrection and Renewul, 19 1 

41 Amanat, Resumection and Renewul, 19 1 ; MacEoin, "From Shaykhism to Babism," 
L45-146; The significance of number 19 in the Bb's  thought has also been discussed at Iength 
by EG. Browne in his 'The Bàbis of Persia II: Their Literature and Doctrines," 919. See aiso 
Browne, Selections, 327. 



the abrogation of Islamic law (shan"a). This assertion was publicized before the 'ulami 

of Tabriz at the govemment tribunal of 1847-8: The period during which the Bab was 

imprisoned shortiy before his death at the hands of the govemment's troops can be 

regarded as his most productive period, in which he developed the elaborate expression of 

B a i  doctrine. Findy, the Bib was removed to Tabriz and executed there in July 1850.'~ 

B. Some Bab1 Doctrines and their Relation to Shaykhism 

Most of the Bab1 doctrines are expressed in the Persian Bayin, which was 

composed by the Bab during his imprisonment in M&E in 1847-48. According to 

Browne, there are at least three peculiarities in the Bayin, which were quite striking and 

impressive. The fust concems the arrangement of the chaptea into groups of nineteen. 

The second concems the emphasis which is given to the doctrine that the revelation he 

brought is not final. His mission would be continued and perfected by "Him whom God 

shail manifest" who would confm what he revealed in the Bay&. The third is the 

certainty with which the BSb beiieved that his religious doctrines would obtain an 

ultimate predomlliance and attract the rnajority of people.* 

The Persian Buyin describes various aspects of B5bi doctrine. Bausani notes that 

its content however can be sorted and seen to contain four principal points. The fmt is the 

abrogation of Qur'anic laws (shaSo) of prayer, fasting, marriage, divorce, and 

inheritance; and that the Prophet M@amrnad was the last prophet within his prophetic 

42 MacEoin. The Sources for Early Ba%Zloctrine a d  History, 82. 

4?bïac~oin, The Sources for Eu& BaKDoctine and Hirtory, 82. 

'%rom, 'n ie  Babis of Persia II: Their L i t e r a ~  and Doctriues," 9 19. 



cycle, which closed in lZ6O/l844 when the Bib proclaimed his mission. The second is 

concemed with the symbolic or spirituai interpretation of the eschatological terms in the 

Qur'h, such as Paradise, Hell, Death, Resmection, Retuni, Judgrnent, and Bridge. The 

third is the establishment of new institutions, such as a new qibla (towards the house of 

the Bab, replacing the Ka'ba), and a new, but rather elaborate, regdation of inhentance. 

The fourth is the Bab's prophecy regarding the "one whom God will make manifest" 

(man yyhimhu Alla%), that is the kture prophet."' 

Among these points, the doctrines that concern the future life (eschatology) 

constitute perhaps the most difficult paris to understand of the Buyin, and generally of the 

Bab7 doctrine. This is so since the Bab interpreted al1 such doctrines as the questioning in 

the Tomb, the resurrection, and the bridge (&a?) in an degorical manner? 

To begin with, the issue of resurrection (qiyâma) forms one of the most importmt 

aspects in the Bab's thought. in the Bâb's view, resurrection means the "appearance of 

the Prima1 Wiii in its latest manifestation; just as a i l  things were originally created in one 

person, so al1 will be resurrected in one person, whereupon they will be individually 

resurrected in their various places.'*7 The Bab therefore appears to assert that physical 

resurrection of bodies frorn their graves would not happen, a view which was sirnilarly 

held by Shaykh Ahmad. The Bab maintained that the Day of resurrection continues from 

45 A* Bausani, "Bab," E I ~  1, 834. Discussing Bibi doctrine, Smith is of the opinion that 
BZbism as a religious movement "'tnay be characterized by four inter-nlated religious motifs: 
legalism esoterîcism, 'polarity' and rnillenarianism." See Smith, The Bubi d Bah 'i Religions, 
3 1-44, 

46 See Brome, Selections, 330. 

47 MacEoin, "Bab," 283. 



the period of the appearance of the tree of Tmth (Le., the prophet) in each age until his 

disappearance. "What is meant by the Day of Resurrection is the day of the Manifestation 

of the Tree of Truth," the Bab said." 

This concept implies that the disappearance of one prophet and the coming of the 

other constitute the Day of Resurrection. Thus, the resurrection of Moses took place fiom 

the coming of Jesus until the latter's ascension, and the resurrection of hlam (the Prophet 

Muhammad) began with the Bab's proclamation of his mission on the evening of lumiid5 

al-Ül5 5, 1260 or May 22, 1844, and wouid end at his death, or in the advent of 'him 

whom God shall make rnanife~t."~ Xn this resurrection the return (raj'a) of Muhammad, 

the I m h ,  Fatima and the four abwab (gates. agents) has taken place in the penons of 

the eighteen hum$ al-&zyy (the Letters of the Living). the Bab's early d i s ~ i ~ l e s ~ ~  The 

Letten of the Living therefore were the retum of the eighteen mentioned above 

It is clear therefore that the Bab's thinking contradicted the traditional SE5 view 

of the Day of Resurrection. In orthodox Shi? belief, the day of resurrection is the day, on 

which the dead will be resumcted to meet their final judgment; the good to be rewarded 

with paradise, the bad to be punished with ~ell:' The Bàb instead interpreted the 

resumction as the era of a new revelation, in which those who accept and believe in it 

"@The Penian Buyân unit 2 chapter 7. See Browne. "A Surnmiuy of the Peaian Bay%," 
Selections, 330. in the Arabic B ~ y t k ,  the Bab also speaks of the day of resumction, dthough 
very briefly, wbich in substance sums up what he States in the Peaian Boycin. See unit two of 
Bayai 'ArabLin &Hasani, 01-B<lbjrUi wa al-BahJ&, 83-84. 

4 %orne, Selections. 330. 

Wac~oin. 'Bàb," 3,283. Browne, Selections, 333. 

%ee, for example. Majlisi, BibiS. al-Anw&. vol.7.48. 



D will experience a heavedy life, whiie those who disbelieve wili suffer the agony of Hell; 

both in a spintuai ~ense?~  

The Bàb's rejection of the orthodox doctrine of resurrection, for some scholars, 

seems to have been reminiscent of the N i z z  Ismi'ifi doctrine on the same issue. The 

tuMng point of IsrniiPfi deviation from mainstrearn Islam was marked by the 

proclamation of the Resurrection ( q i y k d  by Hasan 'alZdhikrihia1-saliin on Ramadan 

17, 559/August 8, 1 16d3 This proclamation entailed the abrogation of the shan"a as a 

syrnbol of the sovereignty of Islam. According to IsmàPiIi teachings, the resurrection was 

"the manifestation of the unveiled Truth in the spiritual reality of the imam, which 

actualized Paradise for the Caithful capable of grasping it while condemning the 

opponents who continued to adhere to the shell of the Iaw to the Hell of spiritual 

D nonbeing."" Two centuries before. the QarmaGs of al-Bwayn had also prociaimed the 

qiyima, the advent of the Mahdi (Qi'im), and therefore the end of the Islamic eraOs5 

' * ~ a ~ a t ,  Mysticism and Dissent. 103. This is also expressed early in the Risala fi al- 
Sului Tehran, Iran National Baha'i Archives ( N A ) ,  401 lC, 121-23. See also Todd Lawson. 
"The B&*s 'Joumey towards God' (Risala fi's-Suiuk): Translation and Text." Tramlutions of 
Shuykhi, Bubi a d  Baha'i Tens. vol.2, no. 1 (1998); available on the World Wide Web at http:i/h- 
neQ.msu.edu/-bahai.uans.htm. Quoted with the permission from the author. 

"Wilferd Madelung, Religious Trends in Early Islamic Iran (Albany, N.Y.: Persian 
Heritage Foundation, 1988). 103. 

%adelung, Religious Trends in Early Islamic Iran, 103. For a detailed discussion on 
this subject, see Farhad Daftary, The IsmÜi2k Their History und Doctrines (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990), 388-392. See also Jorunn J. Buckley, 'The Ni= Ismailites 
Aboiishment of the Shaii'a during the Great Resurrection of 1 164 A.D J559 A.H.," SI 60 (1984): 
142-157; and Christian Sambet, Lu grande resurrection d'Alamut: les formes de ln liberte dnns le 

D Shiism Isnuzelien (Le grasse: Verdier, 1 WO), particularly 13. 

'%fadelung, Religiou Trends in Early Islumic Iran, 103. 



Related to the issue of resurrection was the Bab's notion of barzakh, or the 

intermediary realm where, after death, the sou1 goes to await the last judgment. The Bab. 

however, maintained that the banakh is nothing but the t h e  period separating one 

manifestation from another; and the realm of the divine is not, as some imagine, the 

summit of all heavens, but the actud place of the manifestation. In the Bàb's words, to 

quote Browne's translation, "banakh is meant the penod between two manifestations. 

For none knoweth except God, what shall befall men after Death. Blessed in he who sees 

nothing without disceming therein the Manifestation of His ~ o r d . " ~ ~  

in addition, the Bab seems to have developed a doctrinal system based on the 

concept of unity of the divine. On this point, the Bab was to a large extent inspired by 

Shayklïi doctrines?' The Bab believed that then is only one etemal God who is pure 

Essence. Since God's essence cannot be known, it manifested itself throughout the 

history of mankind in the pesons of various prophets. The creation of the universe and 

human beings was for the sake of these prophets as the manifestation of the di~ine.2~ In 

other words, "through this Divine Will ai l  things were created, and towards this Will ail 

'%e Persian Bay& unit 2 chapter 8. See Brome, "A Summary of the Persian Bay&." 
Selections, 33 1. 

See Rafati, 'The Development of Shaykhi Thought in ShiCi Islam," 70-71,89. 

%ee Todd Lawson, The Structure of Existence in the Bab's Tafsir and the Perfect Man 
Motif," in Siudia Iranico Cahier 1 I :  Recurrent Patterns in Iranian Religions From M d i s m  to 
Sufsm. Roceedings of the Round Table held in Bamberg (30' septenber-& October 1991). 
Association pour l'avancement des études Iraniennes, 1992,87-89. 



B return; and to contemplate the Manifestation is to contemplate the divine WU, because 

the former reflects the latter like the mirror that reflects the s~n." '~ 

As a result, it can be said that according to the Bab's doctrine, a i i  prophets 

constitute manifestations of the Primal Will. In this respect, al1 prophets are apostles of 

God, however, al1 their revelations cannot be regarded as the same. Regarding his 

"prophetic mission" the Bab asserts that "whahat God had revealed to him of verses and 

words is greater and higher than what God revealed af~retirne."~~ The Bab claimed that 

he was more excellent than Jesus, and therefore his Bay&, which includes aii of his 

works, was superior to the ~ o s ~ e l . 6 '  The Bâb, following Rashii, seemed to have argued 

that the human race continues to progress and develop to rnaninty. Making an analogy to 

a child who is taught more fully and instructed in more diffcult subjects by his teacher as 

B his understanding develops, the Bab maintained that the Primal Will, Le.. the Instmctor 

(murabbi) of mankind, also communicates in each successive manifestation with a more 

elaborate articulatiod2 

'%ayat. Mysricism und Dissent, 10 1. Browne. Selections, 341. See Bayai 'Arabi in al- 
IJasaii, al-BabiyyÙh wu al-BawFyyUn, 86. MacEoin States that "the Bab's doctrine of theophany 
is expressed chiefly through the Arabic root Jir (to become visible, manifest). which appears in a 
number of related technical tem.  &hir (manifestation) is the self-revelation of God to his 
creation and also the pend during which he is thus manifest." Denis MacEoin, "Hierarchy. 
Authocity and Eschatology in Eariy Bab1 Thought," in Studies in BuXand Buhuii History, ed. 
Peter Smith (Los Angeles: Kalimat Press, 1986), vo1.3, 100. 

60nK Persian Bay& unit 3 chapter 4. See Browne, "A Summary of the Peaian Bayh." 
in Selectiotw. 340. 

61 Browne, "A Summary of the Persian Bayan," in Selections, 340. 

B 62~rowne, ''The Babis of Persia II: Their Literature and Doctrines." 924. See also the 
Penian Bay& unit 6 chapter 13. Bmwne, "A Summary of the Persian Bayin, in Seiectionr. 383. 



Some scholars, like Bayat, also observe the sirnilarity between the IsmiTiïs and 

the Bab's idea of continuous divine manifestation, that "divine manifestation has no 

end."63 This idea was contrary to orthodox Muslirn belief. The Bab maintains that God is 

etemd. God creates manifestations in order to be known and to reveai divine knowledge. 

As a result, creation has no beginning and no end. Moreover, based on the belief that God 

and God's Will have no beginning and no end, the Bab asserted that God's manifestation 

through the prophets has no end either. The Bab reaffms diis concept of cyclical pattern 

of the appearance of the Prophet in the Persian Bayin in the following words: 

It is clear and evident that the object of al1 preceding dispensations has been 
to pave the way for the advent of Muhammad, the Apode of God. These, 
including the Muhammad dispensation, have had, in their nirn, as their 
objective the revelation proclaimed by the Qi'im. The purpose underlying 
this revelation, as well as those that preceded it, has in like manner, k e n  to 
announce the advent of the Faith of Him Whom God will make manifest. 
And this faith -the faith of Hirn whom God will make manifest, in its tum, 
together with al1 the revelation gone before it, have as their object the 
Manifestation destined to succeed it. And the latter, no less than al1 the 
revelations preceding it, prepare the way for the revelation which is yet to 
follow. The process of the rise and setting of the Sun of Truth will thus 
indefinitely continue - a process that had no begiming and will have no endau 

In the Bab's view, the Sun of prophecy rises and sets in etemity, as God reveais 

the new law whenever the need arises. In this case, we can also observe the affrnity of the 

Bâb's idea with Mulla Sadr& view of "essential motion."65 The Bab even asserts that, 

- 

" ~ a ~ a t ,  Mysticism and Dissent, 102. 

%ah, 'The Development of Shaykhi Thought in Shi? Islarrt," 201. 

65 See Rahman, The Philosophy of MulliSadr& 1 1- 12. See Chapter One of this thesis. 



B within the etemal divine unity, there is a continuous renewai, Le., new conditions, new 

creations, and new order, approaching perfection.66 

Another doctrine taught by the Bab is that of the fourth support (al-rukn al-raai'). 

Originaiiy, the Bab himself appears to have taught a version of this doctrine simila to 

that developed by KGrn Khàn KinnarU. In his earliest works, Risala fi al-suluk, as 

MacEoin observes, the Bab states that religion stands on four pillars: ruwhid, nubuwwa, 

waloja, and ~hi'a.~'  In the Tafsr SGat al-Bagara, he also states that the SE'a are the al- 

rukn al-rabi', and in this regard cites a hadith, in which I m h  Misa states that the 

'greatest narne' (al-ism al-a '?am) consists of four letters: "the f ~ s t  is the statement 'there 

is no god but God'; the second Muhammad is the Prophet of God"; the third is us 

(Imams); and the fourth our SE'~.'"' 

D MacEoin also points out that the doctrine of al-rukn al-ruai' is also discussed in 

tafsir $Crut al-Kavthar, written for Sayyid YahyZ Darabi, under the title "the hidden 

support" (al-rukn a l - m a k h ~ ~ ) . 6 ~  In Sahi$a 'Adl@a, written in 1846 when he was under 

house arrest in Shiraz, the Bab drew a hierarchical sketch on the example of the Sliibite 

prophecies. The Bàb spoke of the leaders (nuqabai) and the nobles (nujaba7), and put 

hem successively below the position of the Imam. In the Bab's view, the nuqabà' are 

66Mac~oin. 'Hierarchy, Authority and Esc hatology in Ear 1 y Bibl Thought ," 1 53, n. 1 90. 

67~ac~oin ,  "From Shaykhism to Babism," 170. See also Todd Lawson, The Bab's 
'lourney towards God' (Risala fi's-Suluk): Translation and Text," Trunsiations of ShayWi, Babi 
and Bahu'i T a s ,  vo1.2, no.1 (1998). 

68Mac~oin. "From Shaykhism to Babism," 170. 

rn 69Mac~oin. "Fmm Shaykhism to Babism," 170, ceferring to the Tqfsir sGat al-Kawthar 
exists in Cambridge, Bmwne Or. Ms., F.10, ff.4b. 7b. 



those who have the closest relation to the Imam. One of their responsibilities is to appoint 

theû successors, namely the nujabai. Unlike the nuqabaT who are unlaiowable to people, 

the nujuba7 can be recognized although they are hidden h m  public, and their identities 

are disclosed in order to avoid the hostility of devils?' 

The doctrine of al-mkn al-rabi' is also developed in relation to the Bab by Q m t  

aLbAyn, the only woman amongst the Letters of the Living. She describes Muhammad 

and the Imams as the signs (Üyd) and proofs (hujaj] of God's knowledge to His creation. 

She also indicates that they have appeared in every age in different foms and clothing 

and that men have been and shall be tested until the day of resurrection." She asserts that 

after the disappearance of the Imams, the one to be the sign and proof on behalf of the 

Imam to ail men is Shaykh @ad. On his death, she says, God appointed Sayyid W i m  

Rashii, and after Rashfi, Sayyid 'Ali MuQammad was made the bab and hujja. The Bab 

himself will be followed in his tum by the open appearance of the barn in person?2 

From this viewpoint, it seems that the important factor that led to Sayyid 'Ali 

Muhammad king accepted by his followers as the bab was the recognition of and 

Rashti as the shaykh and bu& and the sayyid and bab, or as the fmt boa, and the second 

boa. The Bab even regarded them as two rnighty gates. He also often referred to them as 

two gates of God, and stated that his mission was to confm the mission of his 

'O~manat, Resuwection and Renewal, 189- 190. 

" ~ a c ~ o u i ,  "Fmm Shaykhism to Babism," 17 1. 

n ~ a c ~ o i n ,  "Hierarchy, Authority and Eschatology in Early Bâbi Thought," 1 15-1 16, 
ceferring to Qurrat aLbAyn, Risalu, in Gulpâyw, Kashf al-Ghitai', appendix, 3-8; 1 1-14, 15. 



rn predecessoa." According to the Bab, the hamil amr Allah (the bearer of God's order) 

must always exist in every age, because he constitutes the gate to divine knowledge, and 

because the earth cannot be empty of the proof (hujja) of ~ o d ? ~  a view which is basicaiiy 

StüCi. 

The Bab also gave much attention to laws. In his early mission, Bibi laws were 

not quite different from those of t si am.'^ But, with the proclamation of the abrogation of 

the Qur'anic shari'a, most of the Bàb7 laws formulated in the Bayàn were substantially 

different. With regard to the requirernents of 'ibuùla, the Bab gave a description of Bâbi 

Pügrimage (hajj) was not to be made to Mecca, but to the Bab's house in Shiraz in~tead.~' 

The Bab also considered the requirements of ritual purity, which are so important in 

" ~ a c ~ o i n ,  "From Shaykhism to Babism," 172. 

74 MacEoin, "Frorn Shaykhism to Babism," 172, basing on some passages in the Bibis 
TafiIr SÜrat al- Kawthar. 

'me Bib  states that "God has made the laws of Muhammad and his saints [awliya7. i.e. 
the Imams] binding in every book until the resurrection." MacEoin, "Orthodoxy and Heterodoxy 
in Nineteenth Century Shi'ism," 328, quoting QqyÜm al-Asma', Cambridge University Library, 
Browne Or. Ms., f. 11, f.185b. The Bâb also states that "since no change may be decreed for [the 
faith of God], this blessed law (shan"a) shall never be abmgated. Nay, what Muhammad 
declared lawful (&alal) shall remain la- to the day of resumction, and what he bas declared 
unlawful (Mrah) s h d  remain unlawful und the day of resunection.*' MacEoin, "Orthodoxy and 
Heterodoxy in Nineteenth Cenniry Shi'ism," 328, quoting Sahpa Ad1j.o (n.p., n.d.), 5-6. 

"?knis MacEoin, Ritunls in Babism and Bohaism (London and New York: British 
Academy Press. 1994), 6-36. 

n~rnith, The Bobi and Baha 'i Religions, 34. See Bay& 'Arabiin ai-Hasan?, al-Bab$% 
wu ai-Bahaijwl. 88.92. 



D Shi'ism, to be iosiffnificant; rather he emphasized much more the ideas of physical 

cleanliness and spiritual purity? 

It is also important to look at the Bab's doctrine of jihad, which might have been 

the basis for the BZbi uprisings against the state in the 1850s. Although the Bab did not 

write a specific work elaborating this doctrine, his thought on jihad cm be found in his 

various works. MacEoin notes that in Risaln Fun? al-'Adl$a, written in late 126111845, 

while he was living in Shiraz after bis r e m  from the pilgrimage to Mecca, the Bàb 

devoted the sixth chapter of this work to discussing the concept of jihad. In this work he 

States that jihad is one of the branches (Fcru") of religion and that it resembles formd 

prayer (;alal). The Bàb even explicitly considered jihüd as the sixth piilar of the religion. 

In his teaching, it is only the Imam who has the right to permit the jihad?' The decree of 

D the Imam is binding upon dl, and once the Imam has decreed the jihid. al1 believers must 

obey, and whoever repudiates the decree is regarded as an unbeliever. In the Bab's 

teaching, jihüd could be raised against the unbelievers, namely those who did not believe 

in the Bay&. The Bab even viewed the non-Bàbi provinces as the world of unbelief. 

Because the SE% of Iran did not believe in the Bq&, they were regarded as living in 

the area of unbelief, and therefore liable to the decree of jihad (holy ~ a r ) . ~ '  This notion is 

" ~ e e  MacEoin, Rituals in Bobisrn and Bahoism. 6-36. 

'benis MacEoin, 'The Babi Concept of Holy Wu," Religion 12 (1982), 106-107. The 
manuscript of Risalu Fun? cil- 'Adljta exists in Tehran, iNBA 50 10C, 82- 166. 

D %ac~oin, "The Babi Concept of Holy War," 109. For a response to this article see 
Muhammad &an and William S. Hatcher. "Western islamic Scholarship and Baha'i Ongins," 
Religion 15 (1985): 29-5 1. 



reminiscent of the division between dür al-lslim and dür al-harb which developed in the 

early period of Islam. 

The Bab aiso explicitly states in the Persian and Arabic Bay& that God has 

prohibited non-Biibis from residing in the five provinces of han?' The Bib seems to 

regard these regions as holy lands from which the BZbi doctrine was disseminated. As a 

consequence, the non-Bab7 inhabitants should be forced to leave the lands or be converted 

to the Bibi faith. Moreover, in the Bab's view, jihid was an uninterrupted process. The 

final goal of j i h d  is to abolish infidelity frorn the Bibi holy lands. and to institute an 

independent state!? This concept of jihid entails the idea that although inspired by 

religious motives to spread the doctrines and eliminate infidelity (kufr), the Bab7 

rnovement, as ofien described by scholars, aimed at establishing an independent political 

order. However, as will be seen later, the politicai airns appear to have been secondary to 

or a subset of the religious ones. 

Having discussed some of the Bibi doctrines, it is necessary then to throw light on 

the relationship between Babism and Shaykhism, panicularly between the Bb ' s  thought 

and that of Shaykh -ad Alpii'i. Lawson states that there are at least three aspects 

which constitue the most important element in the Babism-Shaykhism relationship: 

namely, "the doctrine of the Perfect SLii'i, the extreme veneration of the holy family, and 

8 1 These five regions include Fan, Mazandaran. Khurasan, Adharbayjan, and Iraq. See 
Brome, Selecrions, 376-77. In the Arabic Bay& unit six chapter three, the Bab writes, "jiulcf 
yaskun fiard al-&hum i l l i  'ibdlial-munaqin" (No one is pennitted to Iive in the five regions 
except rny pious servants (believea). See Baytiiz 'Arabi in %Hasani, al-BaKj43 wu al- 
Bahaibriii, 91. 

a ~ a c ~ o i n ,  "The Babi Concept of Holy War," 109. 



the denial of bodily resurre~tion."~~ However, there are stiU many other Shayldii ideas 

which had an impact upon the Bàb's thought in particulas, and the Bàb'i doctrine in 

generai. Rafati States that "there is no doubt that the Bibi doctrines have closer ties to 

Shaykiii thought than to any other branch of Islamic beiief."" 

It is clear that the Shaykh? school provided the background for the Bàbi 

rnovement, and that its doctrine paved the way for the formulation of Bàbi teachings. No 

one can dispute the strong intellectual and social relationship between the Shaykhi school 

and the Bibi movernent. The Bab himself was a student of Sayyid K@im Rashii in 

Karbala', despite the dispute regarding the length of his stay in the 'AtabZt. Most of the 

earliest and important disciples of the Bab were also Shaykhis, as has been mentioned 

earlier?' In addition, the recognition of the Bâb by his followers was connected to Sayyid 

K@m Rashti's prophecy. The recognition of the Bab was also initiated by the doctrines 

espoused by Shaykh -ad and Sayyid Kkim conceming the concept of finality and the 

Day of Judgment. Nevertheless, what led to the conversion of many Shaykhis to the 

Bab's cause was not only these elements, but also the spiritual qualities, writings and 

charismatic leadership of the Bab, ai l  of which seem to have convinced the Biîbis to 

believe in his "prophetic mission." 

83~awson, The  Qur% Commentary of Sayyid 'Ali Muhammad, the BI," 38. 

"~afati, "The Development of Shaykh? Thought in Shi? Islam," 167. 

"~owever, the case of Vdjld's and Hujjat's conversion is special, in that they were not 
Shayktiïs. The former was a notable, while the latter was an influentid AkhbZ scholar. For 
furthet discussion, see Smith and Momen, "The Babi Movernent: A Resource Mobilization 
Perspective," 59-62. See also Rafati, 'The Deveiopmnt of Shaykhi Thought in Shi7 Islam," 
167. 



D As mentioned above, one of the important areas in which the Bab had strong ties 

with the Shaykiii school was the attitude toward the imams and the holy family. Both the 

Bab and Shaykh @ad Alyi'i highly venerated the Imams. Shaykh Atpnad beiieved in 

the preeminent role of the imams in the reiigious life of the believers. Their behavior 

toward the Imams was different from the general view of the SWa who regarded the 

mujtahids ('dama) as intemediaries between the Shi'a and the Imams dunng the penod 

of occultation. It can be said that "the complete elimination of the clergy in the Bab7 

religious ~ ~ s t e r n " ~ ~  was also an apparent result of the Bab's acceptance of the Shaykh's 

attitude. The necessity of the existence of the Perfect SK'i in every age was a doctrine 

which the Bab and Shaykh -ad shared. The existence of the Perfect Shi'i, under 

whatever narne used (al-nrkn al-rabi', for example), would necessarily serve as a sign 

D (Ga) or a proof (hujja) of God's knowledge. 

The resemblance between Shaykh @ad's ideas and Bibi doctrine can aiso be 

observed in their attitude toward the Süfis. theologians and philosophers. Both of them 

regard the ideas of these groups as contradicting the Imams' view, and therefore 

misleadhg the people?7 The Bab even went so far as to accuse those SÜfis, theologians 

and philosophen of "preventing people from recognizing the tr~th."'~ He even prohibited 

86Rafati. T h e  Development of Shaykhi Thought in Shi? Islam," L98-9. 

*~afati. T h e  Development of Shayklii Thought in Shici Islam," 199. 

D a~a.f&i, 'The Development of Shaykhï niought in Shi7 Islam," 199, refemng to the 
Persian Bay& unit 4 chapter 10. 



the study of logic, jurisprudence and philosophy,89 and spoke of the superiority of the 

Bayin since it had already covered al1 that exists in the rnacroc~sms.~~ 

In addition, we cm also observe the similarity of the Bab's thought to that of 

Shaykh -ad in the concept of resurrection and finality of the prophet. Shaykh W a d  

believed that a cyclical pattern applies in the theory of the appearance of prophets?' With 

regard to resurrection Shaykh @ad held that it is the day of the advent of the Qi'im. 

Similarly, the Bab believed in the progressive nature of revelation, asserting that future 

prophets would perfect the teachings of the previous ones. In connection with fhis, the 

coming of a new prophet marks the day of resurrection. This thought radicdly 

contradicted the literal understanding of the SG'a. The Bab asserts that "from the tirne of 

the appearance of Him Who is the Tree of divine Reality, at whatever period and under 

whatever name, is the Day of ~esurrection."~' 

Although no one can deny the fact that the ShayW school did influence the Bab, 

we cannot simply regard Bibi doctrines as an interpretation or extension of S h a y E  

doctrines. There are a nurnber of differences between the two, despite the deep roots of 

Bibism in Shaykhism. In Rafati's words, "Shaykh +ad never claimed to be a prophet, 

as the B& did. Shaykh Alpnad never claimed to have received revelation or a revealed 

8 %e Persian Bay& unit 4 chapter 10. See Browm, "A Summary of the Persian Bayh," 
in Selections, 354. 

%e Peaian B q i n  unit 3 chapter 8. See Browne, "A Surnmary of the Persian Bayh," 
in Selections, 34 1.  

9 1 Rafati. "The Development of Shaykhi Thought in Shi? Islam," 169. 

92 Rafati, 'The Development of Shaykhi 'Ihought in Sbi'i Islam," 204. refemng to the 
Persian BayÜn . 



book from God, as the Bab did. Shaykh -ad never claimed to have brought a Qur'k, 

as the Bab did."93 

In accord with Rafati, Nikki Keddie enumerates four points upon which Babism 

differed from Shaykhism. The f i t  is the Bab's claim to a prophetic status, and that the 

Qur'k was superseded. The second is the introduction of the Bsbi law which thus 

abrogated Islamic law (shan"n). rather than being just the application of ailegorical 

interpretation. The third is the millenarian expectaiion which the Bab aroused, and the 

fourth is his belief in the progressive nature of re~elation?~ Keddie, however, is not quite 

correct with regard to the last two rnentioned, since both are basically Shaykfu ideas. In 

addition, the Bibi movement, compared to Shaykhism, was much more aggressive and 

far-reaching in its social and political implications. This cm be seen from the efforts 

made by the Bâb and his followers in spreading their doctrines. 

C. Bab1 Religious Dissent 

Religious dissent can be meant as an opposition to the established doctrines held 

by the religious authorities. It also entails political implications. In most cases, certain 

thoughts are considered as dissenting because they differ from, and even challenge, the 

established doctrines held by the reiigious as well as politicai authorities of the time. 

In ihis connection, the dispute conceming orthodoxy and heterodoxy or heresy 

arises. It is important to raise questions such as who has the right to determine that certain 

9 3 ~ a t i ,  The Developrnent of Shaykhi Thought in SY 'i Islam," 197. 

% i i  R. Keddie, "Religion and hligion in W y  Iranian Nationalism," Cumparotive 
Stzîdies in Society and History 4 (1962): 268. 



thoughts and movements are orthodox or heretical. Generdy speaklng, the phenomena of 

orthodoxy and heterodoxy cannot be separated from the reiigious and politicai 

establishment. But when there is a change in politics, what is considered dissenting and 

heterodox might become orthodox. However, the question stiii remaios whether a certain 

doctrine is orthodox or heterodox due to its intrinsic nature or due to the political 

situation surrounding it. 

It is generdy a p e d  that the conflict between "orthodoxy" and "heresy". or 

'bchurch" and "sect", colors the history of religions and becomes one of its major 

themes?' To a certain extent, this is also the case with the rise of deviant rnovements in 

Islamic history, even though to describe the divisions in Islam using terms such as 'sect' 

and 'schism', 'orthodoxy' and 'heterodoxy' or 'heresy' is to a certain degree rnisleading. 

though cornmon.% As Bernard Lewis suggests, such a designation is inappropriate since 

it is typicdy Christian. Islam, unlike Christianity, does not have institutions like churches 

or councils to define orthodoxy or h e t e r o d o ~ ~ . ~ ~  If Christian experiences can be used as 

an example, however, the nse of heretical tendencies could result from many inter-related 

factors, such as social problems, political causes, cultural factors and the figure of a 

charhatic leader?' 

95 Kurt Rudolph. "Heresy: an OveMew." ER 6,273. 

%~emard Lewis. Ishn and the West (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993). 155- 156. 
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such an approach witb some religio-political considerations. 
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In spite of the importance of social, political and cultural factors, charismatic 

leaders in fact play a siguififant role in fonning hereticai movements and their Iater 

development. In Islam, charismatic leadership can take the form of the imams, or those 

who assume a status close to the imimate. This type of leader can even nse from merely 

being the founder of a new sect, to become the founder of a new religion. In the case of 

BGbism, which is generally considered heretical by its orthodox opponents, its rise and 

development cannot be separated from the life of Sayyid 'Ali Mdpunad. the Bàb, as its 

charismatic founder and leader. Charismatic leadership continued to center on him, even 

during his arrest and confinement. His charisma dong with his doctrines undoubtedly 

became a source of inspiration for the Bibis in their revolts against the state. 

Seen from its history and doctrines, Babism appears as a dissenting movement, 

which deviates h m  mainstrearn SE5 doctrines, as Bayat notes. She argues that the Bab1 

movement represented a continuation of the tradition of dissent in Islam, particularly 

amongst the s h h g 9  MacEoin, however, maintains that Babi doctrines, from the early 

penod up to 12641848, can be regarded as essentially those of orthodox SEbism. 

Babism, in this period, was charactenzed by its pious "observance of S ~ " i s 1 a m . i ~  Law 

and custom, to the extent that the movement may be defmed in this penod as an extreme 

example of Ski? pietism."L" In his early works, such as the QayyGn al-Asmi' and Sahga 

%ayat, Mysticisrn and Dissent, 87. 

'%ac~oin, Rituals in Babism und Bahaism, 6. According to MacEoin, it is this 
emphasis on observance of Islamic law and his nferences to his station as king below that of 
the uiiam that "attracted much of that section of the Shaykhi community which sought for a 
fonnal continuation of the leadership provided by Shaykh Alpuid Msa'i and Sayyid Gqim 
Rash6 io the context of a rigid adherence to Islamic practice and veneration for the Imam." 
MacEoin, "From Shaykhism to Babism," 201. In a similar rnanner, Smith aiso maintains that, in 
die early period of his mission, the Ba regarded the Qur'anic sirarita as vaiid and was 



'Adliyya, the Bab still acknowledged the prevalence of Islamic teachings as binding until 

the day of resurre~tion,'~' although there were some differences in certain aspects of 

doctrine. From 1848 onward, however, following the Bibb's clairn to the Qà'imiyya or 

even prophethood, his dechration of the new scripture, and the abrogation of Qur'anic 

laws, the Bibi movement entered a very distinct phase of its development. The distinctive 

nature of this movement was also advanced by various upheavals, while the Bab was in 

prison, which were led by the most prominent Bib?s. 

From the begiming, the Bab's daim in the Qayyüm al-Asma7 to be the gate (ba3) 

to the Hidden imam entailed a challenge to the function of the mujiahid as naqib 'akm 

(general representative). The use of this title was intended to demonstrate that the gate to 

divine knowledge had always been open.Io2 This idea was in contrast to the belief held by 

the orthodox 'dama that throughout the period of occultation the living mujtahids semed 

as intermediaries between the believers and the ham.  The Bab's daim to be the Qà'im 

(or the Hidden Imam in person) also threatened the influence of the mujtahids, who dong 

with their claims to vicegerency (niya3a) practically "remained the government's tacticd 

allies in maintaining a religio-political sway over the populace."103 Moreover, with these 

incremental claims (to king the bai and then the Hidden Imam in penon or the QZ'irn), 

committed to Sh?? legal observance. although the Bibis, like the Shaykhis. put strong emphnsis 
on the esoteric aspects of Islam. and pietism. Smith, The Babi and Baha 'i Religions, 33. 

Im~ac~o in ,  From Shaykhism to Babism," 172, basing on the Bab's Tafsir SGat al- 
Kawthar. 

'O3~rnanat, Resurrection and Renewal, 407. 



the Bab uadoubtedly aroused and encouraged "messianic sentiments" among his 

disciples. 

Bab1 dissenting thought c m  be discemed in several of its doctrines, among others, 

the doctrine of "progressive rcvelation, conditional recognition of temporal authority, and 

this-worldliness of human  alv vat ion."'^^ as Amanat concludes. The Bab believed in the 

progressive evolution of the human race. thus conf'irming progressive revelation. In his 

view, the message and teachings brought by prophets are in accordmce with the level of 

maturity of their communities. This implies that a new prophet dong with his message is 

superior to, thus replacing, the previous one. 

Accordingiy, the Bayàn not only interpreted the Qu'Zn, but superseded it, while 

maintaining the essence of its message. The teachings of previous prophets are prevalent 

only during their prophetic cycles, and are no longer valid with the coming of new 

prophets. This doctrine was regarded by the mujtahids as serious hereticai deviation from 

Islam. This deviation from mainstream SE? Islam reached its climax, as with NizZ  

Isrna'ilism, in the proclamation of the qiyaha. The Bàb's idea of qiy&a did not stand 

alone, but was in harmony with the entire body of Bab7 thought and behavior, as has been 

discussed elsewhere in this chapter. 

It is apparent that the Bab's claim to be the Mahdi formed an explicit menace to 

the existing religious and political establishment. The attempt by the B&'s followers to 

establish what Smith cails a "thewracy" was therefore not only religious but political as 

weLlo5 It is not surprishg that Babism has corne to be desaibed by some scholars as the 

IW~manat, Resurrection and Renewui, 408. 

'Ossrnith, me Bubi and Bah 'i Religions, 5 1. 



rnovement of revolts, through which the Bibis attempted to achieve their religious and 

political goals: spreading their doctrines and instituting an independent political power; a 

view that is subject to further examination. 

The phenornenon of Bab? dissent can aiso be viewed from this perspective. It 

might be that the initial aim of the Bib was to purQ Shibism of the innovations resulting 

fkom the theological and philosophical activities of Shi%. It is probable that the Bab was 

thinking in tenns of "orthodoxy", as was Shaykh -ad in an attempt to return the 

Shi'ism of his time to the purest teachings of the Imams. But, in reaiity this search for 

"orthodoxy" by the Bab proved incapable of convincing the major@ of the S 6 %  of his 

time. The Bab's attempt, on the contrary, resulted in severe tensions between himself and 

the 'dama, and in the exclusion of Babism f'rom orthodoxy.lo6 indeed, it is likely that 

social and politicai factors played a role in this case. And as MacEoin suggests, once the 

Bab? movement emerged as a separate and distinct sect, it would have generated distinct 

n o m  and thought which were considered hereticai by the "orthodoxy' that gave birth to 

Since the Bàb's thoughts were controvenial and considered by the 'ularna to be 

deviant from the mainstream body of SE7 and Shayklii doctrines, it is no surprise that 

strong reactions and opposition arose. The most important reaction to the Bâb's claims 

and doctrines came from the ShaykfUs of Kirmàn and T a b k  According to Rafati, 

however, their reactions towards the Bâb were different, since these two groups of 

Shaykhls had different interpretations of Shaykhi teachings. On the one hand, the KirmKi 

1 06Mac~oi.n. "Orthodoxy and Heterodoxy in Nineteenth-Century Shi'ism" 324. 

107 MacEoin, "Orthodoxy and Heterodoxy in Nineteenth-Century Shi'ism," 324. 



ShaykGs, under the leadership of Kanm Khàn, opposed the Bab on an inteîlectual level. 

They composed books and treatises, which show the deviation of the Bab's doctrine fiom 

the mainstream of Shaykhism and Islam. On the other hand, Tabfiz? Shaykhls opposed 

and persecuted the Bab and his Foiiowers in cooperation with the political elite.lo8 

Kaiim Khan strongly rejected the Bab's claims and teachings. He identified the 

Bab as a heretic. He based his accusation on ten points in the Bàb's doctrines which he 

considered contradictory to SK'i Islam. In Risala dar raddi-i bab Kaiim K h k  mentioned 

the ten ideas of the Bab which he regarded as deviating from the Shayklïi doctrines: 

[1] The claim to a new revelation (wahy) after that of Muhammad; [2] the 
claim to bring a new book after the Qur'k; [3] legitimizdon of jihad which 
is illegitimate in the tirne of the Imam's concealment; [4] the prohibition on 
writing his books in black ink, and the requirement to write them in colored 
ink; [SI the promulgation of claims which are the prerogatives of the 
Prophet and the Imams; [6] the decree that his name be mentioned in the 
adhT; [7] the claim to "speciai vicegerency" of the imam (niyaaa kh&u); 
[8] the decree that d l  must obey him, and that whoever refuses to do so is 
an infidel (h$r); [9] the claim that ail must worship him, and regard him as 
the point of adoration (qibla) and mosque (masjid); [IO] deceits relating to 
the twelfth Imam (apparently in respect of prophecies relating to the coming 
of the ~rnam). '~  

Along with his accusations against the BBb, K S m  Khk endeavored to lay 

ernphasis on the validity of the Shaykhi school that he led. He even made efforts to make 

the Shayfi  teachings close to the Wework  of orthodox Twelver Shi'ism. This attempt 

'%afati, 'The Development of Shaykh? Thought in Shi7 Islam," 152. As is perceived, 
the early history of Babism was colored by the tension between Shaykhis and B*s with regard 
to the Bibis c l a h  The division of ShayWiis into a group of people that supponed the Bàb and 
other groups that followed Kanm Khin and other Shaykhi leaders was particularly facilitated by 
not only differences in religious doctrine, but also to some extent by political interest. Le., motive 
to the leadership of community. See MacEoin, "Fmm Shaykhism to Babism," 201. It is important 
to restate that Kaiim K h k  was a relative of the Qajars. 

1 %ac~oin, "Early S hay Wii Reactions to the Ba and His Claims," 33-34. 



eventually resulted in ending the Bb's followers king identified as ~ha~kliis."* In his 

Rida dar raddi-i bai, Kaiim Khan aiso shows certain passages of the Bab's works 

which indicate that latter had deviated fiom the true Shayfi teachings established by 

Shaykh -ad and Sayyid K - i i  ~ashti ." '  

Based on these facts, it might be reasonable to assume that Bab1 dissent was 

religious in nature. The Bab and his foliowers m u t  have been aware that their claims had 

political implications, especially in a society that considered religion and politics as 

interrelated. However, as Smith holds, "the Bibis may still be seen primarily as religious 

zealots. Only in the context of interaction with the political environment did Biibisrn 

assume a revoiutionary stance."' " 

Concludlng Note 

The discussion above chronicles the gradua1 development of the Bab's idem in 

particular and the Bab7 movement in general. ui the early stages, the Bab laid emphasis on 

the symbolic or diegorical interpretation of islamic doctrines, which eventually 

constituted a distinctive body of thought, different fiom the common belief held by the 

'ulama and the Shi% at that time. During their development, the doctrines set forth by the 

Bab showed radical tendencies. Babisrn was not ody  regarded by the 'ulama as deviating 

from mainstream Shi'ism, but dso by the Shaykhis as dissenting fiom the teachings of 

Shaykh Atpnad Of course, the accusation of k ing  deviant was leveled not merely in 

"('Mac~oin, "From Shaykhism to Babisrn," 216. 

111 MacEoin. "Fmm Shaykhism to Babism," 2 16. 

112 Smith, The Babi and Buha 'i Religions, 5 1. 



response to Bab7 doctrines, but more irnportanily in light of the danger resulting fiom the 

Bab's claims and preaching, as perceived by the 'ulama, the ShayMs and the state 

authorities. Therefore, the Bab's religious claims eventually provoked a severe reaction 

and opposition from the SE? 'ulama, and especially from the ShaykE leaders. Since the 

movement not only chdenged the 'ulama, who represented the religious establishment, 

but also the existing political authorities, it subsequently faced the suppression of the 

state. This is what may be understood as the political implications of the Bab's religious 

dissent. This fact eventually brought about the Bab7 revolts, which were political in fom, 

but seem to have been dnven by religious inspiration. 



Chapter Three 

A. Radicalization of the Bab1 Movement 

As was shown eariier, the Babi movement undenvent a graduai yet radical shift 

when the Bab finally completed the Persian Bayin, thenby abrogating the Qur'anic 

shunTa. This development cannot be separated fiom an important episode in the history 

of the Bibi movement, namely the gathering at ~adasht '  of some leading Bibis during 

the interval between Rajab and rnid-S ha'bin 1264/June-July 1848. This gathering 

coincided with the Bab's removal from the castle of Chihriq to Tabriz for his public 

examination. This episode may therefore be seen as marking the rise of a radical tendency 

in the Bibi rn~vernent.~ 

The gathering was attended by about eighty Babis, including some leading figures 

such as Muili Maammad 'Ali BikfwÜslii, known as Quddüs (d. l26S/l849), Qunat al- 

' A p  (d. l268/l852) and Mina Husayn ' AIi NG, the hture Bahà'ullah (d. ~309/1892)? 

'~adasht is located near the Shahrud river, between Khurasan and Mazandaran. 

* ~ h a t  is meant by "radicalization" here is a process through which the movement shows 
its tendency to malie extrerne changes in views and institutions, and to show a considerable 
departure fiom the traditional belief, ihus leading to the break from the entire religious and 
political establishment. See Webster's Third New International Dictionaty, 1872. 

3 For an account of QuddÜs, see D. M. MacEoin, "Bàrfo~i ,  Molla Mohammad 'Ali, Elr 
3, 794. Qunat aLbAyn (d.1852) early studied the works of Shaykh A@nad Ahsi?. After 
corresponding with Alpii'7's disciple, Sayyid m m  Rash& she joined his circle in Karbala. 
During her three years' stay in Karbala', she preached the Bibi doctrine, and later became one of 
Hu$-i Hayy or sometirnes &n$&--i &yy (the Letters of the Living), although she never met 
the Bab in person. For m e r  discussion on Qurrat al-'Ayn, her role and theological position, see 
Amanaî, Resurrection and Renewul, 299-33 1. 



Mulla Ijusayn. the first to beiieve in the Bab, was not present at this gathering. He could 

not reach Badasht because he had been arrested by Hama Mirzii, one of the uncles of the 

Shah, but later successfùily escapedO4 It is difficult however to determine the exact 

purpose of the gathering. Some scholars argue that the gathering was aimed at disclosing 

some of the main non-Islamic or even anti-Islarnic aspects of the Bab? doctrine, such as 

declaring the abrogation of the Qur'kic shori'o. The Biibis also determined plans for 

hiture action, including the possibility of helping the Bab escape fiom prison.5 However, 

Balyuzi rejects this explanation. According to him, the meeting's purpose was to find an 

answer to the most crucial issue of the day, i.e., whether the Bab's mission constituted 

merely a continuation of Islam or a break from it, or in Balyuzi's words. "was this 

persuasion of theirs just an offshoot of Islam, or was it an independent faith?"6 

In the three-week gathering there emerged different opinions amongst leading 

Bibis, with each giving different arguments and counter-arguments, notably between 

QuddÛs and Qurrat aL4Ayn. The latter insisted that a new era had corne and that it was 

necessary to proclaim the Bab1 movement as an independent faith distinct from Islam and 

Shi'ism. And, according to Balyuzi, with the intervention of the funire Bahhllah, they 

Q.G. Browne, "Babism," in his Selenions, 413. See also Balyuzi, The Ba%, 168; 
Amanat, Resurrection and Renewal, 324-325. in his al-Ba3iyii wa al-Baha-j&, 20, al-Hasan7 
maintains that Mulla Ijusayn was present at this gathenng. However. this view seems to have no 
support since the fact indicates that Mullii Husayn was under house anest. See Nabil, The Dwn- 
Breakers, 290-293. 

' ~ a ~ a t ,  Mysticism and Dissent, 1 13. al-Hasani aiso maintains that there were two 
important points discussed in the gathering. First was to help rescue the Bab fiom imprisonment 
and remove him to a secure place. and second was the estabüshment of Babism as distinct from 
Islam. Al-rnaa?, ul-&ibGiu, wu a l - B ~ h ~ j i u i ,  20. 



proclaimed the coming of a new dispensation? This episode clearly shows that radical 

tendencies had emerged particularly among the leaduig Bibi figures. Not surprisingly, 

many orthodox Muslims accused the Bibis of being s W  and deviating from Islam. 

Undoubtedly, the gathering had a great impact on the development of the Bab7 

movemed. Further, it is indisputable that Qurrat al-'Ayn played a significant role in this 

gathering and in the entire process of radicdization. It is reported that she urged her 

fellow Bzbis to lift the veil of concealment. She aiso insisted on the break from any 

connection with Islam and Shi'ism, thus proclaiming the new religious era. This also 

shows how influentid Qurrat al-'Ayn was, for she had successNly persuaded the Bibis 

to accept her views? Although Q m t  al-'Ayn never met the Bab in person, the latter 

of'ten sent her letters and messages, charging her with specific tasks. From this, we might 

specufate that there was continuous contact between the Bàb in prison and the leading 

B f i s ,  such as Qurrat ai-'Ayn and Mulla Ijusayn. In view of this fact, it may not have 

been accidental that almost at the same time on the announcement of the new religious 

era, the Bab proclaimed hirnself More the orthodox 'ulama as the retumed Hidden 

Imam, thus implying that no religious or political elite could claim authority over the 

believers. 

7 Balyui, The W ,  16768. Balyuzi's view on this point seems to have represented the 
Bahi'i position. He maintains that the Bàbis' attempt was primarily to estabüsh a new religious 
order. He also ernphasize the dominant role of the hinire Baha'ullah, who is believed to be the 
one "whom God s h d  make manifest", as implied by the Bàb's allusion in his wrïtings. 

'Ammat calls Qurrat al-'Ayn "the nmover of the Veil." He also argues that Qurrat al- 
'Ayn's visions had in many ways led, in addition to the independence of Bibi religion, to Bab1 
political revolts. m a t ,  Resunection and Rencwul, 295, 324. See ais0 William McElwee 
m e r ,  Thc Baha'i Faith: Its History and Teachings (South Pasadena, California. William Carey 
Library, 1974), 32. 



In addition to the Badasht gathering and the Bib's claim to being the Mahdi, the 

end of 1848 also witnessed another significant event, namely the march of over two 

hundred Babis under Muilà Husayn from Khurasan to Mazandaran, and the raising of the 

messianic symbol of the Black standard? This march was perhaps intended to effect the 

Bib's release hom prison. In the end. the march constituted the beginning of what was 

later to be known as the Bibi revolt at the shrine of Shaykh Tabarsi in Mazandaran. 

However, it is important to bear in mind that this process of radicaiization in the 

Bibi movement was reinforced by the doctrines espoused by the Bab and some of his 

Ieading disciples, as well as the charismatic persondity of the Bab. More significantly. 

the readiness of people to believe in the messianic advent of the Mah& formed the basis 

on which the movement achieved much of its popularity.'O This was so because messianic 

belief was and is centrai in Shibism, and there were a number of messianic daims pnor to 

the Bib's proclamation, as previously discussed. As a matter of fact, in the eariy phase of 

his mission, the Bàb's claim to charisrnatic authority was denved frorn the charismatic 

image of the Imam. However, in the later phase the Bab appears to have assumed an 

independent authority that accordingly abrogated al1 previous notions of charismatic 

authority. In MacEoin's view, the Bb ' s  authority had been transformed into "original, 

prophetic charisma."" 

$rowne, "Babism," in his Selections. 413; Smith, "Milenarianism in the Babi and 
Baha' i Religions," 243. 

LoArjomand, "MiIlennial Beliefs, Hierocratic Authority, and Revolution in Shi'ite Iran." 
224. 

" ~ e n i s  MacEoin, "Changes in Charismatic Authority in Qajar Shi'is~n," in Qajar Iran: 
Political, Social, and Cultural Change 1800-1925, ed. Edmund Bosworth and Carole 
Hillenbmnd (Costa Mesa, California: Mazda hblishers, 1992). 167. 



The effect of the Bab's higher claim coupled with the gathering of the Babis at 

Badasht was quite clear. Both events paved the way for the fiuther radicalization of the 

Bàb's foiiowers. Smith maintains that although the Bab's daim to being the Mahdi 

caused some Bib?s to keep their distance fiom the movement, perhaps out of fear of 

suppression by state authorities, most of the Biibis responded positively and gave further 

support to the Bab's cause. It is likely that those who left the movement, or at least took 

the way of dissimulation (tuqljla) were the BZbis who took a consecvative position. In 

contrast, the Bàb's higher claim was welcomed by the more radical Bibis as providing 

the momentum to make more radical interpretations with respect to the nature of the 

Bab's teachings and mission, thus M s h i n g  the basis for the rise of a new religion? 

Furthemore, one may argue that Qurrat al-'Ayn, who was one of the most radical 

disciples of the Bab, displayed her radicalisrn and militant spirit not only on questions of 

doctrine, but also on issues in the social and political spheres. Therefore, it is not an 

exaggeration to assert that Qurrat al-'Ayn played a decisive role in influencing the Bibi 

movement to adopt a radical millenarian belief." 

The growth of political militancy and even amed violence at the gras roots level 

began with the assassination of Mulla Muhammad Ta@ Baragharll, Qurrat al-'Ayn's 

uncle, who was an influentid orthodox 'alim. This event was then followed by m e d  

confrontations in the foilowing years. In this context, one can also observe the interaction 

and inter-connection between the rise of Bab7 religious radicalisrn and the increase of 

12 Smith, The Babi and Bahu 'i Religions, 25. 

" ~ e e  Arjorna.nd. "Millennial Beliefs, Hieromtic Authority, and Revolution in Shi'ite 
Iran," 225. 



politicai militancy. These two notions have become interrelated themes throughout the 

course of Bibi history. In cities where clencd and state opposition against the Bibis grew 

significantly, many Bibis increasingly becarne religiously radical and politically militant. 

As Momen and Smith note, in several towns Bibis also began to carry weapons openly. 

In Qazvin, for example, they began to manufacture swords. As such, in a situation that 

was deteriorating, fierce confrontations could be provoked even by rninor incidents." 

With the rise of radicalism and militancy violent conflicts occurred. Thus the 

tension between the Bibis and the state authotities intensified considerably, and once 

such tensions increased, the government leaders had a justification to get involved, thus 

making their intervention practically inevitable. As a result of this tension, state 

authorities considered the Bibis as active insurrectionaries, whereas the Bibis perceived 

the govemment leaders as ungodly enemies.15 

It is also noteworthy that, despite its radical tendencies, in the period between the 

Bab's first confinement and his execution in 1850, the BZbi rnovement may be seen as 

having been far from a homogeneous or uniform movement in terms of its doctrinal 

views and political tendencies! The Biibis, of course, still regarded the Bib as their 

supreme "religious and politicai" leader. Nevertheless, they also held in considerable 

14srnith and Momen, 'The Bâb? Movement: A Resource Mobilization Perspective." 43. 

"~rnith and Momen, 'The Bibi Movement: A Resource Mobilization Perspective." 44. 

16 From the very beginoing, the Bâb seerns to have ken more deliberaie than his radical 
disciples. He espoused bis claims graduaiiy, thus seemingiy demonstrating that he sought not to 
shock the Shi% with his daims. Although claiming to be the gate and rernembrance in 1844, the 
Bab cezornmended dissimulation (tuqijta) to his followers. See MacEoia, "The Babi Concept of 
Holy War," 114. Amanat elaborates a va"ety of tendencies ammgst the Babis, fmm those who 
were moderate to those who were radical in their views. Qunat al-'Ap represented the radical 
camp, whiie the Bàb himseif was more moderate. Amanat, Resurrection and Renewai, 306-308. 



esteem such other B5bl leaders as MullZ Husayn, Quddk, Qurrat al-'Ayn, and Hujjat. 

These persons were even regarded by many Biibls as returned Imams or as representing 

other sacred figures of SiiiCi hagiography. l7 

Accordingly, charismatic authority and leadership had in the meantime been 

dispersed among the leading Bib?s. This was natural since the Biibls were in need of 

leaders who could direct them confidently in their religious and temporal lives. The Biib's 

prominent disciples came increasingly to enjoy independent authority. They were highly 

respected by their fellow BZbis. In the presence of the Bib, the leading disciples had 

exercised an authority derived from the BZb. While the Bib was increasingly held by his 

followers to be the Mahdi, and even the manifestation of the divine, in the meantime his 

leading disciples came to claim charismatic authority on their own behalf.18 

As such, the response of the BZbis and the Qajars towards each other appears to 

have been reciprocal. On the one hand, when the Bibls tended to be increasingly radical, 

the Qajars reacted to them with predictable hostility. On the other hand, with the more 

hostile treatment by the Qajars of the Bibis, the latter became more assertive in their 

struggle. It can easily be understood therefore why tensions between these two groups 

increased significantly, leading to open and bloody confrontations. 

B. The B5bI Revolts: Causes and Aftermath 

In the period between 1848 and 1853, there were at least four important revolts 

involving the Biibis: the revolts at the shrine of Shaykh Tabmi in Mazandaran (October 

17 MacEoin, "From Shaykhism to Babim," 115. 

I8 Smith, The Babi and Baha 'i Religions, 24. 



1848-May 1849). in Nayk  (May-June 1850; and October-December 1853), and in 

Zanjan (May 1850-January 1851). There was also another important episode, i.e., the 

attempt by the Bàbis on the iife of Na@ al-DÏn Shah (August 15. 1852) which was 

foilowed by the arrest and execution of a large number of Biibis a few months later.lg 

The emergence of the Bibi movement cm be explained in Light of the existence of 

a cornmon Sh77 millenarian belief and the chansmatic qualities of the leading Bibis. in 

some cases social discontent also provided a background for the Babi movement and its 

r evo~ t .~~  However, our discussion will be concemed primarily with three important 

revolts: Mazandaran, Na* and Zanjan. It will observe a bief chronology of the events 

19 Sources regarding the Biibi revolts include. arnong othen, M i 6  Husayn Hamadani, 
The Nou History (TahM-i-ladiii) of M i i  'Al i  Mu~rnrnud, the Bab. trans. E. G. Brome 
(Amsterdam: Philo Press. 1893; reprint, 1975; and Nabil, The Dawn-Breakers. Nabil's narrative 
is pady based on Tân2h-i-Jodid. From a historiographical point of view, Nabil's narrative is 
problematic. Scholars such as Amanat and Wdbndge maintain that the original Persian text is 
not available. The edition and translation of the work by Shoghi Effendi into English m y  have 
included omission of some aspects of the narrative. Moreover, Shoghi Effendi's edition was 
largely intended to shape the theological foundation for the Bnhi7s regarding the 'history of 
their religion.' In addition, the narrative was written at the request and supervision of BahZ'ullah 
about three decades after the Bi5 events from 1844 to 1853. It may have contained inaccuracies 
regarding the date of the events. More importantly, one of the major purposes of Nabil's 
narrative is to show the high status and central role of Baha'ullah in the movement. Despite this 
theological leaning. however, Nabil's narrative serves as a useful source conceming the detailed 
account of the Bab? movement. See Arnanat, Resunection und Renewal, 425; John Walbridge, 
"Document and Narrative Sources for the History of the Battie of Zanjan," Occasional Pupers in 
Shaykhi, Babi und Baki  Stdies, vo1.2, no. 4 (May 1998); available on the World Wide Web at 
hnp:Ilh-neO.msu.edul-bahai/bhpapers.hm Quoted with permission from the author. See also 
Moojan Momen, ed.. nie Ba3rand B a M i  Religions, 18444944: Some Contemporary Western 
Accounts (Oxford: George Ronald, 198 1)' xvii. 

%ocid problems that arouse in early nineteenth cenniry Iran include, for example, the 
recumnce of epidernics of cholera from 1821 onward, the defeat of Iranian annies at the hands 
of Russians (1813. 1828) and Eoglish (1839). md the intervention of the West in Iranian politics. 
In addition, economic discrepancy was also one of the factors biat dominated the Iranian life. See 
Smith, The Bubi and Bah 'i Religions, 55. 



and some features relevant to the purpose of the present study, which is to demonstrate 

that these revolts contain religious elements. 

The Revoit at the Shrine of Shaykh .bar& (Mazandaran) 

The Bibi revolt which occurred at the shrine of S haykh ~abarsi~ '  in Mazandaran 

was unequivocdy the fmt and most important revolt in Bibi history. This episode 

involved the two leading disciples of the Bab, Mullà b s a y n ,  Mulla Muhammad 'Afi 

BarfurÜshi (Quddüs), and a total of nine of the eighteen letters of the living." 

Prior to the revolt at the shrine of Shaykh Tabarsi, the Bàb instmcted Mulla 

Husayn to raise the Black Standard in Khurasan and to journey westward. Moreover, he 

issued a general cal1 to his disciples to gather around the Black Standard. When Mulla 

Husayn intended to return to Mashhad, and go on to Karbala', he received a message 

from the Bab through his emissary. The Bab sent a green turban, and asked Mulla Husayn 

to Wear. The Bab also instructed him to help Quddk with the Black Standard raised." 

21 Shaykh Tabarsi or AbÜ 'u Fadl ibn %Hasan %Tabarsi or al-Tabrisi (d.548/ 1 154) 
was one of the most famous Shi5 scholars. He authored one of the most important Shi7 
commentacies on the Qur'àn, the Majma ' al -Bay&. Momen, An Introduction to Shi 'i Islam, 89. 

*~oojan Momen, "The Social Basis of the Babi Upheavals in Iran (1848-1853): A 
Reliminary Analysis," IJMES 15 (1983): 160. 

%ac~oin, 'The Babi Concept of Holy War," 116; Nabil, The Dm-Breakrs, 324. The 
Rophet is reponed to have said about this standard: "Should your eyes behold the black standard 
proceeding fiom Khurasan, hasten ye towards hem, even though ye should have to crawl ovrr 
the snow, inasmuch as they prwlaim the advent of the pmmised Mahdi, the vicegennt of God." 
Nabii, The Duwn-Breaks, 351. This tradition can be found in a 1 - m  al-NaysiibüE, al- 
Mustadruk 4,464; and Ibn MGja, Swian Ibn Mais, ed. Muhammad Fu'ad 'AM alBaï (Cairo: 
Dik Qyâ' al-Kunib d-'Arabiya, 1953). 1366. 



In July 1848, the Bibis dispersed to various locations tbroughout Itan because the 

Muslim population of the village of Niyala had become hostile to them. The future 

Baha'uilah, made his way to his district, NÜr in Mazandaran. Quddüs, on the other hand, 

was arrested and brought to the village of S E  in Mazandaran. where he Lived uader arrest 

at the house of one of the leading figues of the town. Mirzà Muhammad Taqi. In the 

same month, several hundred BZb7s marched from Khurasan under the leadership of 

Mulla Husayn. They intended to go westward, and when they approached the town of 

San, the Bibk carnped near the village of Barfuriish. In this village the Bàbis faced 

severe opposition from the Muslim population. The leading 'a7im of Bamirùsh, Mulla 

Sa'id Bàmirùshi (d. 1 27O/l853), known as Sa'id al-'Ulami? provoked the agitation 

against the Bibis. He provided a great number of weapons, guns and ammunition. and 

mobilized the people against the Bibis. Although the Bâbls were armed only with swords. 

they succeeded in defending themselves and in countering the attack of the population. 

Having faiied to expel the Bib7s from the town, the Muslim population asked for a cease- 

fm. They also asked Mulla Husayn and his fellow BZbïs to depart from the town in order 

to avoid M e r  opposition and conflict." 

The leader of the Muslim population aiso offered to guide the Bibis through the 

Forest of Mazandaran. They promised that they would not rnistreat the Bibis. In reality, 

however, their guide, Khusraw Q@ Kalii'i, under orders from Sacid aLbUlarnZ, led the 

24 See Nabil, The hwn-Breakers. 329,336, 



Biibis into an arnbush as they approached the forest. There was a battle and counter-attack 

from both sides, but in the end the local population were st i l l  unable to crush the E3iibks 

The Biibis were to experience other such incidents before finally aniving at 

Shaykh Tabarsi located in the forest of Mazandaran. On the order of Mulla Husayn, the 

Biib7s began constructing fortifications and storing food. As the news of the Bab7 

gathenng around the shrine spread, Bibis from the neighboring villages came to join 

them. They included a large number of artisans, tailors, sword-rnakers, masons and 

peasants. Accordingly, the Bibi forces became strong enough to gain control over the 

shrine. The Biibis from other villages aiso brought livestock, thus providing their feilow 

Biibis with matenal as weil as moral support. This eventuaily resulted in the formation of 

a Bibi cornmunity whose members came from many different regions and diverse 

In the course of îhis gathering, Mulla Husayn ordered the Bâbis to collect ail the 

property they brought. He also bade them to discard al1 their possessions. As Nabil 

relates, Mulla Husayn addressed the Babis with the following words: 

Leave behind al1 your belongings, and content yourself only with your 
steeds and swords, that aii may witness your renunciation of al1 earthiy 
things, and may realize that this litde band of God's chosen cornpanions has 

%abil. The Duwn-Breakers, 340. See Aman and Hatcher, "Western islamic Scholarship 
and Bahi'i Origins," 42-43. 

z~ccounts of the total number of Bibis at Shaykh Tabani differ widely. initidly there 
were no more than 300 men who lollowed Mulla Husayn on arriva1 at Shaykh Tabani. However, 
after the news of this event spread, the Bais of the neighboruig villages joined. The probable 
total number of Bàb?s who participated hen, as estirnaced by Momen, was 537 Babis. The 
govemrnent assumed that the total number of Babk was 1 5 0  men, so they had justification to 
suppress the movernent. See Momen, 'The Social Basis of the Babi Upheavals in Iran (1848- 
1853):' 163-64. See also Bayat, Mydcism and D k n t ,  1 19. 



no desire to safeguard its own property, much less to covet the property of 
athers?' 

Mulla msayn's statement and the practices prevailing at the shrine of Shaykh 

Tabarsi have k e n  interpreted by some scholars as propagating the foundation of a society 

based on a "cornmon ownership of property."28 The BZbis were even nunored to have 

established a "socialist" or bbcommunistp' society2' This conclusion is to a large extent an 

exaggeration in the sense that this analysis is founded only on economic basis. It seems to 

disregard the spirit apparently embedded in Mulla Husayn's statement. The statement was 

perhaps intended by Mulla Husayn to encourage the cornmitment of the Bibis in 

defending their faith. 

With the gathering of such a large number of Bibis around the shnne. the local 

Muslim population felt insecure and threatened. They attacked the Babis and tned to 

drive them away. When the Bàbis wanted to counter-attack, Mulla Husayn forbade them. 

From the beginning Mulla Husayn had prohibited the Bibis from initiating an offensive 

strike against their attackers." In short, the Bab% seem to have adopted a defensive 

strategy in their encounter with the local popuiation. 

In addition to Mullâ Ejusayn, Quddüs played an important role in this Bab7 revolt. 

QuddÜs appears to have become a key figure providing guidance to the BFib?s. Before he 

joined the BZb?s at the shrine, he was under artest by Mirza M@ammad Ta@, but then 

n ~ a b i l ,  Tlre Dawn-Breakers, 329. 

28 Ivanov. "Babi Upcisings," 521. 

%ayat, MYS~~C~SM and Dissent. I 19. See Momen (ed.), The Babiand BahiiReligim, 5 

%ee Nabil, The Dmvn-Breakers, 330. 



was released on the insistence of the Bibis. The Bibis at the fort became increasingly 

strong. Both religious and political authorities viewed the gathering as a senous threat?' 

On hearing that govemment troops were approaching the fort, Quddüs is reported 

to have said: 

Never since our occupation of this fort have we under any circumstances 
attempted to dinct offensive against our opponent. Not until they unchained 
their attack upon us did we arise to defend our lives. Had we chenshed the 
ambition of waging holy war against thern, had we harbored the least 
intention of achieving ascendancy through the power of our arms over the 
unbelievers, we should not, until this day, have remained besieged within 
these walls." 

QuddÜs is also reported to have addressed his cornpanions with such words as: 

You should show forth-exemplary renunciation, for such behavior on your 
part will exalt our Cause and redound to its glory. Anything short of 
complete detachment WU but serve to tarnish the puriiy of its name and to 
obscure its splendor. Pray the Almighty to gant that even to your last hour 
He may graciously assist you to contribute your share to the exaltation of 
His   ai th." 

31~a'id al-'Wamà' is reported to have sent a letter to NeIr al-D7n Shah, informing him 
that "the standard of revolt has been raised by the contemptible sect of the BXs." He also asked 
the Shah to take definite actions and send govemment troops to put down this movement as it 
threatened the sovereignty of the dynasty and the influence of the 'ulama. See Nabil, The Dawn- 
Breakers, 358-359. 

32~abil, nie DM-Breakers, 396. The quotation of speeches and the use of rhetorical 
devices in Nabil's narrative are problernatic. Nabil does not provîde the exact chahs of 
authorities tluough which he received these speeches. The exact wordings can also be doubted. It 
seems that the speeches quoted by Nabil may have oot ken  those of Mulla msayn or QuddÜs. 
Rather, these speeches seem to have represented what Nabil wishes to Say in order to show the 
genuine attitude of the Bàbis towards the goveniment and the 'ulama. Moreover, this impties that 
these rhetorical devices are used to defend the Bàbis against the accusation of king hostile, 
revolutioniuies, and fanatics. See Walbridge, "Document and Narrative Sources." 



The defensive nature of the Bab7 revolt in Mazandaran may be justified by the fact 

that the BSbis were far fiom any village. Their number was also too smaü when compared 

to the many government troops sent by the Shah. The troops were equipped with heavy 

weapons and artillery, whiie the Bàb3 were armed primarily with swords. The 

govemment did not hesitate to send wave after wave of well trained soldiea to eliminate 

the e ibis." 

However, the government troops did not find it an easy task to crush the Bab%. 

The confiict, which Iasted for seven months (October 1848-May 1 Mg), only ended with 

an offer from the leader of the government troops to make a peace agreement. Swearing 

on the Qur'Zn, the govemment forces promised not to molest or harm the BZbis if they 

wished to suspend their resistance. The Bibis suspected that this offer was reaily a 

government tactic to defeat them. They also suspected the integrity of the govemment's 

pledge. However, the BZbis accepted the pledge in order to exhibit their good faith and to 

not initiate a war. 

Once the Bibis acceded the govemment's request, the soldien began to attack 

them, breaking their promise at a tirne when the Bàbis were not prepared to react. In this 

incident alone, about one hundred and seventy three Bibis were killed, including the 

leading Bibis such Mulla Ijusayn and Quddûs, and some other Letters of the ~ i v i n ~ . "  

%s far as Bibi sources indicate, the Bàbk appear to have never initiated a war agdinst 
the government. This position is &O justified by the fact that they did not formulate overall or 
'national' strategy to conduct an offensive war. However, the govemment considered the Baa? 
resistance and provocation (e.g. constructing fortification and making swords) as acts of 
initiating a war and threatening the political establishment. 

"abil gives a list of one hundred and seventy three Bibis killed in this revolt. The list 
aiso names the martyrs who came h m  various villages. Nabil, The Dmvn-Breakers, 414-426. 
See also Afnan and Hatcher, "Western Islamic Scholarship and Baba3 Ongins," 42-43. 



The Revolt in NaynZ 

The revolt at N a m  took place during the months of May and June, 1850. The 

figure who played the key role in it was Sayyid Yahyà Darabi, who upon his conversion 

in 1845 was given the title Va@d by the ~ i b ?  While in Tehran in l265/1849, he heard 

news of the conflict between the Bibis and the government troops at the shrine of Shaykh 

Tabarsi. He intended to go to Mazandaran, but was infonned by the future BahZ'ullah that 

the road to the town was blocked by govemment troops. Instead, Va@d went to visit 

Qum, Kashan, Isfahan and Yazd. In these towns, he successfully converted a number of 

prominent notables and 'ulama. His activities and sermons however were opposed by 

some 'dama as well as by the governor at that time, Aga Khin ~ravirii?' 

In May 1850, VaIjid retumed to Nafiz, arriving there by the end of the month. Al1 

of his fnends and relatives greeted and honored hi~n.~~ From the pulpit of the mosque he 

delivered a speech in which he said: 

My sole purpose in coming to Nayiiz in to proclairn the Cause of God. I 
thank and gloriQ Him for having enabled me to touch your hearts with His 
Message. No need for me to tarry any longer in your rnidst, for if 1 prolong 
my stay, I feu that the governor will ill-treat you because of me. He may 

'%ayyid Yahyi Darabi was the son of one of the most famous 'dama of the time, Sayyid 
la'far D ~ a b i ,  known as Kashti. Sayyid Yahyâ Darabi studied theology, but he was not a Shaykh? 
before his conversion to Babism In 1845, he was sent by the Shah to investigate the validity of 
the Bâb's claim. However, his encounter and interview with the Bib eventudly led him to pay 
allegiance to the Bab. See Moojan Momen, "Darabi, Seyyed Y a h y c  Elr vii, 10. 

" ~ e e  Nabil, The Dawn-Breakers, 465-70; Momen, "Darabi, Seyyed Yahyi," 10. The 
sources for the revolt at Nayfiz are rare. Aithough containing inaccuracies in date of events, 
Nabil's narrative provides a somewhat detailed information with regard to the chronology of the 
event in Nayiiz. 

3here wen about a thousand perrons gathering and listening to Vatjld's preaching. 
Nabil, The Dm-Breakers, 478. 



seek reinforcement from Shiraz and destroy your homes and subject you to 
untold indignities?g 

In this city, Va@d gained much popularity, and had a large following. Upon his 

mival, there was tension between V@d and the governor, Zûyn aLbAbidin K h k .  The 

govemor asked hirn to leave the city, but the Bibis did not allow hirn to go and gave him 

their support. The Bibis assured V*id that they would face whatever hardships was 

aw aiting them. 

The govemor then planned to arrest V@id. h order to achieve his goal, he 

recruited a thousand well-trained soldiers, consisting of both cavalry and infmtry. They 

were equipped with a large number of munitions. When V@id lemed of the plans of the 

govemor, he ordered the %b?s to occupy the fort of Khzja. This fort is situated in the 

vicinity of the Chinar-Sukhti quarter, outside Nayiïz. Va@d also asked Shaykh Hidi to 

comrnand their forces, and ordered the Bibis to further fortib their strongholds. They 

also strengthened their defenses and built a water-cistem? 

The Bibis were soon besieged by govemment forces. When the army launched its 

attacks, some Biibis chose to abandon Vaifid, and join the government forces, fearing for 

their own lives. Under the commid of 'Ali Asghar Khàn, the brother of the governor, 

the troops once more attacked the defenders of the fort. There were at least three BZbïs 

killed in this conflict. However, the superior government force was unable to defeat the 

srnail number of Bab% who were, as in Mazandaran, m e d  primarily with swords. Not 

" ~ e e  Nabil, The Dawn-Breakers, 479-80; Baiyuzi. The Bab, 179. 

'ONabil, The Dmun- Breakers, 48 1. 



only did the attack prove unsuccessful in eliminating the Bibi forces, 'M Asghar K h k  

was himself killed in this incident."' 

Having failed to cmsh the Bab% at Nayiiz, the govemor suspended his attacks and 

sent a message to VGd. The leader of the government forces offered a cease-fi in order 

to persuade Va@d to leave the fort and to rneet with hirn." Va@d wûs well aware of the 

deviousness of this offering. However, he walked out in person with five companions into 

the camp of his enemies, where he was received for three days with great ceremony. But 

it was with such tactics as these that the government planned to eliminate the B&?s who 

were occupying the fort. The govemment pressed and tried to compel Va@d to wnte a 

message to bis followers, and to assure them that they should leave the fortress and retum 

to their homes. Va@d attempted to incite his companions against the govemment troops 

in a second letter, but this letter was never delivered to his fellow Bibis. Thus, within a 

month, the Bàbis at Nay& who defended the fort of Khija were to experience the same 

fate as those at the shrine of Shaykh Tabarsi. 

A few days later, V@d and his companions were killed. Va@d was molested in 

the streets of Nayiiz, and subjected to indignities at the hands of govemment troops. 

When the government soldien went back to Shiraz, they brought with them women and 

children as prisoners, raising the heads of the murdered Biibis on their bayonetd3 

 a ab il, The Dawn-Breakers, 482-83. 

42 Nabil, The Dawn-Breakers. Ahan and Hatcher. "Western Islamic Scholarship and 
Bahà? Origins," 43. 

43 Balyuzi, The Bu%, L 8 1-82. 



Three years later, i.e. in December 1853, there was another battie in Nayk. This 

time the main fighting occurred in the hills outside Nayk, where the Bab7s took up 

positions and defended themselves against the troops. At the end of this conflict there was 

another general massacre, and the heads of some 200 Biibis were sent to Shiraz, as well as 

several hundred Bab: women and children and about 80 Bibi male prisoners.a 

The Revolt in Zaqjan 

The Bibi revolt in Zanjan occurred between May 1850 and January 185 1. Zanjan 

is not a very large city, but it is situated in a rich agricultural region and on the main road 

from Tabriz to Tehran, nearer the former." At b j a n ,  a large proportion of the 

population had become foliowers of the Bab, primarily tbrough the efforts of Mulla 

Muhammad 'Ali ZanjZ, known as Hujat. He was an influentid akhbüi 'alim of that 

town? 

The Zanjan revolt was spurred by the oppressive policies of the govemor of 

Zanjan, Aniir Aslân Khk Majd al-Dawla. He was among those who had attended the 

triai of the Bab in Tabriz. From the beginning of the formation of the Babi community in 

Zanjan, the govemor had airned at suppressing it in order to eliminate disturbances, such 

as what happened in Mazandaran. Conflict was also caused by the agitation of the 'ulama 

44 Momen. ''The Social Basis of the Babi Upheavals in Iran (1848-1853)," 167. 

4 *eter Avery, Modrrn Im, 58. 

%ull~ Muiymmad 'Ali ZanjZrii , was already an 'boutspoken and controversial member 
of the ulama befon his  conversion, and whose own special regard for the poor and for strict 
observance of Islarnic law suggest a stroag commitment to refom" Smith, ''MilIenarianism in 
the Babi and Baha'i Religions," 247. 



of Zanjan against ~ujjat?' The conflict was then exacerbated by the governor's policy of 

dividing the town into two distinct quarters, B5bk on the one hand and non-Biibis on the 

other. Every single member of the city had to decide to which group he belonged. After 

this division, the Bab? quarter under the leadership of Hujjat was filled with about three 

thousand men, women, and ~h i ld ren .~~  The aim behind this division was clear: to make it 

easy for the govemor to identify the BZbis and to eventually destroy thern?' 

In the meantime, Hujjat issued an order to the Bibis to take control of the fort of 

'AG Mardan K h h .  The Bab% then began to collect a large stock of ammunition and 

weapons. Finding that the Bibis had becorne stronger and were ready to strike, the 

government began sending troops at the request of the Muslim population. The fust 

attack by government troops against the Babis occurred on July 1, 1850. From this tirne 

onward, the government continuously sent wave after wave of amies to attack the Babis 

who effectively defended themselves within the f o d O  

While this conflict between the Biibls and the govemment troops got underway in 

Zanjan, the Bibis heard that the Bab had been executed in Tabriz on orders from Aniir 

47 John Walbridge, ''The Babi Uprising in Zanjan: Causes and Issues," IS 29:3-4 (1996): 
353. Som of the important sources for the Bibi revoit in Zanjan include Nabil. The Dawn- 
Breakers, 527-581, on pages 580-581 of which Nabil mentions the authorities through which he 
obtained information; 'Abd al-Mad Zanjin.7, "Personal Reminiscences of the Babi insurrection 
in Zanjan in 1850," 76 1-827; and M i  Husayn-i-Zanjhi' s Tân'Wz-i- Vaq@i ' -i-Znnjân, the 
manuscript of which exists in Tehran, WBA 20468.1 do not have access to the last mentioned. 

%mith, "Millenarianisrn in the Babi and Baha'i Religion," 247. See also Aman and 
Hatcher, "Western Islamic Scholarship and Baha'i Ongins," 43-44. 

'%albridge, "The Babi Uprising in Zanjan," 353. Nabil, The Dmun-Breakers, 543-44; 
'AM ai-Ahad Zanjàni, "Personal Rerniniscences of the Babi Insurrection in Zanjan in 1850," 
787. 

Walbridge, ' n i e  Babi Uprising in Zanjan," 354-355. 



Kab'ir, the prime minister? This news seems to have added fuel to the Bab1 spirit in their 

defense against the govemment's attacks. But as heavier guns were brought in, the Biibis 

were eventudy dnven backOs2 

Although the BXs were still able to resist, they graduaiiy lost strength and 

eventuaiiy resistance declined. However, the government troops proved unsuccessful in 

defeating them." Therefore, their leader decided to follow the same tactics used at the 

shrine of Shaykh Tabarsi and Nayfiz. He offered a proposa1 for peace, and swore on the 

Qur'Zn that the Shah would forgive them. He guaranteed the safety and life of those who 

would leave the fort. Although wujjat suspected the govemment's words, he sent a 

delegation consisting of nine young children and men over eighty to the camp of the 

commander? 

At this point, the govemment troops attacked and captured the male Bibis, and 

arrested the children and wornen at the house of Sayyid Abu al-Q%im, the ieading 

mujtahid of the town. They were either put to death, or brought to Tehran, except those 

prisoners who were regarded as persons of no importance? 

''~manat, Resurrection and Renewal, 396. 

n~albridge, "The Babi UpWing in mjan," 354-355. 

n~albridge, "The Babi Uptising in Zanjan." 356. 

%alyuzi, The Ba%, 186. Waibridge, "The Babi Uprising in Zanjan," 352. Nabil, The 
Duwn-Breukers, 5554-5; 'Abd al-AIyd ZanjS, "Personal Reminiscences of the Bàbi 
Insurrection in Zanjan in 1850," 809-1 1. 

'%albridge, 'The Babi Uprising in Zanjan," 35657. 



C. The Reiigious Ba& of the B5bl Revolts 

The Bab; revolts embodied many interrelated dimensions. It is important to 

discuss the revolts in light of the milienariaoist perspective, religious motives, and the 

paradigm of Karbala'. These three dimension were inherent in the Bab7 movement, 

particularly its revolts, and were strongly connected with each other. 

From the point of view of its doctrine, Bàbisrn may be regarded as a millenarian 

movement, and the revolts launched by the Bâbis therefore may be seen as millenarian 

revolts. From a theoretical perspective, millenarian revolts can occur when one or more of 

the foUowing situations prevail. The fmt is when there is a situation of distress or 

disorientation in a society, and when such a situation develops and increases from time to 

tirne. The second is when a society in which such as movement exists is deeply 

committed to its religious world-view, and when the religious ideas held by that society 

provide denar ian  themes. The third is when an individual or group of individuals, 

obsessed with "salvationist fantasies", succeeds in establishing charismatic leadership 

over a social movement? To put it in another way, millenarian movements and revolts 

have arisen only in countries or arnong groups in which religion determines and 

dominates the total world outlook, and in penods when the political and religious aspects 

of society remah undifferentiated. 

The S%? community of Iran in the nineteenth c e n w  can be regarded as a 

traditional society in the sense that it had not yet been affected by what came to be known 

as "modern" or 'Western" ideas, which proposed a complete separation of religion and 

%Guenter Lewy, "Revolution." ER 12: 376. For hider discussion, see Guenter Lewy, 
Religion and Revolution (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974). 246. 



politics. In the same sense, the rnembers of that society were deeply committed to 

religious doctrines, namely Shi'ism. in such a society, religion is relatively difficult to 

differentiate from other dimensions of social life, such as poiitics. Therefore, any 

movement, which is inspired by religious beliefs and contains a miilenarian leaning often 

has political significance. The Bàbi movement at the time undoubtedly contained 

millenarian elernents, thus threatening the established religious and political authorities. 

At this point, conflict between the Biibis and the state became inevitable. since the former 

to a certain extent adopted politicai goals, although not openly, while the latter always 

perceived the movement as a threat to their own authority." 

In most cases, and as a generai rule, the leader of a millenarian movement or 

revolt is the bearer of a chiliastic prophecy, and is therefore a prophet, or at least the one 

who claims prophecy. The prophet nomally seeks and attncts a following because of his 

ethical and religious teachings. With respect to the Bab7 movement, one cannot dispute 

that the Bab himself was a charismatic individual who in 1848 clairned for himself, and 

was believed by his followers, to be the bearer of prophetic revelation, a claim which had 

k e n  preceded a few years earlier by his assertion that he was the gate to the Hidden 

Imam. And in each case. it is important to emphasize, the Bab laid claim to absolute 

religious authority. 

In all his complexity, the Bab served as a "syrnbolic figurehead" to the Bab; 

movement, a symbol which was wielded by his disciples in his absence. This was also the 

case with other Bibi leaders, whose charismatic quality was derived from their piety and 

sanctity. Smith has suggested that the charismatic authority of the leader lay generally in a 

%ee Smith, "Millenarianism in the Babi and Baha'i Religions." 232-U3. 



"daim to messianic or prophetic status, and this c l a h  may be made personally by the 

leader or ascribed to him by other~."'~ 

Therefore, inherent in the millenarian themes of the Biibi movement was Babi 

charismatic leadership. The Bibi leaders played a considerable role piirticularly in 

deteminhg the ''political posture and orientation" of the movement. We can discern this 

in the Bab? revolt at the shrine of Shaykh Tabarsi, for example, where Mulla Husayn as 

well as QuddÜs played salient roles as the directing min& fomulating Bibi sûategy in 

defence against government troops. It can be said that their leadership in the movements 

was in dl practical terms charismatic. The authority of these charismatic leaders was 

accepted because their followers believed in their extraordinary quaiity. Therefore, 

because their followers perceived and valued them in such a way, these leaders were "set 

apart from ordinary men and treated as endowed with supematural, superhuman, or at 

least specifically exceptionai powers or qualities."sg 

Another aspect embodied in the millenarian Bab7 revolt was religious syrnbols 

employed by its leaders mostiy as a means to simpliw the nature and orientation of the 

movement. in religiously inspired millenarian revolts, the role of religious syrnbols is 

particularly important. They can provide a blueprint of identity, inspiration and mode of 

conduct. In this respect, Ajomand has noted that "religious symbolism c m  significantly 

affect both the causes and the consequences of revolutions: they can provide motives for 

revolutionary action, as weli as the actors' idiom for understanding their own action, and 

%nith, "Millenarianism in the Babi and Baha'i Religions," 234-235. 

'%fax Weber, nie nteory of Social und Economic Organi&on, tram. AM. Henderson 
and Talcott Parson (New York, 1964). 358-359. 



cm provide the repertory of the value-ideas that are selectively institutionalized by 

revol~tions."~ 60 cm be seen in the Mazandaran revolt, for example, the employment of 

such symbols was quite clear. The use of a green turban by Mulla msayn and the raising 

of the Black Standard in the Bibi march from Khurasan to Mazandaran point to the 

significance of religious symbols. These symbols also served to provide motive, a 

fighting spirit, and to some extent, religious and political justification for the revolts. As 

will be seen later, another symbolic motif employed by the B5bT leaders was the 

martyrdom of Imam Husayn. 

Ln addition to milienarianism, the religious bais of Babism can clearly be 

obsewed in the way the movement was disserninated ihroughout Iran and in the course of 

the BZbi revolts. First of dl, the role of the Bàbi "religious class" was important in the 

early phase of development. As is generally known, the early disciples of the Bab (the 

eighteen Letters of the Living) were mostiy 'uiama or seminarians who had been the 

students of Sayyid e i m  Rashfi, the ShaykE leader. The Letters of the Living and other 

followers of the Bab zealously spread the doctrine from town to town and from village to 

village. 

Although they often faced severe opposition fiom the orthodox 'ulama and the 

goveniment, they seem to have been successN in converting a number of persons to 

Babism, including 'ulama and other notables. According to Momen, "those converted to 

Babism were drawn from ail social classes with a preponderance fium the 'ulama, who 

60 Arjomand, ''Millemial Beliefs, Hieromtic Authority , and Revolution in Shi ' ite Iran," 
219. 



also provided the leadership of the rno~ernent."~' This was also evident in the case of 

Hujjat's conversion. which was foliowed by that of a large number of his own foilowers, 

thus leading to the formation of the Bibi community in Zanjan. He himself was a leading 

'h of his town. SUnilarly, the religious preaching of V*d, who also came from a 

reiigious farnily and background, also shows that this movement attracted many followers 

and converts on the bais of its religious teachings. 

in short, it can therefore be said that the most important factor that led to the 

conversion of many to Babism seems to have been the belief in the Bab's claims and 

teachings, which they believed to be revelation from God. If there is evidence that social, 

economic and political motives played a role in this conversion, these can be said to be 

secondary to the religious rn0tives.6~ 

Browne observes that a signifiant religious motivation was embodied in the Bab; 

revolts, and argues that the Bàbis who actively battled against the govenunent troops at 

the shnne of Shaykh Tabani, Zanjan, NayG and elsewhere were stniggling to establish 

what is called a ''Bibi theocracy and a reign of the saints on earth.'"3 Whatever the exact 

politicai goals of the Biibis in their revolts rnight have been, one cannot deny the 

significance of religious feeling in the hearts of the Bibis. From the religio-psychologica1 

6'~omen, 'The Social Basis of the Babi Upheavals in Iran (1848- 1853); 179. 

62 As Momen points out, the majonty of Bâbïs, particularly the Bab himself and other 
leading figures of the Bibi movement, had a stmng religious commitment. Momen, T h e  Social 
Basis of the Babi Upheavals in Iran (1848-1853): 180. According to Amanat, the merchants and 
artisans converted to Babism form only a small minorîty. Amanat, Resurrection and Renewul, 
360. 

%. G. Browne. Materials for the Srudy of the Bubi Religion (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1918), xv. 



viewpoint, the BZ6s seem to have felt that they were obliged by their faith to defend their 

beiief. Browne admits that the interest of the BSbis was for the most part "the triumph of 

their faith, not in any projects of social or political r e f ~ r m . " ~  

W e  Browne seems to have emphasized the importance of the religious impulse 

underlying the Bibi revolts, M. S. Ivanov perceives the revolts from another perspective. 

I v m v  maintains that there was a social and economic basis which underpinned the 

religious format of the Bzbi movement and revolts. The bais of his analysis seerns to 

have been the fact that "the moving forces behind the BZbi uprisings were the pesants, 

artisan, urban poor, and small t r a d e ~ - ~ e o ~ l e . ~ ' ~ ~  

According to Ivanov, the Babi revolts seem to have been predominantiy 

characterized by an economic motif. Ivanov lays stress on the anti-feudal attitude of the 

Bibis, the struggle against exploitation, and demands for the abolition of private property, 

the equality of al1 people, and a comrnon ownership of property in the realm of the Bibi 

state? These features seem to have existed in the Bibi movement, paaicularly in the 

revoit at the shrine of Shaykh Tabarsi. hdeed, Ivanov seems to derive his conclusion 

fiom the stances of the Babis in the fort of Mazandaran, as explained earlier. However, 

one may argue that these features were secondary to the fact that the Bibis in 

Mazandaran, under the leadership of M d à  Husayn and Quddüs, were living in severe 

isolation and were oppressed by govenunent troops. The order of Mulla Husayn to BZbIs 

to collect their property does not necessady indicate that he intended to establish what 

%rowne. Muterials for the Study of the Babi Religion, xv. 

qvanov, "Babi Uprisings," 52 1. 

?vanov, "Babi Uprisings," 521. See also McElwee, The Baha'i Faith, 34. 



some scholars c d  a bbsocialist" or even "comrnunist" society. In short, it may be said that 

these terms are anachronistic and were far from the Bibis' thinking. 

MacEoin also sees the predorninance of religious motives at the shrine of Shaykh 

Tabarsi as weil as elsewhere. He even argues that there was an element of jihid 

underlying the B&?sT spirit in their revolts. However, it is important to note that the Bibi 

leaders at Shaykh Tabarsi did not instruct the B X s  to initiate an offensive war against 

the troops or the population. The Bibi attacks were basically in the fonn of a "defensive 

jih&P6' In view of this, the B5bis seem to have been well aware of their smdl numbers 

compared to that of the government troops. They had no other choice than to fight as 

martyrs. Their desire to be martyrs, as defenders of the true faith, was also motivated by 

the roie of martyrdom as an important element in StG7 piety. Therefore they wished to die 

in a holy defeat. 

Parallel and inherent in this religious motive is the ethos of social justice. As 

previously mentioned, the Bab basically recognized the temporal rulers as legitimate as 

long as the latter obeyed the laws ordained by the Bab, and submitted to the cause of the 

Bâb. The Bab1 acceptance of the Iegitimacy of temporal d e n  was also on the condition 

that the latter would not act oppressively towards the population. This shows, as Ammat 

points out, that "at the heact of the Bab1 ethos was a spirit of rebellion against social 

injustice and moral mischief, for which the B5bis held both the d e r  and the 'ulama 

re~ponsible.'~~ 

m~acEoin, 'The Babi Concept of Holy War," 1 17. 

68 Amanat, Resurrection and Renewal, 407. 



It is also interesting to observe the religious element in the Nayfiz and Zanjan 

revolts. Scholars such as Momen and Smith share the same opinion with respect to the 

nature and situation of Nayfiz and Zanjan. They maintain that there was a certain 

resemblance between the two in ternis of the extent of religious conversion to Babism 

pnor to the rev01ts.~~ Conversion was caused by the influence of Va@d on Nayfiz and 

Hujjat on Zmjan, who enjoyed popularity and great respect from the population. It is not 

surprishg that their conversion to Babism contnbuted to the rapid expansion of the 

movement and to the formation of a Bibi comrnunity in each town. 

Another resemblance may be found in the nature of the revolts in these towns. 

Momen points out that the Zanjan and N a g z  incidents were "locaiized urban upheavals 

centered on one charismatic personality who had been converted to Babism and 

succeeded in attracting a large portion of the populace of the town to a new mo~ernent"'~ 

with no support from the neighboring peasantry or from the Bibis of other regions. The 

urban nature of the revolt in Zanjan is also demonstrated by the large nurnber of "the 

poor, the traders of the bazaar, the sadat, and the students," who participated there?' 

However, it is to be noted that the leaders of the revolts were still "Bibi 'ulama." 

Both Momen and Walbridge distinguish these two revolts from the one at the 

shnne of Shaykh Tabarsi. The B5bis in the latter case were not a "pre-existent group but 

were an ad hoc band of reiigious enthusiasts gathered around the charismatic leadership 

%ee Momen, 'The Social Basis of the Babi Upheavals in h (1848-1853)," 179; 
Smith, "Millenarianism in the Babi and Baha'i Religions," 246. See also Smith and Momen, 
'The Baa? Movernent: A Resource Mobüization Perspective." 6 1.  

7 %domen, 'The Social Basis of the Babi Upheavals in Iran (18484853)." 173, 

'hmanat, Resurrection and Renewul, 358. 



of Mulla Husayn and ~ u d d ü s . ' ~  Momen States that the revolt at the sbrine constituted a 

"definite challenge to the existing order," involving active, large scale Bab? participation 

from al1 parts of Iran, its participants representing a i l  different niral and urban groupings 

in the country."73 With this cornparison, Momen seems to imply that the revolt at Shaykh 

Tabarsi displayed pure celigious rn~tives,'~ and was marked by the fact that the 

participants of the Biibi uprising there included Bibis of a variety of occupation. but 

mostly  lama.'^ Walbridge argues that the Biibis at Shaykh Tabars? "were united only by 

religion, and their fighting had a much more symbolic ~haracter."'~ Smith also elabocates 

on how different the situations were at Nayiiz and Zanjan from that at the shrine of 

Shaykh Tabarsi. In the fxst two, as Smith notes, the Bibis' 

also tended to show their distinctive identity as Bibis 

movement in these towns were prominent personalities; and 

before the Bab7 revolts, due to the antagonism of the local 

concentration was high; they 

openly; the leaders of the 

the local tensions had existed 

'dama and the comption of 

local govemors ." 

Despite some different features, the nvolts at 

Nayfiz and Zanjan can be perceived from the perspective 

the shrine of Shaykh .barsi, 

of the advent of the Mahdi. The 

n~albridge, 'The Babi Uprising in Zanjan," 36 1; Momen, 'The Socid Basis of the Babi 
Upheavais in h," 173. 

*~omen,  'The Social Basis of the Babi Upheavais in Iran (1848-1853)," 173 

"Momen, 'The Social Bais of the Babi Upheavais in Iran (18484 SB)," 173 

" ~ e e  Amanat, Resurrection and Renewal, 358. 

'%albridge, The Babi Uprising in Zanjan,'' 36 1. 

n Smith, 4'Millenarianism m the Babi and Baha'i Religions," 247-8. 



B a s ,  whose beliefs originated in SEbism, believed that the Mahdi would corne to 

liberate the earth from injustice and corruption. These revolts were also used by the Bàbis 

"as measures of self-defense against the attacks of their enemies, but only to a very minor 

extent as a means of bringing about political or social ref~rm."'~ 

This defensive attitude was therefore another aspect of the Bibi revolts. It seems 

clear that there was no obvious intention on the part of the Bàbis to take power from the 

ruiing auth~rities?~ This can be seen from the fact that there was no overail strategy to 

organize Bab1 revolts at the national level. Rather, the revolts were relatively local in 

scaie and defensive in nature. The defensive nature of the Bibi revolts was also 

deiermined by the absence of clear instructions from the Bib himself or the Bibi leaders. 

Although the wearing of a green turban and the raising of the Black Standard might have 

symbolicalfy represented the propagation of war, it is evident however that the Biibis' aim 

in their march westward was probably to help the Bab escape from prison. Had they not 

been regarded as a threat to the political authority, and ihus been suppressed, the Bibis 

wouid never have mounted their revolts in Mazandaran, Nayiz or Zanjan. 

Frorn this perspective, one may question Bayat's argument that the Bàbis showed 

hostility towards the established religious and political order. As far as the sources 

indicate, it seems that "hostility" came rather from those of the 'dama and state who 

collaborated in reacting against the Bibis, as previously shown. It is probable that some 

BZbis envisaged the possibiiity of establishing some kind of independent Bab1 kingdom 

"~omen, T h e  Social Basis of the Babi Upheavals in iran (1848-1853)," 180. 

-albridge. 'The Babi Upnsing in Zanjan," 352. Nabii. Ine Dm-Breakers, 546, 553. 
'Abd ai-*ad ZmjaRi", "Personal Reminiscences of the B&Ï bisurrection in Zanjan in 1850," 
791,810-81 1. 



or state. However, it cannot be denied that the Bab himself never once seems to have 

instmcted the Bibis to wage an offensive jihcui against the govemment, although some 

B X s  might have been hoping for such instructions from the Bab while he was in prison. 

As Smith points out, in the absence of the Bàb's order, the Bibls who fought at the shrine 

of Shaykh Tabarsi, Nayiiz and Zanjan seem to have regarded themselves as "re- 

experiencing the heroic sacrifice of Karbala'; dying as martyrs heralding the new age of 

the  ahd di."" 

As such, the episode of Karbala', the battie at which ixnh Husayn together with a 

small band of his followers, died fighting the forces of the corrupt Umayyad regime, 

constitutes an important paradigrnatic element of the spirit behind the Bibi revolts. In 

addition, the Bibi spirit was also stirred by the news of the Bab's execution. As is 

generally held, the killing of a prominent leader can cause, and even intensify fighting. 

Thenfore, the murder of the Bàb by the government army in fact added impetus to the 

on-going revolts in Zanjan. 

In addition, the martyrdom of Imam Husayn served as a model for the behavior of 

believers. The Bibis portrayed Imam Husayn as having rejected temporal authority in 

favor of political revolt. Thus, his movement was a religiously motivated rebellion, that 

was necessitated by the ethical and religious corruption of the Umayyads. His action, 

thenfore, provided a model of political dissent that must be foiiowed when similar 

circurnstances anse. 

In this regard, it is important to discem how the Shi%, and the Babis in particular, 

perceived history. They seem to have regarded history not as events of the pst ,  but as 

80 Smith, "Miiienariauism in the Babi and Baha'i Religions," 248. 



something alive and ever present. Human history is pictured by the S E %  generally as a 

continuous sûuggle between the forces of evil and the forces of good. Moreover, as 

Lawson argues, the Bab, as a SE3 Musiim, perceived the history of the Muslim 

community as symbolic?' The events of the p s t  symbolized certain moral messages that 

were inherent and dive in every Bibi. They had their own part to play in Ski? memory. 

In view of this, the Biibis who struggled at Mazandaran, Na*. Zanjan and elsewhere 

perceived the tragedy of Karbali' and the martyrdom of h i m  Husayn as a symbol of the 

struggle of an oppressed community against a compt d e r .  The Imam Husayn himself 

was regarded by the SWs as a religio-political symbol in their every-day iives. 

Moreover, the example of the martyrs of Karbala', particularly the martyrdom of imam 

Wsayn "would have shaped the Bibis' attitudes towards the fighting, giving it a deeply 

symbolic quality, and steeled them for death and inevitable but holy defeat."82 

" ~ o d d  Lawson, 'The Structure of Existence in the Bab's Tafsir and the Perfect Man 
Motif," 88; Heinz Halm Shi'a Islam: From Religion to Revolution, 16. See also Mary Hegland. 
'Two Images of Husayn: Accommodation and Revolution in an Iranian Village." in Religion und 
Politics Ni Iran: Shiism froa Quietism to Revolution, ed. Nikki R. Keddie, 225-226; Azim Nanji. 
The  Imam Husayn: His Role as Paradigm," al-Sera'r 12 (1986): 188-194; Abdulaziz 
Abdulhussein Sachedina, The Etemal Meaning of the Imam FJusaynTs Martyrdom," al-Serti? 12 
( 1986): 195-206. 

%2~albridge, 'The Babi Uprising in Zanjan," 359. See also Smith and Momen. 'The 
Babi movernent: A Resource Mobilization Perspective," 69. Amir-Moeui notes that. "in al- 
Husayn's seal, the third, was written: 'Do batde, kill and be killed! Rise up in a group for 
martyrdom, for they will know martyrdom only with you.' These words give a view of the matter 
that is far from that of a revoit conceming politicai or social demds. Even up to the present day 
militant Sbl'ism has continued to justifj its activities religiously by the case of Imàm Husayn and 
the battie of Karbala with out-of-context use, as ideological necessities suggest, of sorne of h i m  
Husayn's words and actions." Amir-Moezzi, The Divine Guide in Eorly S h i ' h ,  67. 



Concluding Note 

We have seen that the conflicts between the Babis and the government troops 

inevitably occurred because each side acted on the basis of its own perspective. The 

govemment atternpted to eürninate the danger of the Bibi doctrine and movement. They 

saw the movement as threatening the stability of the state. On the part of the Bib?s, they 

had no choice other than to defend themselves and to fight in the name of their faith. 

They had an excellent mode1 in the martyrdom of Imam Husayn. Despite the fact that the 

Bab had proclaimed a new dispensation, and the 'ulama condemned the Bab and the 

Bibis as apostates fiom Islam, the Bab% still regarded Imam Husayn as an archetype 

worthy of emulation. That is the Biibis saw themselves as the true Muslims. The nature of 

the conflict was defensive on the part of the B X S ~  and aggressive on that of the 

government. Although social discontent prevailing at that time might have contributed to 

the conflicts between the BZbis and the state, the religious basis as well as the pmdigm 

of Karbala' can best explain the motives underlying the Bibi revolts. Ln view of this, 

religious symbolism played an important role in the Bab1 movement, just as at the same 

t h e  the Baa7s viewed their stmggle as a reenactment of the tragedy of Karbala'. 



Conclusion 

The nse of the Bibi movement (1260/1844) coincided with the thousandth anniversary of 

the occultation of the Twelfth Imam in 260/873-4. The rapid growth of the movement 

was fueled primarily by the Shi? rnessianic belief in the advent of the Hidden Imam, the 

Bab's reiigious teachings, and the charismatic leadership heading up the movement. Its 

growing popularity was also encouraged by the social, econornic and political discontent 

prevailing in early nineteenthcentury Iran. These factors together provided the basis for 

the acceptance and expansion of the Bibi movement. 

Although Amanat and Aj*omand place emphasis on rnessianic belief as having 

been the most important factor in the growth of the movement, one cannot ignore the role 

of charîsrnatic leaders in disseminating its doctrines and in directing its political 

orientation. The role of early disciples of the Bab, such as Muilà Husayn, QuddÜs and 

Qurrat al-'Ayn, as well as of other Bàbi leaders such V@d and Hujjat was quite 

significant. It was their efforts which laid the foundation of the Bibi community in 

different cities throughout Iran. It was also they who were responsible for providing 

leadership to the movernent, white the Bab was in prison, particularly during the Bibi 

revolts against the state. 

The Bibi movement was greatly infiuenced by the doctrines of the Shaykhl 

school, and the Bàb himself was convinced by the prophecies of Sayyid Kâ@m Rashfi 

with regard to the appearance of a messianic figure after the latter's death. The Bab's 

interpretation of several religious doctrines, particularly those conceming escliatological 



problems such as resurrection, and his idea of the progressive nature of revelation. 

likewise have their roots in Shaykhi teachings. As we have seen, the Bab interpreted the 

doctrine of resmction differently from the orthodox theologians, saying in fact that 

resurrection is marked by the appearance of a new manifestation, a new prophet and a 

new religion. This doctrine implied that divine revelation is endless, and will continue to 

advance in accordance with human progress towards maturity. This view of resurrection 

constituted one of the Bàb's principal dissenting thoughts from mainstream Shi'ism. Bab7 

dissent from Shi'ism culminated in the Bab's claim to being the Mahdi, which entailed 

the abrogation of the Islamic sha6'a and the proclamation of a new scripture and a new 

religion. 

In a sense, the Bab seemed to see himself as undenaking to return Shibism to the 

original teaching of the Imams, as Shaykh @ad Alpi? had attempted to do. The Bab 

may have seen the doctrines held by the 'ulama of that time as deviating from the m e  

SE? faith. It is in this sense that the Bab rnay have thought of himself as a defender of 

"orthodoxy." However, fearing the threat of the Bibi movement, the 'ularna and 

government offkials condemned and persecuted the Bibis on religious grounds as well as 

for political reasons. The Bibi movement was seen as religiously deviant, and politically 

hazardous to both religious and political authorities. 

The accusation was not surprising since the Bab's daim to mahdihood in effect 

chailenged the legitimacy of the 'dama and the state to d e  over believers. For in the 

presence of the Mahdi, no religious or temporal authorities could ever daim power or 

authority (wal&), because ail SK9s must submit to the Imam in ail matters of their 



religious, political, spintuai and temporal lives. At this point, the Bâbi movement had 

changed from king merely a "sectarian development within Shi'ism" into a 

"revolutionary movement."' This development led to severe conflict in the fom of armed 

revolt between the Bibis on the one hand and the state's troops on the other. 

However, as we have seen, the insurrections that took place at the shrine of 

Shaykh Tabarsi, at Na* and at Zanjan were largely defensive in nanue. Although in 

some passages of bis works the Bâb addressed the doctrine of jihid, in reality there is no 

clear evidence to support the view that the Bibi revolts were ever inspired by the Bab's 

writings on this topic. Rather, the primary aims of the Bais in rebelling against the 

govemment seem to have been to defend their religious beliefs, and at the same time to 

emulate the example shown by imam Husayn at Karbala'. Although social and political 

discontent may have been a factor in these revolts, it was religious motives that primarily 

underpimed them, with the martyrdom of Imam Husayn serving as a paradigm in their 

encounter with the religious and political authorities. 

In addition, despite the fact that some scholars discern political goals behind these 

revolts, the absence of the Bab's specific instruction and the lack of general strategy on 

the part of the Babis, for example, serve as proofs that the BGbïs seem to have simply 

defended their faith and their Lives on the basis of religious concerns. This is also 

apparent in the use of religious symbols by the charismatic Bibi leaders, particularly in 

the course of the Babi revolts. The politicai aims, if there were any, were secondary. 

Therefore, the phenomenon of Babism c a ~ o t  be viewed sirnply, as Bayat refers to, as the 

'srnith, nie Bubi und Buha 'i Religions, 25. 



"politicization of dissent in Siïi'a t h ~ u ~ h t . " ~  As we have seen, the Bibi movement in fact 

represented a system of religious and political interconnections. BSbi religious dissent 

entailed political implications, and Bàbi political revolts contained religious elements, 

thus demonsvating that religion and politics had become hised in the Bàbi movement. 

However, apart fiom the religious dimensions in the Bàbi movement and in 

particular its revolts, the significance of the Bibi movement for the later development of 

Iran, as Keddie notes, was much more political than religious. The Bibi movement 

perhaps did not contribute much to religious or moral reform of the country. However, 

after the collapse of the movement in 1853 and its split into two groups. Azalis and 

Bahi'is, the existing Bibis continued to attract converts and admiration. Conversions 

were partly the result of the open hostility that the govemment and the orthodox clerical 

authorities displayed towards the BZbis. Although few in number, the Bibis remained 

important much more as "symbols and unrecognized leaders in reform than as a mass 

religion."3 This was to be proved later on in the early twentieth century, when the leading 

figures to pave the way for the constitutional revolution of 1905 in Iran were figures with 

religious affiiiations to Babism. Many Azalis even held governrnent positions in early 

twentieth cenniry Iran4 

2 ~ e e  Bayat, Mysiicism and Dissent, 87. 

3 Keddie, "Religion and Irniigion in E d y  Iranian Nationalism" 273. 

4 See Bayat., Mysticism and Dissent, 190. For hirther discussion on the Constitutional 
Revolution of 1905, see Bayat, Iran S F h  Revolution. 
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